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kiACO N I PH
and STERLING

TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES
Made votth the infinite care vohich characterises

the products oicnitstanding gerziw:
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MARCONIPHONE IDEAL

TRANSFORMER.
Guaranteed distortionless.
The !' Ideal ". will amplify
at all frequencies, without
defect. Windings arc
pecially protected against

deterioration or corrosion.
Tested at eachof manestage
facture and unconditionallv
guaranteed for twelve months
from date of pur-
chase. All ratios k

i

.....,,

. MARCONIPHONE IDEAL
TRANSFORMER.

(Flat Model, ratio 3 to it.)
Special purpose transformer
with the highest guaranteed
performance, at minimum
cost. Designed chiefly to
follow the detector valve.
Gidaranteed distortionless

d.an may be used in any type
circuit, under any comlitions,
and with any desired value of
11T. Ratio 3-I, 8/6Flat model .. ..

STERLING L.F.L.P. TRANS-
FORMER (Type L.P. 3).

MARCONIPHONE
Supersonic Transformer

For - intervalve coupling in
the Intermediate stages of a
Super -Heterodyne Receiver.
Approximately equal am -

over a narrow band
of frequencies and, " cut-off "
at each side of .the band.
Splendid amplification and
stability of working ensured.
Entirely interchangeable.
Superior to any 20/-competitive line ..

4°4'
,-,--0

.

A low frequency transformer,
for general purpose at mod-

.
,

crate price. Windings cor-
rected to give distortionless
amplification when used with
a 0.0005 mfd. Condenser
across the primary. Suitable
for all stages of L.F. ampli-
fication, and guaranteed
against breakdown under all
normal conditions 20/-for twelve months

tplification
,

,
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.
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MARCONIPHONE POWER
TRANSFORMER.

Designed for use in rectifiers
for H.T. Supply from A.C.
Mains. This transformer
gives in a single instrument
all supplies for the U 5 valve,
which ordinarily takes three
transformers of normal type.
Dispenses with special accu-
mulator. Heavy and izz
robust construction 00/ '

-,..,
i
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MARCONIPHONE IDEAL
. - CHOKE.
Extraordinarily high value
of inductance coupled with

--low self -capacity. Reliable
- for exceptionally uniform
amplification after valves of
any type. A silent supply of
I Iigh Tension under all con -
ditions. Guaranteed against
breakdown for a period of
t W

/
(Ave months 01 /

atter purchase. G .1 '
THE STERLING LOW -
FREQUENCY CHOKE.

THE MARCONIPHONE
HIGH -FREQUENCY

CHOKE.
Specially designed for H.F.
Choke - capacity amplifiers,
but suitable for use in reflex
or other circuits as an H.F.
blocking unit. Wound care-
fully in sections, ensuring
very low self -capacity.
Suitable for use for wave-

. .,. . .lengths up to- 10/64000 metres ..

Suitable for choke "rapacity
Loupled low frequency am -
plification and will give
excellent and distortionless
performance. May be used

connection with 11.T.
for smoothing purposes in

SuPply Units, and also to
eliminate steady plate
, urrent through windings of

loud speaker. 1 C /
1<. versible feet .. 'I Iii '

..,,

,:::

'

Write for interesting literature describing the full range of Marconiphone and S ler! i Ng Compouenis.

THE MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD.
(Sole Agents for Sterling Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd.-)

Head Office : 210, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I. Registr'red Office : Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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GUIDES FOR WIRELESS CONSTRUCTORS
The Two Latest Numbers
Now On Sale Everywhere

MODERN
LOUDSPEAKER SETS
This book contains straightforward,
amply illustrated directions for con-
structing three of the latest valve
sets. The first is a two -valve house-
hold loudspeaker set. A straight-
forward set of up-to-date design
intended for the reception of quality
signals from the local station and
from Daventry. The second is a
sensitive three-valver incorporating
a novel reflex principle which will
receive European stations with ease.
The third set described is a four-
valver including every possible
modern refinement.

PICTORIAL

BLUE PRINTS
This book consists of an up-to-date
and comprehensive range of blue
print diagrams drawn in a simplified
pictorial style so that the amateur
constructor cannot possibly go wrong
when building up a set on the lines
of any of the circuits with which the
book  deals. There are II circuits
in all.

Price 6 - Each.

At all Newsagents and Bookstalls

CONSTRUCTORS USING THESE
BOOKS CANNOT GO WRONG.
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And theysay that
the camera
cannot lie!
HERE is another fallacy blown sky

high. The camera can-and often
does-lie. It all depends on the lens.
Sometimes the lens has not been corrected
for astigmatism and the edges of the
pictures are awry. Buildings appear as
if they are tumbling down. The young
gentleman with the saxaphone in the
lower photograph would hardly be
recognised by his own mother. It is a
case of distortion made visible to the eye.

A good lens is proof against distortion
because it is scientifically corrected
against astigmatism. It projects all parts
of the image equally. In exactly the
same way a really good Transformer,
such as the Eureka, is scientifically
corrected against distortion. It must
amplify all the notes in the harmonic
scale evenly-it cannot emphasize some
at the expense of others. Just as a cor-
rected lens will reproduce a perfectly
life -like image of the saxaphone player,
so the Eureka Transformer will recreate
exactly the characteristic flute -like notes
from his instrument. You will hear him
as naturally as if you were in the studio.

Because a good lens costs more than a
cheap one, so the Eureka naturally costs
more than an inferior Transformer. It
costs much more to produce. In every
Concert Grand, for example, there are
no less. than 3 miles of copper wire. But
in designing the Eureka we aimed high.
We set aside the question of expense,
believing that most people took a pride in
the quality of their Radio Music. And
our policy has been a wise one.

The .Eureka to -day occupies a unique
position in the Transformer field. Every-
where it is recognised as setting an
extremely high standard of reproduction.
We are justifiably proud of its gocd
name. When building your next Set
remember the only thing that counts
to -day is quality of tone. The rich
mellow tones of a Eureka -equipped Set
make radio really worth while.

'Re-creates the
Portable Utilities Go., Ltd., Fisher St., WC.1.

Types and Prices:-
Eureka Concert Grand
A suPerb E. F. Transformer lierntically enclosed
in a coppered steel case proof against atmos-
pheric influences.

Eureka Reflex
For ;efiCx work a special Eureka is availalile.
Gives an exceptional volume of Mellow clear tone.

Eureka Baby Grand
For those who cannot afford the necessarily higher
price of the larger Concert Grand we have intro.
dared the Baby Grand. Folly up to the same
high standards of workmanship and carrying the
same generous guarantee. -

Eureka L.F. Choke Unit
The 1.. F Choke method of amplification is gaining
in popular favour amongst seasoned experinient-
ers. The Eureka Choke Unit, incorporating
grid leak and conden.r, is the finest instrument
of its type.

Fr Iv gnarai..3
No. 1 25 
No. 2 21'.

Fully guaranteed
15!.

Fully guaranteed
No. 1 15:.
No. 2 15'.

Fully guaranteed
2.5/.

LivincLArtiste
Sole Manufacturers pi Eureka Radio Products

Gilbert Ad. 6115.
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In 1910
In 1910 arose the problem of
designing condensers for aircraft
wireless sets.

The glass Leyden jars of those
days were too bulky and too fragile,
and there was no other suitable
condenser made.

Thus it was that William Dubilier
turned his attention to the subject
and commenced his pioneer
experiments. He immediately
realised that to design a conden-
ser which should be compact,
unbreakable, and at the same
time efficient under the high
frequencies and voltages of wire-
less circuits would call for much
specia' ised research.

He was successful in that same
year in producing the first con-

denser to meet these requirements.
Its dielectric was Mica.
Three years later, encouraged by the
War Office, he commenced upon the
manufacture of condensers on a large
scale, and the Dubilier Condenser Com-
pany at once assumed the leadership
which it holds to this day.

For sixteen ) ears we have specialized
in the manufacture of wireless conden-
sers, and for all products bearing our
name we have continuously insisted
upon tha high standard of efficiency
which we as Radio Engineers know to
be so essintiat.
Naturally this high standard implies a
slightly increased selling price, but it
undoubtedly results in the production
of condensers in which you can have
complete confidence.
And the possession of such condensers
is essential to good results whether you
b ild a crystal set or conduct labora-
tory research.

Specify-

DUBILIER
ADVERT. OF THE .141111.1ER COrdritSER CO. (1925) LTD..
41CCON WORKS. VICTORIA PiAD. NORTH ACTON, W.&

iriLEPHONE CHISWICK 2241 E.F.S. 2:29
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ART and Science go hand in hand in
the :16rown Cabinet Loud Speaker.

Beautifully finished in rich Mahogany
or Oak, it will harmonise with the
setting of any room, while in purity of
tone and adequacy of volume it stands
alone among Loud Speakers of this type.
In resistances of
2,000 or 4,000 ohms. 6.6.0

The brain
made Instrument
A FAMOUS painter, when asked

with what he mixed his paints
replied, "with brains." Just as the
finest quality paints cannot make
a masterpiece unless brains and
vision control the brush, so are the
best materials in the world useless,
in the making of Loud Speakers,
without wisdom, knowledge and
experience to guide the hand which
designs and makes them.
Telephonic experience gained in the
days before Broadcasting began-
and after ; the brain, imagination

and enthusiasm of the pioneer ; the
skill of the mechanic allied to dis-
cernment in the choice of materials
-such is the basis of 313r0w11
success.
When you choose a 161' ONV11, you
buy-not an instrument hastily
assembled to conform more or less
to an original "pattern," but a Loud
Speaker on which has been
bestowed all the individual thought,
care and attention of a craftsman
loving his work. A brain -made
instrument !

wn)
S. G. BROWN, LTD., Western Avenue, North Acton, W. 3
Retail Showrooms ; 19, Mortimer Street, W.1 ; 13, Moorfields, Liverpool ; 6'7, High Street, Southampton.
Wholesale Depots :-2, Lansdown Place West, Bath ; Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle ; 120, Wellington

St., Glasgow ; 5,7, Godwin St., Bradford ; Howard S. Cctoke Co., 59, Caroline St.,
Birmingham. N. Ireland : Robert Garmany, Union Chambers, 1, Union Street, Belfast.

Q
In addition to the
Cabinet, there are
eight other Brown
Loud Speakers- a
type for everyone
from 30/, to
L:13 13 O.

aiI3e.t; Ad.
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Treasures which crumbled at a touch
NOT so long ago the whole world was

thrilled with the accounts of the ex-
quisite treasures being exposed to the
light of day at Luxor. Superb jewels

worth a king's ransom-marvellous carvings
typical of the splendour of the Pharaohs-
georgeous sepulchral furniture - and most
wonderful of a 11, tapestries and draperies which,
until they were moved, retained the beauty
and freshness of the day they were woven.

But-whilst the jewels, the carvings and the
furniture have now been added to the
museums-the fabrics and the tapestries have
gone for ever. Their delicate, gossamer -like
threads could not withstand even the most
careful handling. After thirty centuries, the
fibres had lost their pliability-at a touch they
shivered into a thousand fragments.

This tragedy of crumbling treasures affords
a striking parallel for wireless enthusiasts.
Once the filament of a valve is crystallised

The new Costar Point One

With Black Band. An ideal
supersensitive Detector. Con-
sumption '1 amp. at
1.8 volts 14/.

Issued by L. C. Cossor' Ltd., Highbury Grove, N. 5

with age it is liable -to become fractured at
the slightest blow. Even the ordinary wear
and tear of everyday use will shorten its life.
Now, however, a filament has been discovered
which-because it operates almost without
heat-permanently retains its pliability. Age
cannot affect it. Even after several thousand
hours of use its electronic emission is as
prolific as ever. This Kalenised  filament
is one of two vital improvements introduced
by Cossor this season. The other is -Co -axial
Mounting-a system of construction acknow-
ledged to be one of the greatest steps forward
in valve design for several years. Ask your
Dealer today for our latest Folder describing
the many exclusive features of these new
valves.

Read about their amazing economy-their
greater sensitivity and improved tone, but
above all, their guaranteed uniformity of
performance. Never before have such re-
markable valves been available.

The new Cossor Paint Or -e

With Red Band. Pre-eminent
among H.F. valves. Con-
sumption 1 amp. at

14/'l'8 volts

The new Cossor Stentor Two

With Green Band. For Power
Valve use-ideal for Super
Sets. Consumption
15 amp. at 1.8 volts

r Va 1
gity

Acti.

+Pt

t Ad. 6104:
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A Message from Mars ?-l4 -valve Receiver Ready --New Broadcasting Chief Out.
shouting 5 X X-Sir Oliver Lodge -The Three -in -One Tube.

New Broadcasting Chief.

L"P,
I) CLARENDON, .the new broad-

casting chief, is 49 years of -age, :and
in his time has played many parts.

A year or two ago he was' Conservative
Whip in the House of Lords, a post which
he vacated to become Parliamentary
Under -Secretary for Dominion Affairs. Pre-
vious to this, and before he had succeeded
to the earldom in 1914, he was working in
Canada as a fruit -farmer. He still owns an
estate in Ontario.

Was He An Oscil-
lator ?

ND sooner - Was.
known that; the'.
Earl of Claren-

don was to be the
head of the new
British Broadcasting
Corporation, than he
was besieged by' in-
terviewers-who got
very little informa-
tion for their pain
He admitted, how-
ever, that he owns a.
two -valve set, that
he does not know
how to operate it
properly, and that
with it he has picked
up one foreign
station.

Piecing these fact
together, it looks to
me as though Lord
Clarendon. Britain's
first official broadcasting chief, has in the
past done his share of oscillating ! Quite
innocently, of course, but neverthless, I ant
afraid he has done it. And I think that
most of us will like him as chairman all the
better because of that' " one foreign sta-
tion" and because he, too, we fear, was
once a sinner who used too much reaction !

Wireless at. Westminster Abbey.
ItylESTMINSTER ABBEY is the latest

VV place of interest to be connected up
more or less permanently for broad-

casting. Amplifiers have been installed in
a room under the Abbey floor, near the
grave of the Unknown Warrior. and from

here extensions have run to the pulpit,
lectern and organ -loft.'

The thoroughness with which the his-
toric building has been wired for the
microphones leads to the hope that national
events -of the future, such as Coronations,
will be broadcast.

A
New Broadcasting Band.

DISTINCT success has been scored
by the Sylvians, the new band that
now broadcasts in place of the Savoy

The scene at Westminster, during the broadcasting of Sir Alan Cobham's welcome home from the Australian
flight. The two piok-up m Icrophones can be seen on the table.

Havana Band. It is a novel combination
consisting of two pianists, two saxo-
phonists, one violinist, one banjo player,
one trumpeter and one string -bass player.
The effect of the light music, with the
rhythm well marked, is one that comes over
the ether very well and crisply.

A Special Appeal.
AFRIENDLY and well -remembered
voice is to speak from London on
Sunday next (Oct. 24th) at 8.55 p.m.,

when "Uncle Caractacus " hopes to broad-
cast an appeal on behalf of the Moorfields
Eye Hospital. " Moorfields "-as the great
building is generally known-is the largest

and olde-,1 eye hospital in the world.
Owing to the special claim of its patients it
was the first London hospital to be equipped
by wireless under the " Daily News " fund.

Swiss Yodelling To -morrow.
TO -MORROW' night (Oct. 22nd) the

variety programme is to be strength-
ened and enlivened by the Swiss

Yodelling Quartet, who are on a visit to
this country.

So be sure and listen-in,between 10.15 p.m.
and 11 p.m. if you

not to
"miss your Swiss."

Chinch at Fifty Miles
an Hour.

THE manager
of the "All
Blacks," t h e

New Zealand Rugby
touring team,- re-
cently recounted how
the team joined in
a church service
when moving at 50
miles an hour. Whilst
crossing Canada in a
wireless -equipped ex-
press, the Canadian
National Railroad's
operator tuned in a
New York station
nearly 3,000 miles
away. Every word
of a church service
was heard, so clearly
that the team just

naturally joined in, as though they had
been in church, though actually they were
roaring through the Alberta prairies on
their way west.

A Message from' Mars ?
IS it possible that the inhabitants of Mars,I will send a wireless message to the

earth on October 27th ? On that date
the Mystery planet makes its .nearest
approach to the earth. Can that vast space
separating planet from planet be bridged
by radio ?

Fantastic -as the idea may seem at first
sight, it is possible that an- attempt will be

- (Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

made. And to catch any faint message
that may cross the millions of miles of
intervening space, P.W." has designed
and built the most remarkable radio
'receiver ever assembled.

14 -Valve Receiver Ready.
T is a 14 -valve receiver, embodying all

II the latest principles of amplification.
Specially designed by the Technical

Editor, and built in the " P.W." . labora-
tories, it will be used to keep constant -wire-
less watch upon the Red Planet. It is
capable of receiving the faintest flickering
impulses upon any wave -length between
IC and 40,000 metres, and of Magnifying
them enormously into a roar. Embodying
as it does the most modern apparatus, it is
easily the most wonderful wireless- set in
the world to -day.

A Possibility.
IN next week's POPULAR WiRRT.FsQ the

set will be specially describee1713ut for
the moment it is enough to say -that its

14 valves, efficiently applied, have poten-
tially far more pulling power than twice
that number would have possessed a year
ago. Scientifically it is just possible that
all lonu-distance records of the race may
be broken by this gigantic amplifying
apparatus.

Mars may not signal as she swings through
;pace ; but if she does reach out to us by
arlio, the receiver is ready.

Threat of Longer Talks.
IN commenting upon the above subject in

" P.W." No. X27 (October 9th issue),
our broadcasting correspondent re-

ferred to a speech by Mr. J. C. Stobart
(B.B.C. Director of Talks).

Mr. Stobart," he said, " can extend his
talks to six hours each, if and when he is
Working on a genuinely alternative wave-
length. But not before."

Fuller " details of Mr. Stobart's speech
show that a real alternative service for
listeners before the talks are extended was
a definite part of the plan referred to by the
Director of Talks.

" Let Your Friends Listen."
BRITAIN is to have a National Radio

Week, commencing November 7th
and concluding on November 13th.

The slogan will be " Let your friends
listen," arid the B.B.C. is co-operating with
other radio interests to make the week a
memorable one. Full details will be
announced shortly.

Out -Shouting 5.X X.
ouDER still, and louder " seems to

I-4 be the motto of the German broad:
casting authorities. Everybody

knows how well Hamburg, Frankfort and
the others are coming over, and now there
is to be a new German station far louder
and stronger than any in Europe, including
5 XX. It will operate from Langenberg, on
a wave -length between 250 and 600 metres.

. ,

A Radio Turn.
WANDERING round to the Holborn

Empire the other day, I found they
were staging an excellent turn by

the Selma Four. It opened as an ordinary

drawing -room scene, with somebody ang-
gesting some wireless music. A 5 -valve
wireless set was tuned in, and 2 L 0 came
thumping through in fine style. But-as
often happens-one of the company tried
to improve reception, there was a sickening
flash, and bang went all the filaments. So
then they decided to make their own music,
and very good stuff it proved to be

All1111111111hihhilIMINI1111111111111111111111111111111h11111111111111

TECHNICAL TERMS ILLUSTRATED

= A POOR, wretched, thin, half-
starved moke,

Who belonged to a greedy old bloke,
Turned and told him one day,
" If you don't buy me some hay,

- I hope you will jolly well OJT--"
Fri1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111117

That Geneva Wave Plan.
WHAT has happened to the Geneva

-Wave Plan,- that was to be in
operation by mid -October ? Origin-

ally the date fixed was mid -September, but
the difficulty of getting all Europe's wave -
meters adjusted to 'one correct standard
has led to two or three postponements,
and now the B.B.C. hopes it will come into
operation next month.

The various countries are all sending

SHORT WAVES.
= " Wireless and Herrings " was a , recent
= headline in the " Westminster Gazette," but =
= we hope there's no real connection, though the E
E one we had for breakfast the other day was =

certainly a loud speaker

" According to Mr. d. C. Robert, we are
threatened with Radio 'Varsities in this country. =

= But how can you send a radio undergrad
U down "-" Star."

" Polishing the ether. Difficulties of the
= wireless engineer."-Headlines in Morning =
= Paper.
= Emery paper is found to be best.
=
= It has been stated that broadcast music is =

much more enjoyable if listened to with eyes
= shut. And, of course, still more enjoyable if
= one's neighbours listen to it with their mouths =
= shut.
=- The weather and its ways " is a topic of
E unfailing interest, and a series of six weekly =
= broadcast talks with this title have been =
= arranged. --Scottish Paper.

A versatile subject, " always "

There was an announcer called White, E
Who always professed to be right,

He omitted to say :
until one summer's day

" Good-night,T everybody, good -night !

= - In connection with the radio physical jerks, 7=.*
= the " Daily News " writes : " Many propose U
= two short exercise periods-one for the early E.
= birds and another for the office workers." E
= The latter, we suppose, being the worms who
= earn !
E * * ' =
E An evening paper recently stated that a E. --
E. donkey in a London street held up the traffic E
U for a considerable time, refusing to move until E.-

' an errand boy standing on some steps com- -=
E menced whistling. Probably more zest would E
E be added to the sport if Radio " Canaries " E.
U for whistling were installed on all the leading E
E.- race -courses. -=
E * * *

=-
E The marriage has just been announced of an =
E American and an Englishwoman, whom he E
E met through hearing her voice over the wireless. E
E Mr. Baird's " Televisor " would have come in =
E bandy. =
E * * * 'T:
= Headline in Evening Paper : " Where does E=
= wireless stand to -day ? "
E If it ever travels by tube the answer is simple, 71-:
ZT111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111g

their wave -meters to Brussels for com-
parison with a big boss wave -meter there,
and apparently the scheme cannot proceed
until this autocrat of the wave -length -
table gives the word " Go."

Sir Oliver Lodge.
OF all the broadcast talks I have' ever

heard, I thought the finest, friend-
liest and most notable was the one

by Sir Oliver Lodge, introducing his lec-
tures on " Atoms and Worlds." The
vastness of the subject, the masterly
treatment that made it seem so compre-
hensible, and, above all, the impression of
noble personality radiated by the compelling
voice, had exactly the same effect upon all
to whom r mentioned the matter.

Don't you think so, too.?

The Three -in -One Tube.
THE latest German invention of three

valves in one is a wonderful step
forward towards simpler radio. Re-

cently I happened to be roaming round
the " P.W." Test Rooms when one of these
new valves (the first to come to Britain, I
believe), was in operation. It was coupled
up to a big Brown loud speaker, and was
handing out the dance music with great
gusto, the clarity being everything that
could be desired.

Set Contained in the Bulb.
THE three -in -one valve was mounted

upon a small base, the usual tuner,
battery leads, etc., were taken to

this,-and that was all. -

The valve itself is rather on the hefty side,
but no bigger than two ordinary valves, yet
inside it were three glowing filaments, coils,
resistances, and, in fact, a complete set.

It's not on the British market yet, but
when it is I'm going to have one !

Organ hfusie from Rinetna.
ORGAN music from the New Gallery

Kinema, Regent Street, is a feature
of the programme next Tuesday

evening: This is the organ that has lately
been heard on Wednesday afternoons, and
it is owing to the popularity of these after-
noon performances that an evening broad-
cast has been arranged.

Quality First.
WHY is it that Daventry's " outside "

broadcasts are often perfectly clear,
but when switched back to the

studio the music becomes distorted ?
Several readers have remarked upon this in
the letters I received in answer to my recent
query, " Is Daventry Weakening ? " and,
incidentally, it may be remarked that 2 L 0
also suffers from this defect.

I hope that the B.B.C. is not slackening off
its endeavours for perfection, nor forgetting
the slogan " Quality First."

A Wireless Cake.
TO celebrate the inclusion of the Orchestra

in the regular broadcast programmes,
the Prince of Wales Picture Play-

house at Lewisham bought a cake. Not a
tishy little miniature cake, but a whale of
a fellow, weighing 24 ewts., standing oft.
6 ins. high, and well over a yard wide !
The top tier was surmounted by a repro-
duction of the wireless masts at' 2 L O.

ARIEL.
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AChat a1 Qeceivenr
As I look back qver radio

receiver circuit designs
during the last few years

I sometimes wonder if we haVe
made the real strides we should
have made.

Our circuits seem to have im-
proved only in details, and I
consider we are still in a very
complicated stage of the art.

We certainly understand the
actions of the various parts of
Our receivers quantitatively
much better. Old, ideas have
been investigated and put, into
use for the public, but several
big problems still remain to he
soh-ed.

Valves.
Real developments in valves

have, however, taken place
New filaments have decreased
the consumption of valuable
L.T. battery current enormously;
and at the same time have per -
nutted the improvement of the
valve, particularly for 'power
purposes. And these. improve.
ments in valves have rendered
practical the use of  multi -valve
circuits by the public. With the old valves
more than three valves would have been
difficult to maintain, whereas now we can
run seven or eight valves for the same
current as one old R -tube.

The improvement valves has also
tended to simplify circuits a little. Whereas
before one spent a- lot of time designing
ways of making the same valve do several

* -4. -0w4.-4.

Have Circuits Improved Only in Details ? That is the
interesting theme of this special article.

By CAPTAIN H. J. ROUND, I.I.C.
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operations circuits to 'perform these com-
plex reflex operations are now seldom used.
It is easier and cheaper to use another
valve, and in addition the, general properties
of the receiver are improved.

High -Tension Energy.
The improvement in valves, however,

has not ' improved the situation one jot
with regard to the supply of H.T. energy.
and a visit to the Exhibition showed that a
lot of thought is being applied to this
troublesome problem.

It always seems curious to me that there
has only been one solution of the dry battery
problem evolved so far-the dry develop-
ment of the old wet Lcclanche battery. A
battery with six or seven times the life,
without serious increase of force, would
revolutionise radio. $3 small a percentage
of people have mains, or can afford the
necessary gear to use with the mains.

The solution of this problem may possibly
Come in a much more efficient loud speaker
-Lone which gave ample volume and good
quality reproduction with 50 volts and, say,
2 milliamperes, would be extremely useful.

At present I consider six times the power
is necessary, and that naturally mnitiplies
the cost by six.

Circuits.
Is there any other art in which there are

so many ways of getting, similar results ?
The expert is puzzled very frequently

as to the right way to go about building up
his receivers, and only by definitely layint
down in detail the objects he ,wishes to
obtain can he make any decision as to the
circuits to use.

Let us examine the receiver
position and attempt to
analyse how we stand at pre-
sent, and- in what direction -
we are likely to go in the

future. Our main objects are to obtain as
simply as possible :

(1) Good quality reproduction.
(2) Sufficient strength.
(3) Selectivity.

The first consider-
ation fixes very defin-
itely a good loud
speaker, a power valve.
and plenty of H.T.
energy. That at least
is one place in the
system where we are
sill in agreement.

We now have to
supply sufficient vol-
tage to the grid of this
poWer valve to enable
it to work up to the
maximum, and the
variety of ways of
doing this are legion.

What might be called
the centre piVot of the
receiver lies in the
rectifier, and I have
drawn out the different
sections of the receiver
in Figs. 1, A, B, C
and D.

Of these four sections, two are
absolutely essential - i.e. the
rectifier and the power valve,
unless one, of course, only uses
telephones, when the rectifier is
sufficient..

The problem becomes difficult
when we have to decide on the
two sections A and B, and the
decision there is extremely
difficult to make.

The Rectifier.
First of all, the decision has

to. be made about. what type of
rectifier we shall use.

-

Crystals are ery inviting to
the amateur, but are practically
barred- to the professional des
signer for obvious reasons, so.
that the latter merely has to
decide between two general
methods.

One which is most commonly
used is the grid cumulative
method, and the other is the
well-known plate bend rectifier.

The first of these methods
is the more sensitive, and per-
mits of using the rectifier valve
for reaction purposes, but

definitely for best results must not be
overloaded, and it is necessary to introduce
at least one L F. valve between it and
the power valve. The quality even then is
very much under suspicion.

The second method does not lend itself
to reaction, but can he loaded up so as to
work the power valve directly without
distortion. So that given a strong H.F.
input the second method seems ideal,
although at the present time H.F. magnifier
is too difficult and expensive to permit
except in special cases the omission of one
L.F. stage before the power valve.
The H.F. Magnifier.

The really interesting part of the receiver
is the part marked A, and nine -tenths of
our efforta_are turned in this direction at

(Continued -on next page.)

A type of receiver where design is an extremely important matter, where
unnecessary overcrowding will spell disaster.
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* --*--4.----------  - -  --- ------*
REACTANCE.

A CONFUSING TERM EXPLAINED.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

* .4.-4.-o-      -1  -  -0-4- - 

REACTANCE (not to be confused with
reaction) is the opposition to an electric
current offered by an inductance or a

capacity, which are usually introduced by
means of a coil or condenser respectively.
(Inductance is that property of a circuit
which tends to prevent any change in the
value of the current flowing, and is analogous
to mechanical momentum. or inertia.)

If we were to wind several turns of thick
copper wire on an iron core, and join the
ends up to an accumulator, a very large
current would flow, for the thick wire would
possess hardly any resistance. The same
coil, however, would very strongly oppose
the flow of an alternating current, for, being
wound in the form of a coil upon an iron
core, it would possess a high inductance

opposite to those obtaining in the case of an
inductance.

A condenser completely prevents a steady
flow of current, but offers very little oppo-
sition to H.F. alternations, and in order to
obtain a small reactance the capacity of a
condenser must be large.

All electric circuits offer both resistance
'and reactance to the flow of an alternating
current. Very often either one or the other
is negligible, and direct current (as from a
dry battery or accumulator) encounters no
reactance. In alternating current circuits,
however, the two may be of equal import.
ance, and the name impedance is employed
to denote the total opposition offered to the
current by resistance and reactance (whether
due to inductance or capacity).

Dlr. Bead with hie original television apparatus he has presented to the South Kensington Science Museum.

which would tend to prevent the current
from changing. In other worcts the cur-
rent would encounter a high reactance.

Comparing the property of inductance
with mechanical inertia, we may imagine
the difficulty that would be encountered
if we tried to push a heavy truck rapidly
backwards and forwards, whereas, pro-
viding that the resistance (of the bearings,
etc.) was low, we could easily push it
steadily in one direction.

Reactance and Impedance.
The reactance of a coil depends upon its

inductance and upon the frequency of the
current. A high inductance offers a greater
reactance than does' a low one, and the
opposition offered by a given inductance
varies directly with the frequency of the
alternations of current. Thus, doubling
either the frequency of the current or the
inductance of the coil will double the
reactance.

The name reactance is also given to the
opposition offered to a current by a conden-
ser. In this case the conditions are exactly

(Continued front previous page.)
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*
A CHAT ON RECEIVERS.

the present time, because given a stable
H.F. unit of large magnification and good
selectivity a great many other difficultie4
vanish.

Almost as old as the 'valve is the tuned
plate circuit with reaction, but getting any
further is a matter of great difficulty. Not
only amplification has to be considered, but
selectitity, because any increase of ampli-
fication tends to'bring in unwanted stuff, so
that the more you amplify the more you
must -select.

The tuned anode circuit is rather dceep-
tive-it gives very fine sensitiveness, but
all who have succeeded in adding another
valve must have been deeply disappointed
in the apparent small additional increases in
signals. -

Really a lot 'of the Magnification of the
tuned anode circuit conies from -ittitatint,

which of course you can never apply twice,
so that cascade tuned anodes really show
up what the H.F. magnification is.

Selectivity.
Let us think about the selectivity of a

receiver a bit.
There is at present only one method in

general -use for obtaining selectivity, and
that is the principle of cascade tuned cir-
cuits.

One tuned circuit selects a certain amount
and its selectivity is a maximum when you
have the largest amount of reaction you can
apply without distorting.

But two circuits in cascade mill cut off
unwanted waves muck better than one cir-
cuit will without gix ing distortion, and the
more the circuits the better the selectivity.

But this addition of circuits tends to
make tuning very difficult to do, and a
great number of attempts are now being
made to simplify the apparatus for the
user, but what is really wanted is a new idea
for tuning differing from both the cascade
H.F. circuits or its relative the superhetero-
dyne, without the faults of the latter, which
although of great. interest, I have not space
to consider in this article.

I am sorry to 'say that I- see no revolit-
tiOnary idea in sight, and we shall apparently
have to, go ahead patiently improving our
Methods for tuning a number of circuits
accurately together with one handle motions
and reducing the expense of doing it.. The
difficulty would be much less if we had
only one range of wave -lengths to contend
with in Europe, but every designer ha. Ito
keep in mind 200-600 metres..and,..t.000-
200 metres,. and only,the-dcs.igners know
the heartbreaking .woirrequired to make
both ranges work properly.

Valve Couplings.
The cascade tuning: appantidts lend

itself automatically to -valve couplings iii a
way which tends to give the magnification
which the selectivity of the set deserve4.

But everyone knows the difficulties Which
have to be contended with to act .stability.

In general we can say that to nia;:)tain
stability in a caseado IL' amplifier wo
should in the limit :

1. Take. care that by-pass condensers are
arranged across H.T. batteries, de., so
that H.F. currents arc not lowing in long
leads.

2. Reduce the effect of the magnet ie
fields of coils by I uitatio winding and by
shielding.

3. Reduce the electrostatic fields of
coils, condensers, and any high potential
leads by shielding.

4. After this is done take care that the
valve capacity from grid to plate is effec-
tively balanced cut.

5. Apply effective measures prevent any
H.F. getting into the L.F. circuits.

Part way measures can he taken iii all
these operations-more than is necessary
of course need not be done, but if you
want the best receiver you will have to
attend carefully to every point.

Short- Wave Parasites.
:Me difficulty in performing these opera-

tions has been noted in the last year or
so.

It was discovered that :a so-called neutra-
lised circuit was realty uentralised foi' the
wave One was after, but in neutralising a

(Contiatted on page 452.)
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?THERE has been so
much ill-informed
speculation on the

future constitution
of broadcasting that
it may be well to take
this opportunity to
dispose Of some of
the misapprehensions
that are still current.
Here is a stock ques-
tion which is being
put to us repeatedly : " Does the future of
broadcasting under Civil Service control
appeal to you as beiqg likely to retain the
interest and approval of the public ? "

Greater Freedom.
This, question implies an idea of the

future of broadcasting which was /never
eontemplated by Lord Crawford's Com-
mittee or by the Government. It is true
that the Royal Charter has not yet been
published, and until it is published no one
can speak with certainty as to its detailed
provisions. But there are quite specific and
satisfactory guarantees that. broadcastiiv

Mr. J. C. W. Reith.

under its future constitution will be at any
rate no more under Civil Service control
than it has been under the constitution of
the past four years.

On the contrary, there seems no doubt
that the broadcasting service will be in a
position of greater authority and greater
freedom. The working principle for which we
have always; contended-the principle of no.
restrictions 'grid no privileges-is apparently
agreed. Thg Broadcasting Corporation will
rak as an independent public organisation
with which there is no direct analogy and
for which there is no close precedent.

THE FUTURE OF THE B.B.C.
A Special Article for " P.W."

By J. C. W. REITH, M.Sc.
(Managing Director of the B.B.C., Ltd.)

* 4,--.10-4. -4.1---.1.-
The Corporation will Probably have

power to widen the field of broadcasting. It
will be as resilient and as responsive to
movements of public opinion as we have
tried to be. Its officials will not be Civil
Servants-they will be appointed in the
ordinary way, and their appointments will
be subject to termination or extension
according to commercial usage. There is
no danger whatever of the broadcasting
service losing the interest and approval of
the' public by virtue of its coming under a
corporation of the kind that is envisaged by
the Government.

The finance of broadcasting has always
given us acute anxiety. On the one hand,
the position with regard to licence revenue,
so far as the public is concerned, is
eminently satisfactory. Even at mid-
summer, when interest in broadcasting
might reasonably be expected to be at a
low ebb, there was a steady increase in
the number of receiving licences taken
out. At the end of August there were
2,193,150 licences in force throughout the
country, representing a gross revenue of
£1,051,575 for the year. That is the bright
side of the picture.

The Financial Position.
And now for the disposition of this money.

'co begin with, the Post Office is fully
entitled to deduct the full cost of collection
and administration, but we believe that the
balance of the licence money should be re-
served for the brdadcasting service for its
maintenance and development. So long as
broadcasting remained under the control of
a limited liability company there was
perhaps a case for declining to hand over
to it snore than a limited proportion of the
revenue from licence money. But now that
the objection to the absence of public con-
trol is being removed through the substitu-
tion of a corporation for the company, we
are hoping that adequate funds will soon be
released for the further development of the
service.

We are not out of sympathy with those
whose purpose it is to find money for the
public exchequer. On the contrary, we
believe that there is much more chance of
the broadcasting service becoming a per-
manent and regular source of revenue to the
Treasury if it be allowed first of all to carry
out the plans for bringing the service to the
point of maximum efficiency.

The next step is to substitute a new system
of distribution which it is hoped will not

only make the pro-
-grammes available to
everyone in the
country on cheap and
simple apparatus,
but will also give a
reasonable variety of,
programmes to the
vast majority. That
these plans should
be carried out, we
believe to be of the

first importance. To carry them out will
require a great deal of money. There
will be quite enough difficulties in the
ordinary way without having also to worry
about finance.

Programme Constitution
Apparently misapprehensions arc not

confined to the larger issues of constitution
and control. It is being suggested repeatedly
that the advent of the Broadcasting Cor-
poration will be marked by an undue
increase in the proportion of the purely
educational part of the programmes. It is

The Earl of Clarendon.

impossible to find any cause or justification
for this and many similar alarms.

It is difficult to appreciate how to an
average listener the transfer from the Broad-
casting Company to the Broadcasting Cor-
poration will be noticeable. The main
object of the service will naturally continue
to be the provision of the best available
programmes of all values duly balanced.
When facilities are secured for alternative
programmes, the educational side of the
work will expand to meet the increasing
demands, for it.

THE NEW B.B.C.
The Earl of Clarendon was first suggested as a likely choice for the The new B.B.C. chairman, the Earl of Clarendon, is at present P_

F- new B.B.C. chairman in "Popular Wireless," and it has now been Under Secretary for the Dominions. He is forty-nine and succeeded
2 stated that the post has been offered to him by the Government. to the title in 1914. He was Chief Conservative Whip in the

Other members of the new corporation include Lord GaInford, the House of Lords and Captain of the Gentlemen -at -Arms from
...2 present chairman of the B.B.C., and it is understood that the services 1922-1925. He was appointed Under -Secretary for the Dominions E---.

of Mr. J. C. W. Reith, who, above all others, has been so successfully on the reorganisation of the Colonial Office last year. He will
responsible for the development of British Broadcasting-will be probably commence his new duties when the B.B.C. becomes a

E retained in an important executive capacity. corporation on January 1st, 1927. E-
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By F. W. OSBORN

ANYONE who has had the opportunity
of trying out a crystal and a valve
rectifier in the reception of the same

radio transmission by rapidly switching.
over from one to the other will, I think,
agree that for purity and clarity, the crystal
is easily best. This is particularly notice-
able if the rectifier is followed by a properly
designed and adjusted amplifier for working
a good loud speaker. Witt a valve rectifier
working on the " leaky grid " ,principle
there is a distinct " woolliness " of repro-
duction as compared with that of the crystal.

Whether this is so with the older type of
" anode bend characteristic " rectification
method, using a proper rectifying valve,
the writer is unable to say. However, this
method is not met with very often to -day.

Mainly on account of this superiority,
the writer has always been.interestedin the
use of crystal rectifiers for the " detector "
portion of a radio receiver. The main dis-
advantage of using crystals is that when
adjusted to a state of maximum sensitivity
they become unstable, often the least jar
destroying the setting required, also,
without the use of H.P. valves, only the
local station can be received.

Many Foreign Stations Received.
During his experiments the writer evolved

the circuit given here, and it has given abso-
lute satisfaction during the six months
it has been in constant use. Providing the
correct valves which can handle the power
are used, with ample H.T. and proper grid
bias, it gives a remarkably true and dis-
tortionless reproduction. The power of
the writer's two -valve set is considerably
more than that given by a straight detector
and L.F. with reaction on the same aerial.

With the correct setting of the crystal
many foreign and B.B.C. stations are re-
ceived, some at quiet loud speaker strength
and even with the reaction adjustment re-
quired to do so there is no apparent dis-
tortion unless the receiver is pushed to the
oscillation point. Reaction, moreover, is
every bit as finely controllable as in the

Reinartz " receiver, which it obviously so
closely resembles.

The nucleus of the circuit is of a very
old type, and needs no discussion. The
additional features li in the provision for
the use of grid bias, and the addition of
reaction, which is obtained in a novel
manner, Grid bias is applied by the usual
method of breaking the grid circuit filament
return lead and inserting the necessary
battery, the exact value depending on the
type of valve used.

The crystal detector is shunted by a small
variable condenser (a three -plate vernier
is about the right size) and this serves to by-
pass a slight amount of the H.F. component
of the grid circuit. The amplified H.F.
current in the anode circuit of the valve is
then fed back via the usual " Reinartz "
condenser control system to give the
reaction effect.

Since the circuit is not so dependent on
the crystal being set for maximum sen-

delightfully simple to handle,, the reaction
control being just as steady ass in an ordinary
Reinartz receiver. In use the small variable
condenser shunting t4 ,e crystal should be
kept at as low a value as possible, while
allowing the receiver to be brought  to
oscillation point by the reaction condenser
control.

It is absolutely esseotial that a correct
L.F. valve he used in the last stage to
handle the power obtained, and if the,
receiver is used- on a good aerial the first
valve will also probably have to be. of the
same type; as a general purpose valve will
in most. cases be overloaded.

Units For All Wave-litigths.'
This applies, of course, to the recepti6n

of a near -by station. The tuning cal ii:4y
well consist of a single layer: ,winding
3 in. or 4 in. diameter ;  the grid portion-ct
about- 40 to 50 turns to tune over the
broadcast belt ; .while the aerial -reaction
portion is a similar coil, }nit tapped at
every. five turns, wound in the sane direc-
tion on the same former, and just separated
by a slight gap from the grid coil, the
middle two. ends of the windings going to
the earth-filameat lead. The aerial tappiue
lead is best adjusted by trid, bearing le
mind the smaller the number of - turns
included, the less the damping, the greatei.
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sitivity, there being au ample power in
reserve, a stable perikon double crystal
combination works perfectly, and it is
only for the reception of weak distant.
stations that calls for any special setting.
To achieve this, it is absolutely essential
to obtain a setting of the two crystals which
has but a small damping effect on the grid
circuit, and unless this is achieved, the
circuit cannot be brought to its most
sensitive state, just off oscillation point.

The Crystal Adjustment.
Using an ordinary zincite bornit,e com-

bination, the writer has never had any
difficulty in finding such a setting for the
detector, though it is true that with some
settings the damping is excessive. Hoivever,
either setting has no effect on the reception
of a local station, which can always be got at
excellent strength. Once, however, a setting
is obtained which gives the necessary light
damping, it will remain almost, indefinitely.

- It is important, also, that the bornite crystal
be next to the grid.

The aerial, too, is but lightly coupled, a
small fixed condenser of .0002, as well as
the small Reinartz coupling coil being used
to ensure a sufficiently light load. When
once the receiver is properly adjusted it is

1111.111---6 9.
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the selectivity, but if made too snet ll, signal
strength will be sacrificed. If the coils aro
fitted with plugs and sock,q.,, interchange-
able unitailor any wave -lengths can be
made.

The rest of the circuit is straightforward,
and the circuit diagram should make things.
clear. There is but one thing the writer_
regrets and that is that the selectivity is
not higher, possibly tuning the aerial
circuit and extreme loose coupling would
improve matters, but this unfortunately
acids a further control.
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Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.
Order your copy now.
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NEXT WEEk
' THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR:

A Special Supplement of eight
pages devoted to the interests of
the amateur constructor.

Edited by
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T" " P.W." Ranger, as its name im-
plies, is a set that 'is capable of very
long distance reception. Only two

valves are used, and yet with these two
valves the set can not only receive distant
stations, but is able to reproduce the pro-
grammes of the local station upon the loud
speaker. This is exactly the kind of all-round
set that many readers have been on the look-
out for, and perhaps it would be as well to

explain first how any simple two -valve set is
capable of such a diversity of results.

The reason for the success of The Ranger
is that the set is capable of " diving down "
to the short waves, as well as receiving
broadcast programmes in the ordinary
way.

An examination of the photographs will
show that superficially the set reseni les
the ordinary straight two-valver, in Which
the first valve acts as the detector, and the
second valve is employed as an L.F. ampli-
fier. This resemblance is, indeed, more than
superficial, for, as a matter of fact, the
circuit is a perfectly straight one.

Set for Short Waves Too.
Although The Ranger is capable of work-

ing as an ordinary broadcasting set, it can
easily be changed over to act as a receiver
for the ultra -short waves, the circuit em-
ployed for both classes of reception being
almost identical, In fact, the only addition

P. dnger
+A receiver that can be used for ordinary broad-

casting as well as for the reception of the
ultra -short waves.

Designed, Built and Described by
1'ke"P.11'."Expennzental Staff.

kb()it
that has been found necessary in order to
make the set function efficiently upon wave-
lengths below 100 metres is a modification
of the condenser which controls reaction.
Very little extra expense is incurred, so for
this slight extra cost the constructor is able
to ensure that, in addition to a broadcast
receiver, he has a set that is capable of in-
vestigating the latest and most fascinating
aspect of wireless-i.e. the short waves.

An inspection of the
theoretical diagram shows
how the circuit has been
arranged to ensure these
results. It will be seen that
a '0003 fixed condenser is
connected in series with the
aerial, and that the aerial
coil is tuned by a variable
condenser across it in the
ordinary way. A grid leak
and condenser are included
for rectification, and in the
plate circuit of the detector
valve the primary of an L.F.
transformer is included.

The secondary of this
transformer is joined to the
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LIST OF COMPONENTS.
1 panel 16 in. x 8 in. x s in. s. d.

(Peto-Scott) with cabinet
and 8 in. baseboard .. 1 15 0 2:

2 .0003 S.L.F. variable con-
densers (Peto-Scott) 1 1 On

1 Penton 2 -way coil holder .. 6 0-
1 Precision rheostat (30 ohms) 3 0=

7-,== 2 Lotus valve holders .. 4 6
1 Lissen L.F. transformer .. 8 6=

Lissen grid condenser (.002)
and leak (2 meg.) .. 2 0=

1 Varley multi -cellular H.F.
choke 9 6n

1 Ormond air dielectric fixed
condenser (.0003) 2 0=

1 Ormond air dielectric fixed
condenser (0002) 2 0 LE_

2 Detex vermo dials (nickel).. 9 0=
3 Terminal strips complete

(Peto-Scott).. 4 0=
Wire, screws, transfers, etc. 2 6E
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amplifying valve as usual, and in
the plate circuit of this second
valve are the telephones (or loud
speaker).

As previously stated, the control
over reaction has been specially
arranged. Between the primary
of the L.F. transformer and the
plate.of the detector valve is in-
serted an H.F. choke.

This prevents H.F. currents
from flowing in the L.F. portion of
the set. An alternative path for
the amplified H.F. is arranged on a

principle that is very similar to the well-
known Reinartz circuit. It consists of a
plug-in coil, magnetically coupled to the
aerial tuning coil, and in series with a eon.
denser that governs reaction.

Reaction Control.
An extremely fine and even control ON er

reaction is provided by the variation of 66
variable reaction condenser, and upon the
normal broadcasting wave -lengths this fine
control will generally enable quite a number
of foreign broadcasting stations to be
tuned in on the 'phones. The probability
is that one or more of these will give suffi-
cient volume for the loud speaker when
conditions happen to be exceptionally
favourable. In any case, at normal dis-
tances there should be excellent loud-
speaker reproduction of the local and
Daventry programmes when an ordinarily
good aerial is employed.

By removing the ordinary tuning coih
and inserting in their place special " short.
wave " coils the set is ready for short-wave
reception. The only difficulty that would
normally be experienced is the fact that
whilst a *0003 condenser gives adequate
control over the amount .of reaction on
broadcasting wave -lengths, a different
capacity is needed for short-wave reception.

Well Spaced Wiring.
An extra fixed condenser has therefore

been included in the set, and by means of a
separate terminal strip and three terminals
it can be brought into circuit as and when
required. The construction of the set is in
no way different from ordinary practice,
except that it is essential that the wiring
should be well spaced to avoid undesirable
coupling effects when working at the high
frequencies (short waves). Any constructor
who has made two or three sets previous to
this one will have not the slightest difficulty
in arranging for this adequate spacing, and
even those without much experience of the
vagaries of short waves will be able to make
a success of the wiring if every care is taken
to avoid parallel paths and capacity con p -
ling between neighbouring wires.

(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from previous page.)
*

The sizes of the panel and the baseboard
are stated in the list of components, and in
addition there 'are three --terMinal strips
required. One of these is 7 inche,s long and
carries seven terminals for batteries, etc. ;
second is '3 inches long and -Carries two ter-
minals froth aerial and earth. All these
strips are made from inch or inch
ebonite, 2 inches across; with the terminals
evenly disposed along them. The third
strip. is 3 inches long by.2 inches in height,
and it carries three terminalS, which for the
sake of clearness have boon marked in the
wiring diagram 1, 2 and 3. This lattei strip
is fixed to the top of' the baseboard by two
brackets and screws, and the other two
strips are fixed by screws to the edge of the
baseboard, as Usual.

Panel Drilling.
The drilling of the. panel is simplicity

itself, the positions for various holes This photogra0 shows the position of the H.F. Choke, and the method of fixing the reaction terminal board,

Another back of panel view, giving a good idea of the spacing of the wires that cross the baseboard.
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shout upon the drilling diagram. It will be
seen that five wood screws arc utilised to fix
the panel to the baseboard, and they should
be arranged so that they enter the latter
half -way through its thickness. The face of
the small three -terminal strip that is
mounted on the top of the baseboard is
placed at a distance of 1 inch from the side,
and the edge farthest from the panel is
inches from the long terminal strip.

Amongst the list of components necessary
to build the receiver are two Ormond air-
spaced fixed condensers ; one of these is
placed close to the aerial terminal and the
other diagonally opposite on the baseboard.
The coil holder is central, and the arrange-
ment of the other condenser and valve
holders is clearly shown by the photographs.
which indicate also how the low -frequency
transformer is placed. Underneath the
aerial tuning condenser, in the angle between
the panel and the baseboard, is laid the
Varley H.F. choke. There is no need
to fit this to the panel or baseboard,
as its own -wiring. will hold it in place
quite firmly.

The Wiring.
The original set was wired up with No. I s

square section tinned copper wire. The
filament circuit was wired first, and these
wires were kept low against the neighbouring
surfaces, as they will be at earth potential.
Following the filament leads, it is a good
plan to wire the high -frequency part of the
circuit. This comprises the aerial coil and
condsneers, grid leak and condenser, and
the leaction terminal board. It is most
important that all this wiring should be
carefully spaced, and so long as this is done
the rest of the wiring is relatively unimport-
ant as regards the spacing of the leads.

The' chief additional precaution that
should be taken in constructing a set of this
type is by scrupulous cleanliness' to ensure
that no leakage paths are provided by un-
wanted flux, and similar impurities, on the
wiring itself, baseboard, panel or compost- ,
ents. Apart from this necessity to solder
carefully, the rest of the construction is not
out of the ordinary.

(Continued on next page.)
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When completed the connections should
be checked, over from the point-to-point
check list that accompanies this article.

It only remains to add that care must be
taken in connecting up the extra reaction
condenser,. as it is possible by mixing the
leads to short the H.T. battery. Thia 'danger
is easily obviated if 'the 'following Procedure
is adopted.

To join the two reaction condensers in
parallel, the flexible lead from the moving
coil should be fixed on to the terminal
marked 1, and the terminals 2 and 3 should
be joined together by a shorting switch.

To join the condensers in series, the flexible
lead from the moving coil is taken 'to
terminal No. 2, terminals 1 and 3 being left
without external connections.

Tunney-Dempsey. Fight Tuned In.
An inspection of the diagram will show

that if the flexible lead from the coil is
inadvertently connected to the terminal
No. 3 the H.T. battery will short via the
primary of the L.F. transformer, H.F.
choke, and moving coil:

Owing to the wide variation in the values
of the capacity reaction that can be applied,
the set is not at all unduly critical as to the
valves that may be used. Employing a 6 -volt
accumulator very good results were obtained
with a B.4 valve in the 1st stage, and a
D.F. A. 1 for the power valve. With a 2 -volt
accumulator the Cossor I's gave excellent
results, and another good 2 -volt combina-

The special short-wave coils used for the very low wave -lengths are shown in position, in this photograph.

tion was the Cosmos S.P. 18 blue spot and
the Mullard P.M.2.

It is interesting to know that on test,
when using these latter, the broadcast
account of the Tunney-Dempsey fight for
the World's Championship was tuned in
direct from America via K D K A

For all the tests the new " Igranic short-
wave " coils were employed, using a 9 -turn
coil for the aerial. It was found possible
to tune Is to just over 30 metres

0002
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2 Area:

/  0003
AteD \
1."-N 0

0

bomor mon
I ICI I nami somas

AL I Ilk
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/WRING .0/AGRAM

when employing a 6 -turn aerial coil
and 9 -turn reaction. For K D K A (on
63 metres) the aerial condenser is about
two-thirds " in," so that most of the con-
denser scale is available for the lower wave-
lengths-

.

2.1! finunnummunimiumnium wififilmi

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS.
Aerial terminal to one side of -0003

E fixed condenser.
--I-- Other side of .0003 fixed condenser to
E one side of grid condenser and leak, to
= socket of fixed coil holder, and to fixed

plates of A.T.C.
E Other side of grid condenser and leak
= to grid socket of first valve holder.
E Earth terminal to plug of fixed coil
E holder, to moving plates of A.T.C., to
E L.T. negative, to H.T. negative, to one
 side of rheostat, to moving plates of re-

action condenser, to No. 3 terminal of
= series -parallel terminal strip, and to I.S.
E of L.F. transformer.

Other side of rheostat to one filament
= socket of each of the valve holders.
-.-71 Other filament sockets to L.T. positive.
E-- Plate socket of first valve holder to
= plug of moving coil holder, and to one
 side of H.F. choke. Socket of moving

coil holder is joined by a flexible lead to
= one terminal on series -parallel snip as
E required.

No. 1 terminal on strip to one side of
0002 fixed condenser, and to fixed plates

E of reaction condenser. No. 2 terminal to .==

 other side of -0002 fixed condenser.
= Other side of H.F. choke to I.P. terminal E.

of L.F. transformer. O.P. terminal of
transformer to H.T. positive 1.

O.S. transformer terminal to grid E
socket of second valve holder.

E Plate socket of second valve holder to -=
f: one 'phone terminal. Other 'phone E
E terminal to H.T. positive 2.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

In the set shown here no fixed condenses
has been connected across the 'phones
terminals, but of course this refinement may
be added if desired. The best value de-
pends upon the 'phones or loud speaker to
be used, and generally it is not lower than
.001 nor higher than .006 mfds.
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THE'
question his been raised as to

whether L.F. amplification will bring
in stations which were previously

inaudible, and whether, for a given number
of valves, it is better to employ H.F. stages
or L.F. stages. This question is continually
cropping up in letters from readers, and
has more than once been touched upon in
these Notes. It has been common to assume
that broadly the differenCe between H.F.
amplification and L.F. amplication is that
H.F. amplifiers give greater distance whilst
L.F. amplifiers give greater volume.

This, however, is entirely on the assump-
tion that the received signals, in the absence
of any H.F. amplification, are sufficiently
powerful to operate the detector efficiently.
In such a case there is little or no point in
using any H.F. amplification ; and, indeed;
if H.F. amplification be used it may be
necessary so to adjust the controls that the
same result is produced at the detector as
could have been produced without the aid
of the H.F. amplifying valves.

Providing the detector is efficiently oper-
ated, it is preferable to use any extra valves
as L.F. amplifiers.

H.F. or L.F.?
On the other hand, if the incoming signals

are very weak, as for example signals from
distant stations, then, although it is still
useful to add L.F. amplifying Valves, the
full benefit of these is not obtained. In such
a case it- is preferable to put one stage or
more of H.F. amp_ lification before the
detector.

It will thus be seen that the question as
to whether L.F. or H.F. amplification is
required in any particular case centres
around that of the efficient operation of the
detector. If, for example, the station is
within crystal range, even long -crystal
range, it will certainly be unnecessary to
use any 'H:F. amplification, and any spare
valves you may have had better be devoted
to 'serve as L.F. amplifiers. If, however,
distant or weak stations are required, try
a stage or two of H.F., and note whether
this produces better results.

In this connection, as I believe I have
mentioned before, it is often found that a
single stage of H.F. -amplification does not
produce any very appreciable benefit, but
two stages of H.F. amplification will in the
appropriate cases undoubtedly do so.

In the most general case, where a con-
structor wishes to employ three valves, and
is not sure whether to use them as a 1-v-1
or v-2, that is to say, as H.F., detector, and
one L.F., or as detector and two L.F., it is
almost invariably preferable to employ
them as detector and two L.F.
Do Batteries Cause Corrosion?

The question which we discussed recently
as to the inclusion of the batteries within
the cabinet of the set has brought me a
number of letters from various readers who
have had experience with accumulators,
and in particular a letter from Mr. A.
Wright, who gives an interesting account
of his observations with a battery of large
storage cells. The question at issue is as to
whether the fumes or allegectfumes from tfie
accumulators are liable to cause corrosion
on metal parts within the set. My corre-
spondent continues:

" I have been dealing with batteries of
accumulators used for lighting purposes
for the last thirty-five years, and I have
never found anything stored. in a battery

* 4^m

TECHNICAL
NOTES.

A Weekly Feature
Conducted by

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, Finst.P.
(Staff Consultant.)----11*

house harmed by fumes ; on the contrary,
anything I wish to preserve from rust or
damp I store in the battery room. I believe
it is fairly common knowledge in laboratories
that if electrical and other apparatus (e.g.
Wimshurst or other high voltage machinery)
is to be kept dry enough to always be ready
to excite, the only practical way is to enclose
in an airtight case with open bowls of sul-
phuric acid. With regard to accumulators,
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* signals described as being of "'phone
strength " or " loud -speaker strength " or
" good loud -speaker strength," and so on.
It is evident that these descriptions must be
largely a matter of opinion.

Testing by, ear on very weak signals is
particularly deceiving, as most listeners will
not be accustomed to discriminating be-
tween signals which, although very weak,
may have a very great percentage difference
in intensity.

In the case of fairly strong signals it is
possible to measure the rectified current
(referring here to uni-directional current as,
for example, the. current through a cryStal
detector) by means of a galvanometer
inserted in series with the crystal detector
and th6 headphones. Another arrangement
is to use a galvanometer in the plate circuit
of a valve, the grid having a bias applied
to it sufficient to reduce the plate circuit to
zero when no signals are passing. When
signals are received on the grid, a current
will flow in the plate circuit, the value of
which will depend upon the intensity of the

All that was left of the giant Sikorsky " New York -Paris " aeroplane in which two wireless operators
lost their Eyes.

the only emanations *IT evaporation of
pure water -and (during charging) hydrogen
and oxygen, this last being too absorbed
with the hydrogen to be able to oxidise
anything.

When I first took up experimenting with
power loud speakers, about three years ago,
I substituted my ILT. dry battery with an
accumulator (the set is enclosed in glass),
and I have now no oxidisation of soldered
joints or transformer breakdowns through
fumes eating through fine windings ; also
the contact keeps in adjustment on galena
for many months at a time. The reverse
happened when I used dry batteries, for
they undoubtedly produce noxious fumes."
Gauging Strength of Signals.

Amateurs are very fond of comparing
notes with one another as to the strength of
signals received, and, owing to the-kliffiCulty
of employing any unit of loudness for com-
parison purposes, one commonly hears

signals. Incidentally, this experiment
indicates the importance of a suitable grid
bias for reducing the H.T. current con-
sumption.

Another very simple way to compare
signal strength is to arrange a change -over
switch so that the headphones or loud
speaker can be switched on to either of the
two receivers which are to be compared,
and to arrange a variable resistance, such
as a potentiometer, across the headphone -
or loud speaker terminals on one side of the
switch-the side which gives the stronger
signals. Hy suitable adjustments of the
value of this shunt resistance it will be
possible to make the strength the same in
both positions of the switch. In this way
a rough estimate of signal strength may be
obtained, and the comparison may be made
more scientific by a determination of the
impedance of the reproducer.

(Continued on page 456.)
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Build your own
loud speaker

GONE ARE the days of troublesome 'phones.
The LISSENOLA brings loud speaker conven-
ience to every home at a record in low price.
For 13/6-less than the cost of headphones-
you can buy this wonderful loud speaking unit,
needing only the addition of a horn to make it
a powerful, full-sized instrument yielding results
equal to an expensive speaker. And you can
build a horn yourself-with each LISSENOLA
we give you full size exact patterns and clear
instructions how, for a few pence, you can build
a big horn of proved efficiency. In addition,
the LISSENOLA will fit the tone arm of any
gramophone. The secret of this efficiency rests
in the remarkably effective manner in which
the electro-magnetic sound -reproducing system
is concentrated.

Compare the price last
-before you buy go to your dealer and make
this test : Ask him to put on the best loud
speaker he has in stock-then use the same
horn on the LISSENOLA, and see if you can
notice any difference.

THE

LISSENOLA
Now no home need lack a loud speaker.

Full directions for
making this horn
are given with
every "Lissenola."

A cone diaphragm
loud speaker can easily
be constructed. The
illustration sh ws one
method of mounting.

The "Lissenola"
instantly converts
any gramophone
into a loud

speaker.

The illustration shows the effective horn you
bitild yourself-it can be covered with fancy paper,
or wallpaper, and painted so as to resemble a
factory article. Get a LISSENOLA for your hOme.
By..itsing the Lissen Reed (sold separately f r V-) the Lissenola will
carry a cone or any other diaphragm worbilg on the reed principle.

Yoiir dealer will gladly demonstrate and suiply, or tie "Lissenola"
can he obtained post free by return from the niakers,

LISSEN LIMITED,
8-16, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.

'Phone: Richmond 2285 (4 lines). 'Grams: " Lissenium. 'Phone. London."
Mattagino Director: 5. N. COLE.

The " Lissen " Reed
Attachment (pat. pend.
ing) for use with cone
diaphragm loud

speaker. Price 1/-.

will

41111111111111111111111111111111.11111111
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By H. G. AYERS.

ALTHOUGH many, types of plug-in
tuning coils are in use, there is
still room for improvement, and the

writer claims that the coils described have
several distinct advantages.

It is recognised that a " sideways "-
wound coil is the most effective, insonitch
that the potentials are well separated and
are definitely on either side of the coil,
enabling maximum magnetic coupling to be
obtained. Other advantages claimed for this
winding are that all coils are of the same
diameter, giving maximum coupling and
uniformity. All ire is at right angles to
the axis, giving low H.F. resistance, ample

POI.' IV
R.ay zll

at ,w 1 .20(

air spacing, turns are not closely paralleled,
the coils are extremely rigid and self-
supporting, and the centre field is free from
any supporting material, damping effects
from that source being entirely 'eliminated.

The difficulty with a sideways -wound
coil is to keep the width within 'reasonable
limits, but it will be observed 'from the
photograph that this is overcome ; a 250 -
turn coil can be wound with 28 'S.W.G.
D.0.0, and is only one inch wide.

The Formers.
Two -hard wood-oak, a'sh, beech cr

birch-bases are first prepared, 4 in. square
by 1 in. deep ; a circle 2 in. in diameter is
described on one face of each, one divided
into 17 equal divisions. and the other 29,
and with a drill holes I in. deep are
drilled at these divisions, care being taken
that these holes are perfectly upright. .A
2 in. hole is also drilled through the centre.

Two-inch oval brads are used for the
pegs ; these must have the heads removed
and any rough places on the length re-
moved ;with a fine file, and finally polished
with emery cloth so that the coil when
finished, will slide off without obstruction.
The brads are now driven in flat sides at
the side, and should any of them not be
upright they should be straightened, so

that they are all parallel ,and. true in both
directions ; it is worth while giving special
care in preparing the former, as the  good
looks " of the coil will depend on the pegs
being true. A third former having 23 pegs
is very useful for
medium-sized coils.

Two discs are now
made from sheet
metal, that will com-
fortably slide down
inside the pegs, and a
hole drilled at the
centre to take a bolt
about 1I in. long,
the head of which
will pass through the
hole in the centre of

-the former.
A piece of board

about 4 ft. long and
3 in. wide is selected
to carry the former
and reel of wire, a
wooden peg is in-
serted about 6 in. from one end on which
the former can revolve, and .a hole drilled
about 18 in. away to take a long French
nail to carry the reel of wire.

Method of Winding.
The former is placed on the wooden peg,

and one disc dropped in within the pegs, the
wire is led from the reel and tt turn given
round one peg to secure the end, leaving
about 6 in. to spare ; then, by turning the
former round with the left band and feeding
the wire on with the right, the coil is wound
by starting over 2 pegs, under 4, over 1,
and under 2, etc.,. with the 17 -peg former,
and over 2, under 8,
over 1, and under 4 on
the 29 -peg former,
and over 2, under 6,
over 1, and under 3
on the 23.

The wire should
not be strained un-
duly tight or the com-
bined strain of 1119ily
turns will bend the
pegs inwards. Occa-
sionally during wind-
ing the spare disc is
used to press the
turns down and keep
the coil compact ; if
the bolt is put. in the
spare disc it is useful
to handle it by.

When sufficient

turns have been put on the wire is given
a turn round one pin, the spare disc dropped
in, wire cut, and the former removed from the
board the bolt is now inserted upwards
through the hole in the former and the nut
screwed on and tightened sufficiently. The'
coil is now removed from the pegs by pulling
the bolt ;. should it be tight, the coil can
be eased up from the bottom by inserting
something suitable between the pegs at
several places under the bottom disc and
gently levering Upwards.

Useful Data.
The number of turns in each layer is the

number of pegs plus one halved-viz. 9,
15 and 12 ---ancrean be arrived at by counting
the number of parallel wires on the edge of
the coil one peg behind the point of starting.

While the coil is clamped in the, dises, it.
is sewn securely with single thread ; the
method is shown in the sketch-the thread
being shown 'very thick for clearness,. and,
of course, is pulled up reasonably tight.
The discs are now removed, and the coil
Can be mounted as desired. It is not
necessary to treat the coil with wax.

Ccils in the making. This photograph gives a clear idea of the method employed.

The writer has had exceedingly good
moults, and will be pleased to hear the
opinion of other experimenters.

The following details of winding may also
be useful:

Pegs 17 up to 60 turns 22 S.W.G. D.C.C.,
Over 2, under 4, over 1, under 2 pegs.

Pegs 17, 65-120 turns 24 S.W.G. D.C.C.
Pegs 17, 125-150 turns 26 S.W.G. D.C.C.
Pegs 29, 155-200 turns 26 S.W.G. D.C.C.

Over 2, under 8, over 1, under 4.
Pegs 29, 210-250 turns 28 S.W.G. D.C.C.
Pegs 23, 50-100 turns 24 S.W.G. D.C.C.

Over 2, under 6, over 1, under 3.

a.ak
Four examples of sideways -wound coils made by the method described.
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- FOR PERFECT RECEPTION

POPULAR
CONDENSERS

The " Popular " condenser, owing,
to, its design, provides a precision
corrected square law ,Condenser at.
a loW Priee.- The rotor is electrically
connected to the girder and plates,
while the fixed plates arc held at
four 'points by ebonite itiSulators..
Supplied with 3tinch dials:

0003 M.F. 10/.
'0005 10/6

GANG CONTROL.
CONDENSERS

This condenser has been designed
for use in single -control receivers
and is provided with three indepen-_
dent condensers of 0005 M.F.
capacity insulated from one another
but controlled from one dial. A
simple means is provided for varying
.the relative positions of the rotors
so that the different coils and
transformers can be balanced.

With. dial £3 13 0
Without dial - £3

ANNOUNCEMENT

10

BY

0

THE

COIL SCREENS
These cuit-screening boxes pro-
vide a very efficient method
Of utilising screened coils. The
sockets arc standard. The box
is of polished aluminium and
screws into the base screen, thus
providing a perfect electrostatic
screen.

Screen and Base 15/..

HI:TRANSFORMERS
These -transformers are section
wound with the Primary and
Secondary ;loosely coupled and
are highly efficient. The primary
is tuned by means of a .0003
M.F. variable condenser to the
stated range. Every trans-
former is matched to a standard,
and no Particular selection is
needed for multi -stage B.F.
working.

Each

JACKS
The introduction of Bowyer -Lowe
Jacks provides the wireless constructor
with components
in design and manufacture to anythiler;
hitherto available._

Single Circuit (open) -
Single Circuit (closed)
Double Circuit (closed)
Filament single control

double

22
2 7
3-
29
33

H. F. CHOKE
The graduated sizes of the air core
high -frequency chokes available in this
series enables the best size

.
to be

selected for any circuit, as changes can
be very quickly made. The chokes are
machine -wound of low self -capacity,
while the sizes will cover most needs
of the amateur.
2 Millihenries) 120 Millihenries

to
5 ,,

f /

j- lio -,fio46
t

Base for -Chokes 2/.

BOWYER - LOWE CO., LTD., LETCHWORTH, HERTS
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JOINTS AND SU PORTS
Spot welding at the joints of the supports of
all types of OSRAM VALVES gives to the
whole structure a rigidity which prevents
microphonic noises and ensures reliable,

satisfying service.
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IN CASH PRIZES FOR "P.W." READERS
A

GREAT CHANCE FOR AMATEUR CONSTRUCTORS

WHAT YOU HAVE TO DO
The Editor of POPULAR WIRELESS is offering 5 prizes of £25
each and 5 of £15 each to readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who
enter the "P.W." Constructors' Competition by filling up the

coupon on this page. There is no entrance fee.
The prizes will be awarded under the fol-
lowing categories :
A. A prize of £25 for the best home-made

L.F. amplifier unit. Second Prize £ 1 5.
B. A prize of £25 for the best home-made

Variable Condenser, approx. capacity .001
mfd. Second Prize 15.

C. A prize of £25 for the best original
wireless receiving set component. Second
Prize £ 1 5.

D. A prize of £25 for the best home-made
Variometer for B.B.C. wave -lengths.
Second Prize £ 1 5.

E. Special prize for readers under 16 years
of age. A One Valve B,B.C. wave -length
(not 5XX) receiver, size limit for panel
10 in. by 7 in. First Prize £25. Second
Prize 15.

READ THESE RULES CAREFULLY.

"The First Prize of £25 in each class will be
awarded by the Editor of POPULAR
WIRELESS for what he considers the best
constructive effort within the terms laid down
for the respective classes. In all cases work-
manship and design and the amount of actual
".home made" apparatus will be primarily
considered in the judging. The second prizes
will follow according to merit.
The Editor may divide any of the prizes, at
his discretion. The Editor's decision will be
absolutely final and binding in all respects.
Any number of entries may be sent but each
entry must be separate and distinct in itself
and must be accompanied by a separate signed
coupon (as given here). Thus, if you want
to enter two of the classes, just buy another
copy of " P.W." which will give you the

= necessary coupon.

All apparatus must be addressed to :
"Amateurs' Radio" Competition,

The POPULAR WIRELESS
7/9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Hill,

London, E.C.4 (Comp.)
and it must reach that address not later than
TUESDAY, November 16th. Nothing arriv-
ing thereafter will be admitted for adjudication.
When packing your apparatus, pack carefully
and make sure that you enclose stamps to
cover the cost of its being sent back to you,
otherwise its return cannot be guaranteed.
And when sending up your apparatus please
use on the parcel a label (according to the class
you are entering), see page 396. This will
greatly facilitate the work of handling entries.
Every care will be taken of entries, but no
responsibility can be undertaken in this respect.
This contest is only open to bona fide wireless
amateurs.
Any apparatus of professional make (other
than the smaller component parts and acces-
ories) will be disqualified.
No one connected in any way with POPULAR
WIRELESS is eligible to compete.
Apparatus will be returned as soon as possible
after the' adjudication.

ENTRANCE FORM.
I. (Signature)

of (Address)

an amateur in wireless construction, wish to enter the "P.W:"
Constructors' Competition Class (write `'21," "B," "C,"
"D " or "E'," as the case may be) and hereby agree to abide by
theEditor's decision. I declare That the entry herewith samitted,
is of:my own construction. (If under i6 years, please state age.)
To the Editor ("Amateurs' Radio" Competition Dept.). POPULAR
W1RELE$S, 7/9, Pilgrim St., Ludgate Hill. London, E.C.4 (Comp.)
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New B.B.C. Board.
IN view of the fact that Lord Clarendon
I was included in the short list of

Corporation Stake favourites pub-
lished first of all on this page, the announce-
ment of his appointment as chairman of
the British Broadcasting Corporation would
not come as a surprise to readers of Portman
WIRELESS. It was, however, a distinct
surprise to some people. The appointment
may become a political issue. The Labour
Party have already decided to raise the
matter in Parliament on the ground that
the chairmanship of the new B.B.C.
should not be -regarded as ordinary party
patronage. If the objection is not upheld-
and it certainly will not be ---then the
Labour Party intend to indicate that as
soon .as they get into power they. will
change the Broadcasting Board. The name
of Mr. George Lansbury is already men-
tioned as the Labour successor to Lord
Clarendon as chairman. Outside of those
circles iii which party political advantage
is guarded with keen jealousy there is
general agreement on the wisdom of the
appointment of Lord -Clarendon. He has
wide interests and a sound general under-
standing of human problems. -

Pouishnoff Again.
Pouishnoff is to be the pianist for the

Star Ballad Concert at London on No-
vember 7th.

Bach's "Passion."
The B.B.C. are considering a broadcast

of unusual interest for next year. This is
Bach's " Passion according' to St. Matt hew,"
which is to he performed by London soloists
in Peterborough Cathedral oh March 24th.
The London Symphony Orehestra and a
special choir of 1,500 voices will participate.

The S.B. Controversy.
The recent week in whiOli the Albert

 Hall clasSical concert and the Grotrian
Hall international symphony concert were
both compulsory simultaneous - broadcasts
from all B.B.C. stations has brought to an
acute stage the controversy about the S.B.
policy of the B.B.C. A considerable body
of opinion is challenging the criterion of
quality for the determination of S.B.
People who object in this way point out
that there should normally be some alterna-
tive somewhere in the British system,
however good the main programme may be.
A modification of policy may be con-
fidently expected.

B.B.C. and the Post Office.
There is a renewed tendency in certain

quarters to criticise the B.B.C. for inaction
as against the Post Office. A. monstrous
suggestion is also being made that B.B.C.
officials are feathering their own nests
by playing up to the Post Office. The fact
is that the B.B.C. has already gone con-
siderably..beyond a liberal interpretation of
its licence in developing an independent
policy. The financial requirements of the
broadcasting service have been put before
the public and Parliainerit in a reasonable
and convincing manner. No amount of
considered polemics, or theatrical attacks,
could accomplish anything like what the
B.B.C. has done in getting its ease:actoSs;
Those who are now tra;direing officials
at Savoy Hill would be better employed
in trying to help the cause of broadcasting.

*-4.--4.--4.-4,-,0- -*-4-4,--0 .4-4-4,-------- *

t BROADCAST I
NOTES. ,

The New Board-The S.B. Contro-
versy-B.B.C.% and the Post Office-
"Charley's Annt"-Wave-length Pro- $
blems-Staff Changes at Savoy Hill . 

4(FROM OUR BROADCASTING f
CORRESPONDENTS.)

4
*-4.--.--, -.I..., 4.- -:-.--...-4-4. --
"Charley's Aunt."

Arrangements are in hand for a special
broadcast of " Charley's Aunt " as a
feature of the Christmas programmes from
London.

.M111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!*:

"HALLO EARTH, MARS

CALLING ! " -

Scientists all over the world are following .7.
 with Interest the "P.W." attempt to pick
 up radio signals from our planetary :=2

neighbour Mars. See next week's issue
of "P.W." for full retailS of the wonderful

 fourteen -valve receiver specially designed
for this inter -world wireless test.
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW !

nIim11111111111111iiiin11111i=11111imirnim1111111111liltIltii

An Eton Broadcast.
The end -of -Christmas -term concert at

Eton is to be broadcast this year. -

Radio Pantomime.
A complete radio version of " Cinderella "

is in preparation, and will be broadcast

The first wireless piettties of the Dempsey-Tunney
from America at Radio House.

during the Boxing Night programme on
Monday, December 27th.

" Flotsam " and " Jetsam."
These two popular_ artistes will be heard

by listeners every night during the week
beginning November 22nd. The plan - of
" period engagements" for artistes of such
wide popularity as these is, to be followed
more regularly in futine.

The Wave -length Problem.
There are still further difficulties with

regard to wavalengths, and it is now
unlikely that there be even a dress
rehearsal until about the middle Of No-
vember. Thus the new distribution of wave-
lengths throughout Europe will not be

generally operative until well on in De-
cember, if then. No one is to blame for
these delays, except perhaps the eager
spokesmen of the International Union of
Broadcasters, who have been much too
optimistic in their announcements.

Wave -lengths for Britain.
With only nine wave -lengths fcir England,

Scotland, Wales, and Northern . Ireland,
there is naturally a good deal of difficulty
in determining a reasonable allocation.
It is unlikely that final decisions will be
taken until the Corporation- is definitely
functioning ; that is, some time in February.
The scheme which appears to be finding most
favour at the moment is the One which
provides four new high -power regional
stations. In addition there would be two .

stations at Daventry, and perhaps one
transmitting relay station. But the whole
scheme is still nebulous. The position is
completely transformed by the inter-
national difficulties which prevent Britain
from having as many exclusive wave-
lengths as was formerly anticipated.

B.B.C. Staff Changes.
The appointment' f Captain Eric Dunstan

to be head of the new broadcasting service
in India has attracted considerable Press
comment. Captain Dunstan joined the
B.B.C. in a characteristically casual way.
He was calling on some friends at the Savoy
Hotel. While waiting, he looked through
the window across Savoy Hill, and caught
sight of Admiral Carpendale at work in the
B.B.C. headquarters. Having known
Admiral . Carpendale well, it occurred to
him- to drop in and renew the acquaintance.
As a result, he became an announcer a few
days later, and now only six months after-

wards is off to India to
Start a new service.
Captain Dunstan was,
in fact, the junior an-
nouncer at Savoy Hill.

Miss Hilda Matheson,
formerly political sec-
retary to yiseountess
Astor, has joined the
B.B.C. staff, and will
assist on the talks side
of the work. This is an
interesting and happy
appointment from
several points. of view.

The Gilbert and Sullivan
Broadcasts.
More than two hun-

dred letters fromfight coming- through
listeners were received
by the in con-

nection with the last Gilbert and Sullivan
broadcast. There was an almost unanimous
approval upon two points, one being that
this class of light opera is just the thing
for broadcasting. And the other a sugges-
tion that the whole of the performance
should have been broadcast, instead of only
an hour.

Unfortunately the latter course is im-
possible under the present agreement with
the theatre manager's, and it was only as a
special occasion that a full hours' programme
could be arranged.

The next Gilbert and Sullivan relay has
been arranged for Monday next, October
25th, when Act I. from " The Gondoliers "
will be broadcast.
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Buda perfection into your
L.F.Amplifier by using

r... 1.0,40C on Art.

NEW SEASON'S COMPONENTS
Reduced Price

GECoPHONE

Transformers.

Incr eased manufacturing
facilities and a continuous
demand for GECoPHONE L.F.
TRANSFORMERS make it
poosible substantially to re-
duce prices. Their excellence
is unrivalled.

REDUCED
PRICES :

Ratio 2-1 17;'6

Ratio 4-1 22;'6

Sold by all
Wireless Dealers

and Stores.

GECoPHONE TAPPED TRANSFORMER
provides the- only. really -satisfactory method
of -vOluifie controL ..Voiume can be modu-
lated from full .strength to a whisper. - High
impedance primary gives full amplification
over -the whole audio-

: frequency range. Price £1 7 6

8 -POINT SWITCH
for use with (.:4011 K >NE
Tapped Transfoianer.. Th6 knob
only shows above the panel.

Price -4,1

GECoPHONE CHOKE AMPLIFYING UNIT
The ideal Unit to build into your set for
perfect reproduction with heavy power. The
Unit requires to be preceded by a trans-
former for connecting to detector valve. All
terminals are clearly marked - the metal
container is grey enamel finished.

Price (without valves) £4 0 0
WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

A New
GECoPHONE

L.F. Choke.

GECoPHONE L.F. CHOKE
is a neat and compact com-
ponent for use in choke -
coupled L.F. stages. High
value of inductance gives
maximum amplification of
the lower frequencies and
ensures natural reproduction.
The new circuit uses a butt
joint to render the inductance
more constant.

gae.-yourgaerantee
allaihtino 011 001141th '0111

Neuf iiiiihaziedlinik hes

Price

15/ -
Use

osrart3,
Valves

fa Ileadadwamg

Your Guarantee
of Better Wireless.

Iris
Millihum INV ha.

Advt. of The Gen:vai Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Iiingsuay, London, W.C.2.
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DEMPSEY v.

TUNNEY Tight
THE GREAT FIGHT. A ringside
description of the great fight at Phila-
delphia was clearly heard in Norwich in
the early hours of yesterday morning by
Mr. C. L. Ashhurst, of George Borrow
Road, Norwich, and two friends, on a
specially constructed short wave set, the
distance from the transmitter being
about 3,000 miles. " It was thrilling,"
said Mr. Ashhurst, " to hear the speaker
describe every detail of the fight, round
by round, and we were able to follow the
conflict almost as easily as one seated by
the ringside. Yew and again the cries
of the crowd came surging through. At
the conclusion of the fight we were
switched back from Philadelphia to
New York, from where we were given a
brief review of the contest and comments
on the result. Tunney wen eight rounds
out of the ten."
--Eastern Daily Press, Sept. 25th, 1926.

The Ediswan new 4 -watt valves I

are fully described in the booklet I

" The Ediswan Range." Ask I

your dealer for a copy, or write I

direct NOW.

NOW YOU KNOW

Remarkable
reception on

-valve set!
(Read report on left.)

Mr. Ashhurst, who used the Ediswan
new 1/4 -WATT D.R.2 as detector,
writes :-" This remarkable recep-
tion was due in no small measure

to your valve."

THE VALVE TO USE

F IT V5

1E EI SWAN
111KAIMILW IE S

AND NURSE YOUR SET
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 123-5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

r.
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AS we amiably struggle from booth to booth at
the Redo 0+1, s at , beta at toe new
Madison Square Garden, on Eighth Avenue,

I,rtween 40th and 50th Streets, New York Chy.
the question. " How many people are here ? "
constantly runs through our mind. A million, at
least, we painfully estimate...

What cm' be described legitimately as the pre-
dominating tendency in design, is hard to say.
There are several predominating tendencies. Shield-
ing, for example. A multiplicity of receivers on view
for the first time were practically nothing but metal ;
and cones- nearly every stand where were loud
speakers'fOr the public's inspection had prominently
displayed a cone of some description. Incidentally,
the writer wishes to point out that his recent state-
ments, which some may have construed rter slightly
derogatory to the cone, are whole-heartedly taken
back.

*-------4-0.4-4-----.-----*
t Our Correspondent deals with the
1 novelties cf New York's Radio Ex- t
1 hibition for the benefit of amateurs 1
' in this country who are interested :
in " What's gs.ing on " in Radio in ;

America.
#By LAWRENCE W. CORBETT.

("P.W.R.' Ni w rod.; (toirc,Rpondent.)

* .4.--=- 4-*
to your horn,, and expect a cone to be the obvious
ranacea.-.- Too' manypeople did that in Amerlia!
First make -anti, that your L.F. amplifier is in good
trim. Spare no cash when buying the transformers.

A magnificent exampel. of American radio design a product of the Argils Ratio Corporat!):1

There arc cones and cones, and there is little
doubt that, providing a good one is chosen, it will
give a rounder, more mellow reproduction of the
original than most horn type loud speakers. Ware,
though ! Don't. think that the distorted reception
you arm at re' mt experienting is due entirely "

The best cone in the world will produce beautifully
distorted output If not hooked -up to a perfect I.E.
amplifier.

Yes, as I walked from stand to stand at the New
York show, i was surprised at the numerous cones
now available. And here's news : the American

Aurplion people 'have gone into production with a
cone ! It retails for about slx pounds and, in outward
appearance, somewhat.' resembles the Radiolux.
If I am not -very Much mistaken. this Amplion cone
has not yet been seen In England. Heretofore. )
believe, Alfred Graham 4. Co., of England, have
always set -the pace to the American Amplion-people,
but this, titneltelooks as though the American people
have mahe ahead on their own account. Yottr New
York correspondent endeavoured to elicit from the.
New York Amplion Corporation such information
as would enable' hint to tell Von whether or not
the Atoplion (one would appear shortly iii England
or not. No e stub. Information was available.
An "OVal Cone ud Speaker.

Ampl16n lais.another model out, too. It is called -
the PatriciaiVatid is w'rtew development employing
a 48 -inch till'. cOlutrid with standard Amplion unit.
The whole is contained in a highly -carved mahogany
cabinet 18 in. by 1:1 hr. by 9 in. It is non -directional
and retails for about nine pounds.

Another.,, cone development which may affect .

Brit1Sh buyer5 that of the Patent Radio Gurpora-
tion. It is a 96 -in. cone, and the writer has heard
good rePorts.eottOrning R. Whether'or not it will'be
handled '14-4grande, Ls not clear. The writer has
been Monied that a -lot of time Patent list ruttiest'
marketed. in England by Igranic arc imported front
America, and not just manufactured in England
under Igranic patents. Maybe. then, the Paccni
cone, too, will be seen in England soon. Fire or six
pounds appears la be the average retail price for a
good cone ilf-Americp though there are quite a few
retailing at a third of this price.

Another cone development is due to Radh. Founda-
tions, one. It is a- balanced. oval colic loud speaker.'
and cla ims are made for it to the effect that it amplifies
both 1111, high. and low notes equally well. Radio

ions say that the usual load speaker of cone
la it h has a large diameter cone, tends ti) over-

cadihasisii the low notes, while -the small cone will
1111(111,` prOMMillee 'to the -high notes. ACith

the oval emu. it i; said that the long rides stress the
low cotes. e.hile the -short sides are better for the
high notes: thus absolute balance is obtained..

Yet auoth.i interesting on the market in
America is one of many in a line produced by the
American Ine.411 Magna() Company. Me; wicket
work facings, highly enafirelled, which harmonise
with the wicker -work ltintishintfs_in a .,11111111er
So much for tie cone.

(Contirtiod on ?O-Ct pa' .)

in the Equarnatie " receiver, produced. by the gams concern, the coupling between the primary and secondary of the H.F. transformer issutkomatically varied, as the
condenser dial is rotated to vary the capacity.
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The improved Crosley 5-38 five -valve receiving set.
; ,

the appearance of, wood.. The set chased's., itself is
about 2 ft, thug, and is made entirely of heifeyibrass
and bakelite sections, joined by . brackets,. cross -
members, and stiffening strips in such rigid -fashion
that the outfit can be dropped bodily on a concrete
floor without hurt I This set utilises a frame aerial,

The new Bosch cone loud. speaker mentioned on the
previous page. '

and the inanufarturers claim it gives an overall
amplification of 2,300, as compared to au ayerate
of about 1,500 for'ide- super -heterodyne. iera."

Another all -metal leviathau is  being :..inarketeil
by Perleez. Also a filne-valve receiver] it entploye

The Bosch " Amborada " seven -valve single solleko
control receiver. FiVe variable condensers

are linkedlinked up to one roller dial.

* 44.-4.-4- 4,-4..  ---4-

NEW YORK'S RADIO
SHOW.

(Continual front pfe::ious page.)

As mentioned above, shielded receivers were
much In evidence at the Madison Square Garden.
Ves, -indeed I One radio editor went so far as to say
in his paper that practically every new receiver
utilised shielding in some way or other. Without
doubt, many receivers have taken on the appearance.
of automobile chasses. Take, for example, the new
Priers nine -valve ieeeiver (there are quite a few nine -
valve receivers on the market in America). The
front panel of this set is of brass, grained to take

four stages of holed H.F. amplification, a tuned
detector, and four stages of .L:F. amplification ! !I
You might raise your hands in horror above your
heads, but Perleez seems to be able to satisfastouly get
results from this receiver. The L.F. stages, I believe. et
are .coupled by specialty designed chokes which have ,-;eit
a tap to obtain a step -lip.
To cap all this. dear sirs,
be informed that tide is a
Single -control receiver. The
five variable eondeuesers are
all operated by one 'single
knob! And a rugged -looking
iob it is, too. The Perlesz
nine -valves, In ae console.
sells for about one hundred
and tweuts--five pounds,
exclusive of. batteries and
valves. If you live west
of the. Riwkies, however
it. will cost you six pounds
more.
Four Built-in Loud

Speakers.
A new nentrodyne, Model

silo, of Freed - Eieemang
tl emplovsaSijjelilii;:lat
has!bight inelndirig
four stages ;if Hie and
single control, too. Each F. stage is totally el &bled,
as also is the deteetore'S tap. Shielding for the
L.E. stages has ejso beeheregorted to. The manu-

eeeaibrieersaelaitis that eiffeidiagiotthe L4'. itaaes mini-
' einises distortion sueleae,may be'!'eaused by Idek-up

front outside electrical disturbances.
The Boseh Amborada receiver is another example

of 71-egai,eldeldipg. Eaeleaff the tubes in this reveiver,
with the exec in of the two L.F. stages, has a
special metal (-kip which may be easilytenioVed. This
is a 7 -valve rectiver retailing for about. sixty pounds.

--There is not 'inueli to mentien in the horn loud-
speaker line. _Ode manufactuier elute. produced a
bald speaker that resembles an opened book. We
can see the time when the gentleman chosen to read
the jirg lessthr'Will demand that a loud speaker
of thlietype be Placed on- the lectern; so that he may
not. hive to return to his pew between the lessme
but tug -rest and be 'cut( rtained or his diligent
efforts.- AmpliOn- evidently expect to go over big
with -their new cone; rbr thefare, it appears. making.

...a.detertniniett,clifort to sell-out their A.B. 102, A.R.
111, and A.Re-114-nnits. A certain retailer is ad-
vertising them in the following  words-. " Amplion
sale continued. There units are. offered at such a
lots figure that the inatadaeturers nut permit
us to snake it public."

The Zenith people evidently do tint seem to care
much for the none. Most of their super de -love
sets einfilof two 'distinct horns, built in, which
operate: in cooperation. -One of the. two is designed
especially for the low ones, while the second is
better for the higher notes. The Spanish model

. put out by Zeiritle has four built-in horns !
As regards vaheii U nearly said " tutees" that

time!) there is nit, a great deal to report. No doubt
the news trickled -over the Europe: a few months
ago that fatality and not distance is now the aim
of the American fan,, and so the old general purpose
valve.4innMdiately went down one peg. Pew people

. are content now unless they have a power tube
MAIM last Er -stage, with often 221 volts of grid
bide; Special detector tubes, too, have appeared.
as also hove elite:laity designed H.F. ones.

Battery
Thee-L.F. power valves often require as mail' ei

'45 aeiltle on the grids alone. With the advent. ef
the power vain.. it was at once realised. that the
erdinary H.T. battery would receive rather a serious

' Who eared to buy 200 volts of; H.T. battery_;
f NT r 5r few monthe P The answer came quickly.
Meet bailees in tfiie United States have A.C. current,

An "inside " view of tfie
yihiclPoPerates with btit:o

tube rectifying tube. filtering system, transformer,
etc. H.T. taps are included on the panel, so
that the plates of the valves in the main re -

eel be supplied from this unit by
g1 efte-91 connecting it to an electric
t.

r....''' -,
.4 . ,

Priers nine -valve, ,'
fittettuarg .gontrol.'

Many other manufacturers had similar exhibits,
Timmons, for example  their instrument has a valve
base with a length of flexible cable connected to it.
This valve plugs into the holder of last L.F.
valve in the main set. Another flexible lead connects
from the unit to the electric light Mills. The loud
speaker is connected to the power unit, existing
11.T. batteries are done away with, and the H.T.
terminals of the set are connected to terminals on the
unite so that all H.T. potential is obtained from
the mains.

This unit is housed in an attractive maroon metal
eabinet, and measures 12 x 5 x 6 In. approximately.
Jr eperatee direct from the 105 to 120 -volt Atemains
ef 50 to 60 cycles. Tremendous power with excellent

The  Ber-keley"
model Mae. -
naves single
di a I, five -
valve set,
which cost
approxi-
mately £52
without ac-

cessories.

quality is obtainable from this milt. The plate of
the power valve receives three hundred and fifty volts
potential. ' iret.unit uio takes care of the high grid
bias reiin b sips is rapidly approaching
;when everybody will be using"snper-power amplifiersand so H.T. -.battery eliminators were designed.;

which would step-up the voltage up to,. in many as therriutptit stages
instance% 200 volts. :

WEI% ler- battery elinaatok &pable nf supplying
_turfiindtoi, *64..-§bown..at -Arcifsim 200esselto- were common at,t/M-Now York show,

s.olare.Gardomo.eacenrhad an'llitered,ft exhibit one maludacturer is making a bhp for popularity
in 'The H.T. battery line. He Uas produced a drylife line, -It was a Coinhined 'toter battery capable of being &awed to its originaland Bilittery elimicuatsir. It is designed; for ;

iaees eonriettl0o to the first let'. or cleteeJtaei F h six to eight times at a cost_qi about LI cents
time. It is said that this battery will last Mr asotittiitt-.- Within therinstrinuent are the power

lefieg'as to years.

The new American Ansplion " Patrician " loud
speaker. which sells for about £9.
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BRITISH MADE.

PRICE
Standard Model

12/6

ere are dela&
ofi40 new valseo
Here are the promised details of the New Octron
Radio Valve. While it is impossible to mention all
its points, the following is a brief summary of its
outstanding features.

Low internal capacity and suitability for short wave length. Non-
inicrophonic. Octagonal Bakelite Cap prevents valve- rolling
when laid on table. It has a hole between pins to reduce electro.

. static capacity. Patent hollow nickel -plated valve pins giving
maximum clean contact. Wire connections to filament pnd anode
made through these pins not outside Slfem.. pipless .bulb re
lacing possibility of breakage. Desigge& by, expert Radio
Engineers and produced in a works ;,speCially.'- .equipped for the
viclusive.manufacture of Radio Valves:- r4 -

I -oar types are made, suitable for 2 and 4 ,pit batteries.
Blue Line Extra high amplificatiOn factor and impedance for

resistance capacity L.I - Price 12/6
Red Line Standard tyPe'-of N.F. valve for straight circuits.

Also makes good detector valve with excellent re-
sults when followed by low ratio transformer.

Price 12,'6
Green Line Standard type of L.F. valve for first or second

L.F. stages. Excellent results as detector when,
followed by high ratio transformer. Price 12/6

White Line Power Valve for Loud Speaker work. To handle
large volume with low impedance. Price 15/ -

The 'Octron' Valve will improvw your reception. Ask you* stealer
-you'll know it by its octagonal base-or send for fullepecificationa
to Sole Makers

H.S. ELECTRIC Ltd.,
Electrical Engineers;

32, Charlotte Street, Birmingham
Telephone . ntra! -4Go Te.'eL,ams: liosaval, 131.4m
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Better be safe
than I
sorry

MOST Battery
Eliminators contain

Condensers which have
to stand up to the full
Voltage of the
The mains supply is
often as high as 250
Volts A.C., and
Ordinary Condensers
tested to 300 ,volts can-
not be guaranteed to
stand up to this pressure
for a Tong period.

Therefore, for safety's
sake, use-or . see that
your Battery Eliminator
utilizes-the special

See
that your
Battery
Eliminator
employs
T C. C.
Condensers

T.C.C.: High -voltage
'Condensers. Built and
tested to withstand 600 volts,
the T.C.C., having been used
on domestic lighting supply
for a nuMber of years, is
perfectly safe and absolutely
reliable. For behind it are
twenty brimming years of ex-
perience in Condenser -making
-years during which millions
of Condensers, from large 4 -ton
Power models (consistently
used by the G.P.O., Admiralty,
War Office and Cable Com-
panies), to the famous little
green 11, -ounce Wireless
Condensers have loc,n used.
In the name of safety, could
there be a better choice for a
Battery Eliminator than
T.C.C.?

T.C.C. 600 volt D.C. Test Manshridge
Condensers for Battery Eliminators
come in capacities of '5, 1, 2, 4, 5, 8
and 10 mfds.

T. C. C. Condensers
(T.ested & Guaranteed)

for Battery Eliminators
/1.11,4 Ttlegrakh Coradenser Cc., Ltd., N. Acta, W.3. Gabc."1 Ad. 6131

Pat. No.
256833

Pro. Pat.
No.20339

The Grid Leak is not
discernible, being total-
ly enclosed in Bakelite
Valve Holder Base.

Something new and good

in component design
The latest LOTUS triumph
is a Combination Grid Leak
and Valve Holder which
eliminates unnecessary wiring
and soldering and makes for
economy in cost and space.

Guaranteed efficient in con-
struction and.design.

From all Radio Dealers

Combination Grid Leak and Terminal
Valve Holder . .

Terminal Valve Holder .

Valve Holder without Terminals
All Anti-Microphonic Type.

Mtn
3;9
2/6
2, 3

Combination

GRID LEAK B U OVADN C Y VALVE HOLDER
Anti-Microphonic

Garnett, Whiteley & Co. Ltd.
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

Makers of the famous
"Lotus" Vernier Coil Holders
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"
THIS, sir, is an ideal receiver," is a

well-worn and overworked ex-
pression. Wireless salesmen love it,

for it always applies to their most expen-
sive sets. " Tenderfoot " listeners like to
hear it, for it somehow seems to fit in with
the advertisement pictures of whole families
(in evening dress) sitting around the loud
speaker with delighted smiles on their faces.
Both parties are satisfied, so let us leave
them in their bliss.

NTt
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In this case, however, though ignorance is
as blissful as ever, wisdom would have
brought more money into the till of the sales-
man and greater satisfaction to the buyer of
the wireless set. Let me make one thing
perfectly clear : there is no ideal receiving
set for everybody, nor is there any likeli-
hood of there ever being one.

Asking For Too Much.

There is an ideal set fol you, who have
electric light in your house ; a different
ideal set for me, with my distant station
mania; and. a still different ideal set for
Terence Bluggie, who wants to be a jazz
drummer and can't hear the jazz tom-tom
on his horn loud speaker. AS the B.B.C.
Programmes Department have discovered,

what is one man's meat is another man's
poison.

To meet popular demand, wireless manu-
facturers have tried to make. their seta do
too many things. A- large
number of manufactured re-
ceivers are good,. tor distant
reception, give quite good
reproduction of the local sta-
tion, and are simple to
operate. There are very few
sets which excel in all three
requirements, and very many
which don't satisfy any.

Using the Mains.
There must be hundreds of

would-be listeners in Search
of a really perfect loud -speak-
ing receiver for " loCal ' use
only, which looks like a piece
of furniture and works off the
house mains. And yet how
many receivers are there .
which are " ideal " for this purpose ? Very

,few, I " think. A seventy -five -guinea
perfect quality receiver would give far
more pleasure than . that long-suffering
instrument, the suburban drawing -room
piano.

' The maintenance of a wireless set is a
:more expensive _matter than most people
think, if it is not carried out in the right
way. All listeners, for instance, who have
electric light in their houses should make
use of it in some way or other to bring down
the " post of upkeep " of their sets. The
man Whe has 250 volts direct -current mains
should most certainly use the electric sup-
ply for his H.T.

If worked every night, the L.F. side of
the average wireless set
would use up about 2s. worth

A Special Article
by a very well-known
and popular radio
engineer.

By B. HONRI
(B.B.C: Engineering

staff.)

* -O. -40- 1-O*

Unfortunately all -house mains are not the
same, and it is ditiicult fpr manufacturers to
design a standard smoothing unit for
cliteinatiml the hum of the dynamos at the
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of electricity in a year.
Compare this with the un-
satisfactory H.T. battery,
which wits about £2 a year
to maintain and only gives
its full voltage for a very
short period. Crackles, howls
and bad language have all
been caused by' half -run-
down H.T. batteries. The
expending of about 30s.
on chokes and condensers
will ensure you of a practi-
cally free H.T. supply for
life.

d.c.tric light stations. In Fig. 1 is a circuit
working a set off the mains. This par-

ticular circuit I use for my own L.F. ampli-
fier, working off 200 v. D.C. mains, though
I must admit that I put an eighty volt bank
of accumulators in series with the mains to
.give me a still higher voltage ! Providing
you adjust your grid bias correctly, it is
a very good idea to use the full mains voltage
on your amplifier, for you will be able to
obtain far greater volume from the last
valve than with the conventional 120 volts
H.T.

Economical L.T. Charging.
If I was fortunate enough to have a 400

v. supply on tap, I would most certainly
use it on my L.F. amplifier. The last valve
of an L.F. amplifier, whether it be resistance
or transformer coupled, should have as many
volts raked up on its plate as possible. The
greater the voltage; the greater the " grid
swing " and the less chance there is of
distortion due to grid current or rectifi-
cation at this stage.

It is more difficult and rather wasteful
to run the filaments off the D.C. mains

. without the- use of special circuits, but it
is very easy to charge your L.T. accumu-
lator at home. Fig. 3 shows how to charge
an accumulator in series with an electric
fire. In the winter time, when you nor-
mally use the electric fire, you are able to
charge your L.T. for nothing but the loss of

(Continue; on next page.)
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* 4- 4- 4-- -4- 44.-* pure metallic copper will be electrolytic-
ally deposited on the end of the graphite
rod immersed in the solution. Thiscopper
deposit may be obtained of any desired
thickness, and after the rod has been re-
moved from the solution, rinsed, and dried,
an electrical connection may be made to
the graphite by means of ordinary solder.

FOR LONG-DISTANCE CRYSTAL
WORKERS.

By J. F. C.

DXCRYSTAL experimenters are well
aware of. the fact that one of the
most sensitive crystal contacts is

that between a galena crystal and a pointed
pencil of graphite. The one trouble about
such a crystal combination, however, is
that it is difficult by ordinary methods to
make an electrical connection of the highest
efficiency on to the graphite rod.

The following method, however, will in
every case remove this difficulty, and pro-
vide a perfectly efficient connection to a
rod of graphite or similar material..

Prepare a solution of copper sulphate of
medium strength, and immerse in it a
copper sheet or piece of thick wire and the
end of the graphite pencil or rod to which
it is desired to make an electrical connec-
tion in .the detector of .the set. To the
copper sheet and graphite rod connect
a battery_Or accumulator having an E.M.F.
of four volts or thereabouts. The positive
pole of the battery or accumulator must be
connected to the copper sheet, the negative
pole bein,Y connected to the graphite rod.

By .this method, a good solid layer of

* 41.-4-1-+-4-4.  .40-4.-41-4-- *
-f WHAT IS AN "IDEAL"

-
SET?

4 (Costisuca from precious page.) f

about 18 watts of the 00 watts used on
the electric fire. To find the polarity of
the mains, hold the leads (well apart) in a
tumbler of slightly acidulated water; you
will find that bubbles rise from the negative
lead.

If you have alternating current in your
house, then you may light the filaments
of your valves and obtain your H.T. from
the mains. There are many rectifying
and smoothing devices on the market, and
the amateur would be well advised to use
one of these rather than himself experiment
on the A.C. mains. Small Leclanch6
batteries have lately been developed for
use as H.T. batteries - with great success.
These will give a steady output of up to 20
milliamps, and merely require a new solution
of sal ammoniac every four or five months.
They are specially useful to the listener
who has no electric light and does not want
to carry 11.T. accumulators to the charging
station.

DX Reception.
All 'these maintenance points should be

thought out by the wireless salesman who
e;.iets to give his customers real service.
If you have made your own set, whatever
tyre it may be, it is not " ideal " until you
have a constant and never -failing H.T. and
L.T. supply. Arrange switching so that
your charging of accumulators can be done
without moving them from beside your
set. Follow the directions on the sides of
'y -our accumulators or Leelanche batteries.
If you do this, your batteries will probably
have a much longer life than they would if
you entrusted them to the tender mercies of
your local garage.

If you are keen on receiving distant sta-
tions and you are close to your " local,"
then the super -heterodyne is the set de luxe
for you. But don't expect the super -het.
necessarily to give you good quality on
your local station. -It is far better mid
more economical to receive the local station

on .the detector and L.F. amplifier section
of your set. If you are buying a complete
super -het. or neutrodyne, make sure that
the L.F. amplifier is a good one. Faults to
look for are : no provision for grid bias ; no
power valve for working loud speaker ; high
ratio transforiher in first L.P. stage small
L.F. transformers. Remember that a
good L.F. transformer is usually " as big as
your fist."

For the Local Station.
For local reception the ideal receiver for

loud speaker reception is a crystal followed
by two or three resistance coupled L.F.
valves. If a crystal gives you loud tele-
phone strength, then two L.F. valves only
(using high magnification valve in the first
stage) will be necessary. This kind of set
is easy to maintain, necessitating one H.T.
voltage only, which may be taken from your
electric light mains. If you have this type
of set, be careful in your choice of loud
speaker.

I read recently of a wireless society com-
paring resistance capacity with transformer
L.F. coupling using a certain make of horn
loud speaker which has a terrific resonance
on about 250 cycles. Naturally the resist-
ance amplifier emphasised this fault, giving
a " wuffy " and muffled tone. This par-
ticular loud speaker had been designed for
working with L.F. transformers and balanced
to some extent the distortion they intro-
duce, giving a fairly straight characteristic
over the middle frequencies. The new
hornless and cone loud speakers are heard
at their best on resistance -coupled L.F.
amplifiers.

Don't be misted by advertisements into
painting your aerial with special " electric "
solutions which are guaranteed to improve
the quality of reproduction of your set,
" especially on pianoforte music." The
efficiency of your aerial affects the sensi-
tivity and to some extent the loudness of
your set, but has nothing whatever to do
with its tone. If your friend tells you that
his gold cat's -whisker improves the repro-
duction of the bassoon, don't believe him ;
he is " of imagination all compact " I.
Money spent on such trifles would be better
diverted to a fund for the buying up-and
destruction-of all dud L.F. transformers !
But wqat a fund it would have to be 1

111 4-604/477? ICER1182,,9
1-VOLTS

There is just one precaution to be- ob-
served in this process. Do not have the
copper sulphate solution too strong, other-
wise the deposited copper 'will crumble
away after the graphite rod has dried. It
is far better to, have the solution on the
weak side, and to wait for a longer time
before the required thickness of metal has
been deposited, for when the copper is
deposited slowly it possesses a more con-
solidated nature, and is therefore more
adaptable to the -subsequent process of
soldering.

RESISTANCES.

THE resistance of any pait of an electric
circuit, such as a length of wire, a
transformer winding, a. soldered joint,

a valve filament, and so on, is the oppo-
sition offered by that part of the circuit
to the flow of an electric current.

Thus, if an accumulator is connected to the
two ends of a length of wire, the resistance
of the wire limits the amount of the current
which will be driven through it. If it is
necessary to change the value of the current,
then either the resistance of the wire, or
the voltage of the battery, or both, must he
altered.

If we double the resistance of the wire,
the current will be halved, whereas doubling
the battery voltage will double the current.

Resistance is measured in ohms, the
number of ohms equalling the number of
volts required to drive' a current of one
ampere through the resistance. For examplei
if 6 volts send a current of 2 amperes throingh
a rheostat, the number of volts required per

ampere is -
2

= 3. Hence the resistance of

the rheostat is 3 ohms. Thus, we can say
that the resistance of an electric circuit is
obtained by dividing the voltage by the
current.

The same rule applies if the voltage and
current are alternating, as, for instance,
in a house -lighting system supplied from
A.C. mains. The resistance of the circuit
is obtained by dividing the alternating
voltage by the alternating current.

It must not be thought, however, that
resistance depends in any way upon whether
the current is direct or alternating. It is
a definite property of the circuit or
apparatus, just 8,9 is weight, length, or
colour,
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By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.LR.E.
In this article-the first he has ever written for " P.W."- 111r.
Harris teas readers for why he has accepted my invitation to edit
a special Constructors' Supplement. His reasons are obviously
for the ultimate benefit of " P.W." readers-The EDITOR, f

1
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THE wireless experimenter of to -day
does not often realise the immense
strides that have been made in the

last few years in the direction of simpli-
fication for his benefit. My own experi-
mental work dates back to 1908, when a
little group of friends decided that the
remarkable phenomena of which we were
reading so much should be investigated in
an amateur way.

What little information was available
was very closely guarded by the commercial
interests engaged in developing radio, and
we had to go upon the few scientific papers
read before learned societies, and an
occasional article in more popular form.
Still, in spite of such difficulties, we managed
to make good progress, and all kinds of
coherers were tried, invented, re -invented,
and modified, until we were able to get
results which, for amateurs, were very
creditable. A little later, when we began
to experiment With crystal detectors, the
great improvement in range astounded us,
and, as a matter of fact, the crystal receiver
I used in 1909 was little less efficient than
those we use to -day.

But what a difference there was from the
home constructor's point of view ! There
were no ready-made crystal detectors-
or, rather, what few were available were
impossibly expensive-the plug-in inter-
changeable coil was yet to come, unless you
were very rich you had to make your own
variable condensers, inductances, and
everything else. In fact, as amateurs we
were pioneering a new country. Dr. Fleming
was still experimenting with the early form
of the Fleming valve, of which, of course,
we knew nothing. It must be remembered
that the modern valve is really a post-war
product, and did not become available to
the amateur until comparatively recently.

A New Method.
In 1909 two years had yet to pass before

the first wireless journal would appear-
and even then, in its early days, it was a
small house -organ for a commercial wireless
company. Subsequently, and after it had
blossomed out into a wireless magazine
of more general interest, I wrote a good deal
in it, and later edited it.

In those days, however, experimental
work was very restricted. Few people
troubled to build receivers which went
below 600 metres ; there was no telephony,
not to speak of broadcasting, to hear, and
our great mainstay was the Eiffel Tower,

which could be heard very
easily on any good crystal
receiver tuning up to two
thousand six hundred
metres, while we all made
OW sets cover four thousand
metres in order to include
Nauen, the big station out-
side Berlin.

0 Sneered at by 'Superior' Amateurs."
After the war, when experimental wire-

less was again allowed, and amateurs
were getting busy once more, I en-
deavoured to help my fellow amateurs
over sundry stiles by writing articles and
acting in an editorial capacity with a well-
known wireless journal. Later, finding that
the old method of giving the reader a
theoretical diagram, and assuming that he
knew enough about the subject to need
nothing more, was proving fallacious, I be-
gan to write articles giving amateurs not
only the theoretical circuits, but also pro-
viding scale drawings and indicating the
precise positions of the actual wires used,
with photographic reproductions of the
various stages of construction.

This method is now adopted almost
universally, and readers of POPULAR
WIRELESS may be surprised to hear that my
preliminary efforts in this direction were
at first sneered at by " superior " amateurs
of the day, being referred to as " padding,"
" superfluous detail," " wasting the reader's
time," and in other uncomplimentary terms.
To counterbalance this I received hundreds
of letters from all parts of the country
thanking me for providing much needed
information in a form which did not re-
quire many months of previous study to
comprehend.

Even at that time it was very difficult
for the average experimenter to keep pace
with the developments of wireless research,
and to -day it is far more difficult. Reading
alone is insufficient to keep the serious
student abreast of modern developments,
and, unless such study is accompanied by
practical experiments, one is bound to get
rapidly out of touch. For several years
now I have been engaged in much editorial
and management duties, as well as experi-
mental and literary work connected with
wireless.

To keep pace with affairs, my literary
and experimental work has often had to
proceed far into the night, while the business

occupations of the daytime have often
prevented me carrying out certain daylight
researches on both long and short waves
which I have considered of importance.
In fact, to put matters briefly, I have
increasingly felt the need to devote more
time to my laboratory and to give my
readers still more information of modern
developments and modern conditions.

I am very pleased to say that the pro-
prietors of POPULAR WIRELESS have very
generously made arrangements by which
I can devote just as much time as I desire
to my laboratory and literary work, unen-
cumbered by business cares during the day.
The immediate effect will be that many
fresh researches and developments of new
ideas that I have had in mind for a long time
will now become practicable, and, of course,
the readers of POPULAR WIRELESS will
immediately have at their disposal the
information so gained.

Many New Developments.
I wish I had the space here to tell you of

the many new developments in receivers
and receiver design on which I am now
working, but before long you will see many
of them in these columns. Furthermore,
being closely in touch with leading experi-
menters in both America and Europe, I
hope to make available to POPULAR WIRE-
LESS readers the practical application of a
number of most important new inventions
on both sides of the Atlantic. These will
be carefully tried out in my laboratory,
and described in a practical and tested
form for the benefit of the British experi-
menter.

Finally, I want to say how pleased I am
to associate myself with " P.W." with my
old friend Mr. Norman Edwards and with
Mr. Dowding and other members of the
" P.W." staff. Their enthusiasm and desire
to further the progress:of this journal makes
me fe31 sure that in linking up with " P.W."
I have associated myself with what is best
in radio journalism.
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WIT H the in-
creasing use

- of various neu-
tralising meth o'd
f o r balancing o r
stabilising H.F. am-
plifiers, certain
minor but objection-
able features have
been brought into
prominence. 0 n
such defect is the tendency to develop
parasitic oscillations which, although of
much smaller wave -length than that. to
which the main receiving circuit is tuned,
give rise to objectionable " noises ""in the
set.

If one might paraphrase a NV(11-kli, VW11

PA RASITIC OSCILLATIONS.T
A New Problem in H.F. Amplification.

By J. C. JEVONS.
*     4-4

in which parasitic oscillations may be
generated.

For instance, when either of the ordinary
neutralising arrangements shOwn in Figs. 1
and 1A are -used, the parallel Paths pro-
vided by the. inter -electrode capacity C
(shown in dotted lines) and the balaneing of

neutralising condenser N form
a link between the inductance
L in the input circuit and the
inductance Ll in the output
circuit 'Of the Valve, and para-
sitic oscillations are liable to
be generated as a result of the
difference between these two
inductances. . -

The remedy put forward for
preventing these undesirable
oscillations is to insert a suitable
damping resistance in their
common path to the filament in
one or other of the ways_ illus-
trated in Figs. 2; 3 and 4.

/G/
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Damping Resistances.
The arrangement. indicated

in Fig. 2 shows a valve with its
input circuit L connected at one
end to the .grid and by a mid..
point tapping tq, the filament,
a small balancing condenser N
being inserted across -the plate
and the other end of the input
inductance.

It is well known that in such
a systemthe interelectrede

DRAWN itY 4.0 - capacity C, by providinsa feed -
VOW, Y back path from the anode to the

grid, permits the transfer of
energy from the output circuit
to the input circuit, which is
liable to cause self -oscillation at

the frequeney to which those circuits are
tuned. it is in order to neutralise this
effect that the balancing condenser N is
inserted as shown betWecn the anode and
filament.

It will be observed_tliat the path inclinl-
ing the balancing condenser N is in parallel
with that including the inter -electrode
capacity C. Varying currents
accordingly flow in these two
parallel paths through the corre-
sponding halves of the input
coil L in such- a 'manner as
to induce cleetro-motive forces,
which theoretically are equal and
opposite, so that no resultant
potential variations are inipOsed
upon the grid.

. In practice, however, it is
found that the - two parallel ca-
pacities N and C form the seat
of intruding parasitic disturb-
ances.- Their existence maybe
explained as being due to the
fact that the input circuit con-
tains a "phantom" inductance
represented by the difference
between the actual _self-induct-

faill$1, N..

fiGIA. Sonwva STANDARD Alfe/TRAL/S/N6
Co/warm:lists.
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couplet, the state of affairs could he de-
:.cribed thus:

Big waves and little waves-- we try to
neutralise 'em, -

But little waveS Make leSser waves, and so
..ad infiniton.

PUblicity has recently been given to a
method of setting rid of the effect ,of these
small inherent oscillations by the use of a
resistance inserted between the input
inductance and the centre point of two
" twin" condensers in shunt. It is inter-
esting, however, to note that this' particular
problem has been investigated in great
detail by the engineers of the Western
Electric Company (now Standard Tele-
phones and Cables, Ltd.).

Preventing Oscillations.
In that company's Patent No. 254472,

first applied for on May 28th, 1925, and
accepted and published in Judy of the present
year, it is pointed out that when a number
of H.F. amplifier tubes are connected to
nether and neutralised in the ordinary way,
one result of the introduction of the balanc-
ing condenser is to provide a new path

mice of the coil L and
the mutual induct-
ance between its two
halves. This phan-

- tom inductance is
linked with the
inductance LI in the
plate or output cir-
cuit by the parallel
capacities of N and C.

Now it is well
known that when a valve includes induc-
tive reactances in both the input and out-
put circuits, and also capacity coupling
between them, it will tend to generate
oscillations at may frequencies with which
these reactances co-operate to constitute a
resonant circuit.

Further Methods.
Accordingly a damping resistance R is

inserted, as shown, so that it is included in
P., Ifer.on,o,Y
PAR :Ns.

DAMP/NG kb/STANCE /N COMMON PATH TO

fia.2. /5LAMENr

the common path traversed by any addi
tional stray H.F. currents such as wouk
tend to generate parasitic oscillations. By
offering a high impedance to their passage
the resistance R prevents them from reach
ing.suckan amplitude as to set the system
oscillating.

Incidentally, it is. pointed out that the
resistance R, by minimising the flow of such
currents across the inter -electrode capacity,
serves the additional purpose of increasing
the effective signal voltage impressed by the
received waves upon the grid of the tube. In
other words; by ,eliminating undesirable
capacity leakage it increases the efficiency
of the amplifier in operation.

Fig. 3 shows an alternative arrangement
of damping resistances. Here, two re-
sistances R arc connected respectively be-
tween the filament of the tube and the two
outer termiiiaLs of the coil L. It will be seen
that these resistances arc included in the
parallel paths established by the balancing

(e0,,toictl. on page 431.)
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P HE QD SUPERSONIC
LOCK UNI

The new Supersonic Block Unit comprises all the necessary com-
ponents for the Supersonic part of the Receiver, requiring only the
addition of a FRAME AERIAL, TUNING CONDENSER, AUTODYNE
TUNING CONDENSER, POTENTIOMETER, VALVES, BATTERIES,
and 'PHONES to give you a complete Super -Het ready for reception.
It will have an immediate appeal to the home constructor who doubts
his ability, or who has not the inclination to wire up correctly and operate
the AB Supersonic Units.
Within half -an -hour of reaching home with your purchase you will be
able to listen -in.

THE tilt SUPERSONIC BLOCK UNIT
undoubtedly offers the most attractive way of building a Super -Het.
A guarantee of effective working is given, and the guarantee holds good
for 12 months providing the seal remains unbroken.

Price E6 : 6 : 0
This price includes a 5 -point Auto Oscillator for the Broadcast V'avelength.
5 -point Auto Oscillator for Daventry Wavelength. Price 12/6 E.,..tra.

Demand of your dealer titt Components
BRITISH BEST and CHEAPEST

in the Long Run

Telephone :
SIvugh 441-442.

11441MI MAE-Liu:a Telegrams :
Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific A..laa rem Radiether. Slough.
WEXHAM ROAD:SLOUGH:BUCKS'

ILI

THE
SUPERSONIC

TRANSFORMER

the .1lestration show the design .of the
rfili Supersonic Transformer.

Price 21/-
The flEi, Supersonic Outfit
comprises the following

PRICES : each
3 tik Toned 'Transformers /

(Intermediate) 1 -
I NB Tuned Filter  211-
1 au Atitodyne No. I, and

s'-"-'" Reactor Unit for broad- rev,Broad-
cast Band .. .. L 1

Supplied in case complete together
with lull sine Blue Print-

Layout Diagram and
Booklet of Instructions

Price 25-5-0. or
separately at

above prices

Pao Ps ildeerfiung &Juice, Ltd.
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IORANIC DUAL.
VARIABLE rONDENSER, OP

IGRANIC
MICRO

CONOE.N5E.R.

IGRANIC H.F.
TRANSFORMER
WITH TAPPED

PRIMARY.

-LT
+LT

MODERNISE YOUR H.F. STAGES
Modern neutrodyne circuits can be wonderfully stable, selective and sensitive provided the com-

ponents used possess the highest possible efficiency.
Modernise your receiver by converting it to a neutrodyne circuit such as that shown above, but be

sure of obtaining the utmost efficiency by using only .

IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES,

IGRANIC VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

have earned the reputation of
being the " choice of experts."
Dual Type, as illustrated,
-6003 mfd. 2216; cH4Q5. mfd..
27/-; Single pattern, ..o0or5-
mfd. 17/6 ; .0063 mfd. 18/6 ;.
0005 mid. 21/6; Poor mfd.
251-,

IGRANIC MICRO CONDENSERS
are miniature condensers particularly
efficient for neutralising. Suitable for
panel or baseboard'inounting. Price 518

(Bracket for baseboard mounting 6d.)
SEND FOR CATALOGUE 14o..R. 36-

149 Queen Victoria. St., LONDON.
: Elstow Road, BEDFORD.

IGRANIC H.F. TAPPED
TRANSFORMERS.

Both windings equal in size
with a centre tapping to

primary.
PRICES

No. I. 170 420 m. 6/ -
No. 2. 25o - 600 m. 6/9
No. 3. 55o - 128o m. 8/8
No. 4. 85o - 2180 M. 10j -

ItWEST WYE coh,rn,It log assured by using (344
the

6, 53'or 3o ohms
Resistance

2s. 6d.
Soo -ohm Potenti,

meter

3s. 6d.
NEW TVS GU4RANTEED RESISTANCE
Smooth and dead silent in operation ; positive stops for  Off " and "
On " positions ; a travel from " Off " to " On to two turns of the knob
easy to fit ; occupies minimum panel space.
Every one carries our written guarantee to replace it free if the slightest deice'
be found udtkin three months from dote of Purchase.

Of all dealers or from the solo
direct, post free, auto: illanu,actar(Ts --

SPEEDWELL WORKS, QUEEN STREET, HITCH IN.
-0

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER
ERICSSON'S
BRITISH MADE

NEW LORGNETTE HEADPHONES
Fitted with long lead. .

710 PER PAIR A LIMITED
LP POST FREE I NUMBER ONLY

Gt. Britain only Cost over- treble
Also Ericsson's headphones fitted Cie Per Pair
with headbands and six foot leads U U Post Free

Send remittance with order to : --

HYAMS BROS.,
25, York Terrace, Clapham, S.W.4.
Telephone: Telegrams:

Pr i :don 309. Londsigs, Clapcmn.
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abses-----a4-4.--*--a--9- 40--40-0-0-s----s----0--- -*--4---4- 4-4---!--4-* entirely cut out. This will require careful
movement of its handle, but when the best

-,-- .:- point litaleen found the condenser can be
left set.

A NEUTRODY.NE .. - (1) Neutralising of the first H.F. valve is
- oow?complete, and the filament of the valve

FROM A CORRESPONDENT. e can be.lit (either by turning on the rheostat
or by removing the piece of paper from its

* -filament leg).

NEUTRALISING

*111111M111111 N11111111N111114-4-4 -4- :41.1

TO. ordinary amateur, the act of
neutralising a set built specially for
this purpose may or may not be

successful. If the set has been built accord-
ing to a specification, which has included
clear instructions on how to neutrodyne
and operate, it is probable that results, after,
a struggle, may be fairly good.

However, to every set built to " cut and
dried " instructions there must be at least
ten others cowl ti fromr personal
experience.

Although th gas
strutted such a set may have a good
technical knowledge -Of the set, and may
WA employed special matched neutro-
formers, matched. variable condensers, yet
She iesults may still be disappointing.

may have been scrupulously careful
to lam the neutroformers at the correct
ang O and distance from each other, and
ha rh wired the set exactly as required,
1m4still thea,teatittit;from the point of a
nentrodyneArafbnlit'
UnsnitablelalyetC...

asSlanikielliat (1) the circuit is O.K.
and4 relial0,;.:(11-Nthr wing is correct,
(3) the nandtislir,'1404.1% -aerial and earth
sati4actoryiiuds.(41)410-4.4Y-out good, the
trotilale mayoke dire to4444e'of the following
thrdi thingirAllamelys.,44soirrect neutralising,
large capacit,S4-Isittm-the grid and plate
leach inside t turseg-ithiiisuititble valves.

Blom persontalsgexpelWnee of these three
factOrs I should name the last one as the
moat probable. :

It has been. observed that with valves of
the?3-volt -.06 Class, rieutrodyning, is eaten
a pinctical impossibility, .

During tests with these valves, using
" Copex " screened coils (as made anti
patented- by Mess& Peto Scott), it was
foujid that tuned to 2 L 0 at 6 miles from
the station, no points could he found on the
ne, rod gne condensers that would indicate
neulratisation.

In fact, it was later discovered that
the' internal electrode capacity of the valves
wati such that the capacity of the grid plate
and other leads (and the -capacities of the -
valve holders) was more- thattestrfficient-to
snip* the former, withontueedinglhFuse
of neutrodyne condensers.

Valves of the 6 -volt DE: 5 type were
then introduced, and without altering the
wiring of the set in any ways definite points

_could be found on the neutrodyne condensers
where signals practically died away, thus
indicating that the capacity of these was
sufficient to neutralise the set, leaving a
reasonable margin for -safety.

How to Proceed.
The actual process of neutralisation can

be carried out in the stages numbered below :
First connect up all batteries, aerial,

earth, etc., to the receiver.
1) Tune in the local station or, failing

that, adjust a Wiser Wavetneter to appreXi-
miteV/ 250 metres and set at some two or
,hice feet from the set.

The readings 'Of the two variable condensers
tuning the neutroformers (aaSuinirig -fiat
two stages- ef. -H.F. amp lifidation - are
employed) should he exactly: equal, the
readings on the aerial condenser being some
degrees either higher -or lower than those, of--.
the formeF.

(2) Completely remove the first H.F.
valve from its socket.. This valve is the one
connected to the aerial circuit.

(3) Readjust all tuning -dialS care-
%ignals sense ihnotttlen (they

Mill still t eleard).
(4) Now turn off the filament rheostat to

the first H.F. valve and replace valve halts
socket,. If one rheostat is used to control
both H.F. Valves, it will -be necessary to'"
leave the rheostat on and plaec a piece 'of
Paper over otierfitalUeiA leg Of, thO
removed, so that when the valve is again
plugged into its socket it ddes not light.

(5) Signals still heard in Acmes. Do not
touch any of the tuning dint

" slirelliinintuth or is
(6) Adjust fist

until signal is i
elearlY 4041,

,11--11*
PARASITIC ;1.

OSCILLAMONS.
.

-
(0.,:, ;/, ..,;';/ foam i./seji 428a);

and .liter- elect ro( ea pac i ties. C respec-
tively. , , si

The resistance s are soffit! i en Hy  'Ugh -to -
offer a large impedance to -the flow -of para-
sitic oscillatory wayes:stan4tlitavfore, tend

,Final Adjustatents.
'1337 rem:A-411g the first H.F. valve from

its soCketit will now be noticed that the
signal ;increases to great strength, and by
again returning it to its holder (with the
filament -Off), the signal will be very faint
or absent. This indicates complete neutral-
isation.

(8) Now remove the second H.F. valve
from its socket and repeat exactly the
Pfa'..eesa a/clready- outliaekt.froni.(2).to (7).

piloCess is; in shOrtrenioVestkettiecond
11a -F. i/itive; Anne -all to maximum
strength on signal, replace valve with its
filithent off, then adjust" second neutrodyne
condenser amtil, Minimum signals are heard

.. (or are absent), :and replace valve And light
Its -filament.
Ai- -desired, the - whele-preeesa can be

repeated so as to get an absolutely accurate
neutralising effect.

It should be pointed out that if it becomes
necessary to insulate one of the filament legs
of the H.P. valveta--the rocess of
neutralising, it slisiM"W!tget itiYe ono
that is covered, attn."

..os: AL.

The result is -tfiliV flicIicp ete4the
input coil isasifairraCIR* Cif Ottkehthe
parallel patl4 cgill4tIfiffbenroa,
resistance4"..tilid fr6,304nefli-C. eigiitiithee is
ineluded ii thfCiiiirtiTsidtir of the',.Tubs the
generation 4r&ras4tf 4,"timi
lively prevented:'s"

Valuable Invention.

Although the 'aadclitiOn, to ail CU' nary
neutralised circuit of ypeeial damping re-
sistances, in the' manner Ascribed, may not

to damp tlrenr-Out.:
same ti*,40,ii,-;Zelitsle the
inductance- the hititut

opened up td::
extra H.F. currents hy
inter -electrode and balancing
capacities: Owing to the
very high -frequency of such
currents they will obviously

.. take the -path- througisethe
resisttesees R in preference
to the path through the in-
ductance, L. Therefore, so far
as coneevits any such energy
fed back from the plate to
the grid, it is now restricted
to paths which contain no
McNeal -0 reactance but arc
purely a,periOdie, and cannot
therefore generatooseilla,tions
of an wavelength

L from theZ4

denser

r -
.J..
77-

'/N CONDENSER EACH smostirED BY A DAMP/N6
- RES/STANCE

Still another arrangement is Sown_ in.
Fig. 4, in which the input coil is shunted
by two " t -kin " condensers, and the fila-
meat connection is taken from a point- mid-
way betwee4ach. The damping resistances
R arc in this instancebranched across the
filament atiegriel oil the one hand, and the
filament alarthe lead containing the balanc-
ing condenser N on the other,

at; first sight appear toe. hay -e- any great
importance, yet the invention is essentially
of a practical nature. -

The fact that the origin of these
mysterious, disturbances has; -now been,
defiiiitely identified in itself reflects
great Credit on :the- skill of the in-
Ventors Vito apart from the ingenionS

 Methods adepledlor their prevention.' -
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TIT
has been reported
(as" we noted in
Mir last issue) .hat

the Earl of Clarenaon
hasaccepteif the posi-
tion 'of Chief -of the
new B:B.C. The Earl

sp--4- ...... --as*

CURRENT TOPICS.
BY THE EDITOR.

The New B.B.C. Chairman-- -What the Future Holds in Store More
of'Clariniton has just- Programme Arguments -" Edueiting " Listeners - The Wave -Length
`arrived back from Charges.
Canada, where he
!has been on a three . .... .-...... .
inOnths'Isiiii in con-
ne6tion "- With the Overseas Settlements
Board, -of .Which is he Chairman. When
asked whetltat it was true that he had been "
lgiven the B.B.C. post, Lord Clarendon is -
;reported to have said "-I can make no
statement at all in connection with that at`
present "-but probably by- the time this
issue is on sale the rephrt- concerning Lord
'Clarendon will have either been confirmed
or contradicted.

It seems the consensus of opinion,
however, that Lord Clarendon has been
chosen as the new B.B.C. Chairman; the':.'fore,

it is not inappropriate if wedevoteSOTII,'
attention to the possible new Chairman of
the B.B.C.

* *

Lord Clarendon says he possesses a two -
valve set which, to quote his own words, he
cannot work very well, but which he find-,

very great fun " ! Lord Clarendon has
evidently made a very deep study of broad-
casting, for he has discovered With consider.
;able ingenuity the fact. that " wireless is a
:tremendously important thing" and that
its. prospects " are remarkable." lord
;Clarendon has further Wed that wireless
has edtrcationaI PosSibilitiei; although Is.
irriagiaeS that " people who have sets now.
.adays would be reluctant to do -without
!dance music or light entertainment of tis
'kind to which they are accustomed."

And even further still, LordT,Clatendon
has convinced himself that wireless Can be
used to the greatest possible advantage.

The Future of the B.B:C.
Now, theSe opinions may 1)e V('

remarkable, but we cannot help 11 °Meting
whether they are sufficiently remarkable to
warrant Lord Clarendon's appointment as
the new B.B.C. Chairman. We would ask
Lord, Clarendon, with all respect., what ate
his qualifications for the post ? What does
he know about broadcasting ? If he was
about to serve an apprenticeship at the
B.B.C. and "learn the ropes," so to speak.
under the guiding hand of. its present
fn ly=quiilifiect Chairman, Mr. J. C. W.
11-eith, could understand to some extent

 the reasons for the appointment; but front
the pronouncements which Lord Clarendon
has made in connection with broadbasting it
does not seem that a great:genius has7been
appointed at the head of the new B.B.C.
`The Chairmanship of the"B.B.C. requires

more than enthusiasm and ingenueusness.
It requires a very deep knowledge of the
ptiblic7psychology, to say the Vast -of it.
AO w e sincerely- hope that I.Ord Clarendon,
if he doe's accept the B.B.C. appointment,
will make it his business to devote a
considerable amount of his time to to -tin study
of broadcasting problems. We cannot, help.
literally " trembling in out shois " at -what
the future holds in store for --British
'broadcasting.

The one bright star in the future i thy

fact that, Mr. J. W. With will, in all
probability, retain offieC as chief Of the
Executive Staff.

"Highbrow " Items.
The recent, controversy in the newspapers

about the length of highbrow " items in
the prograinmeS: has again added fresh
fuel to the fire which ever plays around the
B.B.C.'s selections for popular programmes.
Protests at the inclusion of king items
dealing with classical music, etc. have again
been making their appearance in the
correspondence columns of the newspapers
-and more than ever does it seem that

A a elaborate
loudspeaker and
set niiv on the
American radio

market.

listeners in the
are objecting to the
excess of ' ednea-
tional " matter which
is appearing in the

programmes.
The proSpects Of thee
programmes _ being
lightened do not seem
to be' very hopeful,
for we notice that
the B.B.C. have- an-

nonnccd that Sir Henry .1-1adow has
agreed to act aft. Chairman of a Joint.
Corinnittee being set up by the B.B.C. and
the Britilsh Institute of Adult .Education,
to enquire" into the posiibility of further
development of education by Wireless.

The "Uneducated."
Sir Henry Hadow is midoulttedly a very

distinguished man ; he is Vice -Chancellor
of Sheffield University and Chairnian of the
ConeultaIive Committee of the Board of
EdueatiOn. These qualifications are ad-
mirable in their proper place, latt we
cannot help wondering at the, necessity for
the B.B.C, acquiring the services of such a.
diStinguished educationalist ; surely broad-
casting,' being primarily a means of giving
entertainment to millions of people, does
not require the super -intelligent services
which Sir Henry Hadow Can offer ?

Mr. J. C. Stobart, the B.B.C. Director of
EduCation, has already. threatened us with
Radio 'Varsities, and it, would seem that
the B.B.C. are contemplating even fresh
assaatits upon the " uneducated " minds of
their listeners. The assumption that so
many listeners arc uneducated or lacking in
"culture" is, in itself, a presumption;
but . that, willy-nilly, educational matter
should be th;ust into their ears by a com-
pany which is receiving money primarily
to enable them to supply listeners with
entertainment, can only be regarded as an
impertinence, and,: we sincerely hope that,
llstenetss through such organisations as

Kist in this country for giving vent to the
opinions of listeners, will strongly combat
t his excessive tendency of 2, Savoy Hill to
ikisint I ate the broadcasting programmes
With " educational " matter.

Wave -Length Changes.
The change in niece -lengths has again

la -en delayed : this time, we understand,
owing to further technical difficulties. It
now seems very improbable that the new
ware -length scheme Will be brought into
operation by October but we are given
to understand by the B.B.C. that -the scheme
will definitely be, put into operation befon
the end of next month.

There seems to have been sonic difficulty
with the other European countries over the
adoption of a standard Wave -meter, for it had
I teen agreed at first that the parent Wave -

meter should be Brussels and the calibration
of the B.B.C.'s wave -meters by -the Brussels'
standard was taking longer than eXpected.
It is a great, pity that these delays have
beek occasioned for: many listeners hay -

been ief ahiing 'from altering, their sets,: ts
making further improVements, and. cot,
equently,- buying new apparatus, until t ls

II:B.C. have definitely antiorincfst, the
adoption of the ware -length scheme.

We hope that there will be .no further
delays and that the scheme will be brought-
pffiCially into operation as now proniisa
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ORMOND
SILK CONDENSERS

Registered

IDEAL RATIO 55-1.
THE markings of the ORMOND CONDENSER DIAL

enable you to pick up any station with the minimum of
trouble and without any unnecessary calculations. Precise

tuning adjustments with noiseless operation are ensured by
the general sound construction of this newest ORMOND

product. The famous ORMOND SLOW MOTION
FRICTION DRIVE (Ratio 55-1) is incorporated and special ball bearings give

liquid -like movement to every turn of the knob. This world-famous
ORMOND component is easy to mount, having one and three holes for fixing,

with both terminals and soldering tags for connections. Note the extra-
ordinarily low prices. With 4' Bakelite Knob, .0005 mfd. 20/- ; .00035 mfd.

19'6 ; .00025 mfd. 19'-. With Dual Indicator Dial, .0005 mfd. 21;'6 ; .00035
mfd. 21/-; .00025 mfd. 20 6. Ormond S.L.F. Condensers are obtainable

from all dealers.

Trade Mark.

199 - 205, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.1.
Telephone - Cierhenwell 93.J4-5-6
Telegrams " Ormondengi Kincross."

FACTORIES : Whiskin Street and
Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell,

Continental Agents:
Messrs. Pettigrew 6- Merriman, Ltd.,
"Phonon House," 2 &4, Bucknall Street,

New Oxford Street,

KNOB AND DIAL
FIXED WITH 6111113 SCREWS

ROTOR TERMINAL

ADJUSTING NUT

KNOB & 4" DIAL
BEAUTIFULLY -

FINISHED

seI-` '
4/1 i 4

FRICTION CUP-L

SECTION OF

DUST COVER

PATENT APPLIED FOR

HAND CAPACITY

SHIELD

STATOR

TERMINAL

SELF CENTERING
BALL RACE

'A' QUALITY
EBONITE BUSHES

FRICTION DISCS

THRUST BALL
RACE

ADJUSTING
SPRING

ORMOND S.L.F. CONDENSERS WILL BE YOUR FINAL CHOICE
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gheTMC
"GRAMO-SPEAKER"

price

gheTMC
"MINOR"

LOUD- SPEAKER
price I7/6

Quality Reproduction
The Gramb-speaker gives a SPleridid. volume of rounded, -

natural tone, because it is a well -designed Loud -speaker
Unit With an adjustable niagnetiCSystetn, loudspeaker size.
At its price, it marks the new standard -of sound- repro:-
duction.

Fit one to your .Gramophone_ (it.briN takes a moment) or make
your 'own horn and obtain a perfeet Lond-speaker at the
cheapest possible price.

There is nothing to equal the Gramo-speaker. Your dealer
will show it to you.
A wonderful, complete Loud -speaker is the " Minor." Its price is
only 17/6, and like all other TMC Loud -Speakers, it is a ".quality"
instrument.

There is a TMC Loud -speaker to suit every pocket. Ask your dealer aboutthorn.

I', ices do not apply to the Irish Free State.

17 C
Telephone Manufacturing Ce.Litl.

HOLLINGSWORTH WORKS. WEST DULWICH. S.E.21

ALL THE LATEST
" P.W." SETS

supplied as finished instruments
or in parts for home construction

NOW is your opportunity to
acquire a really good set at a

very reasonable price. Under the
famous PILOT service, you can
obtain from us all the parts for any
set published in the various wireless
papers, and you may rely upon
receiving free advice and help from
our Technical and Service Depart-
rnent. On the other hand, if you
prefer to have your set ready built, we
can supply it at a small extra cost.
In either ease, you are assured of first-
class results.

Last week's most successful
P.W." Spider Set ---

Finished Instrument (Aerial £ s. d.
tested and- guaranteed,
less coils and valves) .. 12 0

Marconi.Royalties
C,omplete PILOT Kit of parts 6 16

- 'Red Triangle' Ebonite Panel
45"x8" (matted and drilled) 12

Polished Mahogany Cabinet
and Baseboard , . io 6

The PILOT MA)ITUAL
contains illustrated detail
of 0 number of up-to-date
sets.which we thoroughly
reccrfnmend,- Much useful
info: Mation On soldering,
assembling, testing, etc.,
is also included. 3

Foci110(' .. au.

0
6
9

THE PILOT MANUAL

L
A Typical "Pilot" Receiver.

This week's attractions

STRAIGHT ONE VALVER
s. d

Complete Kit of Parts - 1 3 0
Cabinet & Panel (drilled) - 10 6
1 -VALVE REFLEX
Complete Kit of Parts - 2 11 3
Cabinet & Panel (drilled) - 13 6
These kits employ our guaranteed
and fully tested parts where possible.

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.
Regd. Office : 77, City Road, E.C.1
Branches : 62,High Holborn, London,W.C. I. WALT-
HAMSTOW-230, Wood St. PLYMOUTH -Bank
of England Place. LIVERPOOL -4, Manchester St.

i THIS is our price for
assembling, wiring, test-

ing,,i.w.,1 guaranteeingtla
Setan.,

up to three -valves.
(Four -valve Set, £4; Five -valve Set,£5)

Every finished set we sell is
tested under the supervision
of Capt. Tingey, A.M.I.R.E.

[Late of Radio Press Laboratories)

No More H.T. Batteries !
'PROVIDED you have electric light

in. your house,- you need no longer
buy expensive H.T. Batteries. Full
instructions for building 1LT. units
to work from D.C. or A.C. mains were
described in' "Popular Wireless " of
September ith and October 9th,
respectively. ,

For A.C. Mains
Complete set of parts, including Panel

and Cabinet .. - . £6 10 2

FINISHED INSTRUMENT, tested
and guaranteed .. .. £8 14 8

For D.C. Mains
d.

Complete set of parts, including
Panel and Cabinet 2 2 9

G.E.C. 2 -way Adaptor with Switch,
if required .. 5 9

FINISHED INSTRUMENT .. 3 10 0

Whem,complete set of parts and panels
.."1 are purchased together a Marconi Royalty

of 12'6 per salve must be remitted.

can ,only advertise a few
instruments here. Let us know the
type of set you want and we will
quote you by return. P.S..6542
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THE LONG DISTANCE BEAM s' SYSTEM.

GENERAL VIEW OF
THE LATEST TYPE OF
BEAM WIRELESS STATION

AMERICA

51-10NYINO THE.
CIRCLE TRAC.14$
OP THE SHOR'T'
(OR BEAM
Win) ViiAVE$,

Great circle of ordinary
wireless waves, causing Trans -
waste of a large miffing
amount of trans- ,,Station.
mitting power.

6nort or beam
ways ,showing
liqle waste.

INCOMING AND OUTGOING MESSAGES ARE
CONTROLLED FROM ONE CENTRE AT THE
GENERAL POST OFFICE, LONDON, WITH
WHICH THE BEAM STATIONS ARE CONNFCTED

BY LANG LINES

cane
Towr

A SIMPLE. DIAGRAM SHOWING HOW THE REFLECTORS ARE PLACED.

The aerials and reflectors
are so placed that one
station can communicate
with other stations in
widely separated parts
el the globe.

'Zitv Towp

wtras wattr of a
%Ave t<nyh apart

Re*Iettor Aertal

1,6tWaw
reFtezti '
from d T
r4fteo.tor

czneenteated

The new Beam Receiving
Station at Bridgwater.
Canadian masts on left ;
South African masts on
right.

AN EXPLANATION OF SEAM WIRE-
LESS BY MEANS OF LR5MT

Diagrammatic details by courtesy of the Marconi Co.
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* ...
1 CORRESPONDENCE. t

EXPERTS IN RADIO

JUST TO
REMIND YOU
When you're wanting " pukka "
telephones for long range work,
don't forget that Brandes
" Matched Tone " are still far
and away the best. And if you
are building, the 1st and and
stage Brandes Transformers are
admirably efficient. Look at
the prices !

AUDIO
TRANSFORMERS

The Brandes ist stage Transformer has a
high voltage amplification ratio of 1-5. This,
together with a straight line amplification
curve, means that the amplification is constant
over a wide band of frequencies, thus elimi-
nating resonance. The 1-3 Transformer
amplifies over speech, pianoforte and
harmonic ranges equally well. Mechanically
protected and shielded against
interaction. Terminals and out- /6side soldering tags.
Ratio 1-5 (black case). Ratio 1-3 (brown case)

MATCHED TONE
HEADPHONES

The whole secret of Matched Tone is that one
receiver refuses to have any quan-el with its
twin. Ably schooled in these generous
sentiments by our specially erected Matched
Tone apparatus, their synchronised effort dis-
covers greater sensitivity and volume and truer
tone. There is no possibility of 20the sound from one earpiece being
half a tone lower than its mate.

Brandes
From any Reputable Dealer

BRANDES LIMITED, 296 REGENT ST

,ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908

4 Letters from readers discussing interest- a
4 ing and topical wireless events, or recording

iunusual experience!, are always welcomed.
but it mast be clearly understood that the
publication of such does in no way indicate

4 that we associate ourselves with the views
i expressed by our correspondents, and we

cannot accept any responsibility for informs -
T lion given.-Editor.
* ...-..--......--4--se _-...--0.___

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE CRYSTAL
TELEPHONE.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-Although the three articles by Mr.

J. F. Corrigan, M.Sc., that have appeared In
your journal cover the ground very well indeed,
there is one easy experiment which I should like to
mention. It should be carried out by everyone
seriously interested in the matter, as it seems to me
to show that a crystal telephone, under conditions
tnIliaagtn netticit ittirit.equal in sensitiveness to the electro-

The trial is made by means of an ordinary buzzer
wave -meter, with .the make -and -break working at
various speeds. Touch the side df the break which

Loose

gives the loudest 1401111Ci with oneend of the cords of
a pair of wireless headphones of 2,000 or 4,000 ohms,
leaving the other One looser Either cord will answer
for the contact. As the note of the buzzer is made
to rise from a low note to a shrill one, the sound in
the telephone falls off, till it almost or quite vanishes.
Then make the same experiment with the crystal
telephone. using as the contact that forms the point
a piece of hard synthetic galena sharpened to a point
with a file. This time take care to make the cord
that is attached to the point the one used for touching
the buzzer. The other will not act nearly so well, if
at all. The crystal telephone will also be found to
reproduce the note of the buzzer. Now join the two
types in series, as shown in the diagram, so that the
current that reaches the crystals must pass through
the headphones. In my experience tile crystal
telephone is superior on the high notes, equal on
the middle, and only a little inferior on the low.

Yours faithfully,
LESLIE MILLER.

23, Rural Way, Streatham, London, SAVA°.

RE B.B.C. PROGRAMMES.
Time Editor, POPULAR WIRELF.SS,

Dear Sir,-Having held a wireless licence for four
years, I feel entitled to say what I, along with many
others,, think of present programmes. This is my
own experience.

Arrive home 6.30 p.m. ; switch on 6.45, item
usually being broadcast, Talk ; 7, News ; 7.10,
Talk ; 7.28, musical interlude, usually five minutes ;

^, 7.40, Talk ; 8 to 9.30, music, mostly highbrow ;
0.30 to 0.45, Talk ; and more talk at 10.

That. I think, is a typical example of what we
are given as entertainment. Of course, some will say
we are never satisfied, and if we want lighter music
we can hear plenty between 10.30 and 12. But when
one has to get up at 6 am.. one cannot stay listening
till 12 o'clock every night.
Now there must be thousands
in the same position as
myself. and I should like -to
hear a few of their opinions.
What we want is entertain-
ment, not education.

" ORDINARY LISTENER."
376, Green 1 ane.

Small Heath, Birmingham.

INTERESTING POINTS.
The Editor, POPULAR

WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-I beg to draw

your attention to a matter
with which you are doubtless
familiar, but tvhiab I do not
remember haying seen men-
tioned in any wireless journal,
viz., the inadequate and awkwardly placed_ terminals
with which many excellent components are fitted.
The following examples will illustrate what I
mean

1. Bretwood grid leak locking nut for knob.
Much too small.
No ordinary wireless spanner will fit it.
It is so flimsy that in tightening it with pliers there

is danger of crushing it: In fact, I recently purchased
one with a e ruslied nut.

2. Lotus coil ri6Ider

Baseboard wild. supplied 4 i.a..,t1)5ing,s,crilvg.
This mans countersinkirig almost through a base-
board in order to securely fix the holder.

3. lgranie Patent rheostat.
Terminals at bottom. Unless this is fitted a good

_ distance up the, -panel from the -baseboard it is- ex-
tremely difficult to connect wires to it.

4. Lissen grid leak and rernier knobs of rondenoers.
Generally made of a soft material which soon loses

its thread. These should be brass lined.
You can doubtless call to mind many other

examples. May I suggest that you express your
opinion on these matters in your paper -and perillips
get improvements made. By so doing you Will
doubtless earn the rthanks of many constructors.

Yours faithfully.
W. W. WOODMAN.

Cl, Hanover Road, Willesden, N.W.10.

AERIALS AND SCREENING.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,

Dear Sir-As you are quite aware, a good ,deal
has been published from time to time on the erection
of aerials, choice -of position, etc., etc. Nine, as you
are always anxious to put before your readers any-
thing of general interest, you may be pleased to learn
of something which, according to wireless law, is
against all possibility of reception except, on a very
powerful set. I refer to screening. A person whose
acquaintance I have recently made, lives in a cottage
completely surrounded by trees, many of -them 70 to
SO feet high. Some of them overhang the house.
This person has always been keen on installing to set,
but, owing to the apparently unsuitable conditions
and the advice of friends, has looked upon it as hope-
less. Now, I erected an 'aerial under all these trees,
and tried a crystal set. The result was, music from
Daventry fairly good, but speech poor. On trying a
one -valve, however, the result was more than satis-
factory. baventry splendid, Radio Paris quite strong,
also Hilversum, German high power. rather faint.
Now there may be some of your readers who hive
friends similarly situated, so that this little e ' ri-
ment (which ought to have proved a failure) may
of material assistance. Wishing you? paper etery
success. Yours sincerely,

E. HOPPER,
2, Glebe Lands.

River Dover.

H.T. FROM MAINS.
The Editor. POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir-In my professional dealings with
clients, some of whom take a considerable interest in
wireless apparatus, many are home constructors,
yet it does not appear to be generally knowrr.how
useful and advantageous it is for all wireless con-
structors to have a Neon " Osglim " Lamp on hand
for testing insulation of sets, also for use ill obtaining
H.T. current from the public supply mains cheaply
and efficiently, so if you would be kind enough to
allow me space in your valuable journal, I think the
following information, together with the enclosed
diagram, might prove to be of much interest and
help to large numbers of your readers. I have no
hesitation in recommending the apparatus. I am
using one myself with the three tappings, but it can
be used as one tapping as desired, but the advantage
will be obvious of the three tappings. All that is
necessary by way of alteration to the set is to add a
potentiometer, as shown in the diagrams. The
chokes can be made as follows : Make a bobbin with
centre hole inch diameter, not less than 11 inch
between flanges, core of soft iron wires such as spark
coils are matte of, wind 300 to 350 turns of S.W.G.
24 DR S% wire insulated between each layer. Finished
bobbin then enclosed by turning ends of iron wire
core over to form hedgehog type, care being taken to
see that connecting wires are well insulated. The
condensers can be of any good and reliable make of
capacities as shown but No. 1 must not -be less than
2 mid.; The resistances are easily made by winding

25016au

I 000z

cs

NeON '0561a41.2AMP
Cores 500-5.50Leus _514624 Der Lica"

0
Samoa

© I 4qva,rs
O -1--I-1.

I 151Kr.

CZ.C3.14.C4 *WOW V4ZZZ .V/R178 -2XFP RPEPERREO . Cr 'Mae 7V2IVE0

resistance wire on hard fibre to the desired resistance
of each tapping. An easy way to arrive at the de-
sired ohmic resistance is to get a voltmeter and Wind
sufficient wire till desired voltage is obtained. This
will obviate the use of the formula fin the purpose,
and the non-teehnical constructor. But it must be
remembered that it esheeially necessary to hay49
live parts mounted on good ebonite, if trouble is pot
wanted, also to remember that these lamps are' pat

(Contbnued on page 454.)
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F not you are probably not getting the best results out of
your receiving set or doing full justice to the B.B.C.

and Foreign entertainers.
Maybe you have little interest in constructing or experimenting,
and desire only to listen to the broadcast programmes. That being
so you are chiefly concerned with your valves, which you require
to give good volume and purity of tone with little cons
sumption of either accumulator or H.T. Battery currents.
If you are a constructor or an experimenter you require in addition to
the above qualities distance and selectivity.
All these features are combined in a remarkable degree in " Cosmos "
Shortpath Valves S.P.i8 and S.P.55. For the sake of getting the best out
of your set, and as a consequence the best out of the programmes, investigate
the claims of these valves as set out in the " Cosmos " Valves Booklet.

Ask your Dealer for a copy.

(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.)
Metro -Vick House, 155, Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.2

Fit " Cosmos " S.P. Valves and do justice to the Entertainers.
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Improve your Loud Speaker
with a better battery.

Your new H.T. Battery should be a Lissen new process.

Notice the difference it makes to your loud speaker
reproduction-there comes a new power smoothness,
noticeably clearer reproduction, more powerful,
more enjoyable than you have ever known it.
The success of this Lissen new process is now a
definitely established fact and naturally the secret
is closely guarded.
The quality of the energy supplied by a battery is as
important as the quantity. Insist upon your being
given the Lissen new process H.T. Take no substi-
tute, for there is none for good loud speaker work.
If any difficulty send remittance to Lissen direct.
No postage charged. Or will be sent by return
C.O.D. Please mention dealer's name and address.

rated 60 volts.
rriee would have
ie 13/- but' for
inr now di rent-
to-dealer Policy
of distribution
which cuts out all
wholesale profits.

FINE RHEOSTAT AND A FINE
POTENTIOMETER-

that is what they say who see the Lissen.
You will say it too after you use a Lissen.
And you will still say it after long use.
You don't want a former in your rheostat or poten-
tiometer which will warp and buckle after a few
months' use, or wires which will move about and
short circuit, or a contact brush which will wear
uncertain. That's why you will insist on a Lissen
after comparing it with all others, for a Lissen
Rheostat will never let you down like that.
Previously high priced and largely reduced because
of our new direct -to -dealer distribution policy
(which cuts out all wholesale profits) aided by our
huge production programme.

Previously. Now.
LISSEN 7 ohms, patented 4/- 2/6

35 o - . 2/6
Dual 4'6
Potentiometer, 400 pat. 4'6 2(6

Lissen one -hole fixing, of course-every one.
Base board mounting type same prices as above.

IMPORTANT TO THE TRADE-Orders for all LISSEN parts must
now be sent direct to factory and not to usual wholesale dealers. Apply
for particulars of new trading policy if not already advised. Every dealer
in his own interest should be registered with us.
LISSEN LIMTED 8-16 Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.

Managing Director : T. N. COLE.

pr. i.varzrAva rAvAvAi

Saving Space
Two NEW ideas for saving back
panel space-simplifying w ring and
mounting, and do ng away wish

A all the troubles arising ihrough
p.faulty connections and spacing

Remember,1100 also, that the BENJAMIN
4 Anti-Microphonic Valve Holder is

not only infinitely superior to all its
imitators in design and finish, but

r4 in actual performance too.

5/3

a

VALVE HOLDER, GRID -LEAK &
CONDENSER

Nickel -plated copper clips carry a Dubilier
'xed Condenser (.030.3) in addition to the
Grid -Leak. Series or parallel.

BENJAMIN VALVE HOLDER
without Leak
or Condenser.

From all good Dealers

t

Regd. Design
No 722528

VALVE HOLDER & GRID -LEAK
A Dubilier Dumetohm 2 meg. Grid -Leak
is fixed on to a rigid insulating bar by means
of nickel -plated copper clips.

Regd. Design .1:0
No. 722529

Price 2/9

VALVE HOLDER &'
rHE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LIMITED

Tottenham, London, N.I7.

 BEE7 'ALAIN
BRITISH MADE

Clearer -Tone, Anti-Microphonic

krAvAvAvAvAvAITAYANFAvAvAvA
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"
BROADCASTISTG as a means of pro-

gress for art or the theatre is quite
negligible," was one of the many

provocative things Mr. Noel Coward, the
young playwright, told me one evening when
I met him in his comfortable dressing -room
at the New Theatre.

Mr. Noel Coward was just making -up
prior to going on the stage to play one of
the finest roles he has ever undertaken, and
it can be quite safely said that much of the
success of a really fine play (as is " The
Constant Nymph ") is due to his excellent
performance.

" Of course, I have little or no time for
wireless as a. hobby," he said, and I am
generally so tired when I get home that I
have no heart to prefer anything but sleep.
Consequently you will find no wireless set
in my home ; but I have often listened -in,
and I have always found the programmer
sent out from Savoy Hill full of interest."

I asked Mr. Coward for his candid opinion
on the average broadcasting programme of
to -day, and I also added that I felt sure that
the B.B.C. would not mind his being- very
frank, as they are always willing to learn !
He laughed, and then he told me what he
thought.

" Quite the most interesting feature in
any radio programMe to -day, to my mind,"
he said, ." is dance music.  The public will
never tire of syncopation, and when dance
music is said to he overdone in British
broadcasting programmes this is quite
incorrect.

Monotonous Dance Tunes.
" The great mistake in the dance music

that is broadcast is that in nearly all cases
it is in the same style, with exactly the
same rhythm. This is not the case in
America, where I consider broadcasting a
better entertainment than in. En -gland
(chiefly beemise it has better ban& at its
service), for across the Atlantic there is
much more variety in the broadcast musical
programmes. There arc no two tunes

 following each 'other which are in the same
rhythm or style, and this makes a very
agreeable change." -

Mr. Noel Coward's chief objection to the
weakness in the British broadcasting pro-
gramme is what he terms " the continual
pandering to the old British ballad."- From
what he gathered he surmised that anybody

4 4444444*
The opinions of one of our
youngest and most popular
playwrights given to "Ariel"

in an interview.
0- -0- -4.-0 -4. 4*

had to make a request for an old popular
ballad and it was instantly granted, with
the result that ballads formed a large per-
centage of the programme.

"The day of the ballad is over, and the
sooner it is realised the better. Personally,
I think that the B.B.C.'s choice of items is
not always a very accurate one, and. I am -
sure that a great deal of the stuff that is

Mr. Noel CJward.

broadcast must be very boring indeed. On
the other hand, the B.B.C. is coping with all
the enormous difficulties that arise in the
choice" of a perfect programme that is
popular 'with one and all, and is, on the
whole, doing' its job remarkably well."

Mr. Noel Coward often listens -in when
any of his friends are broadcasting. He told

me he is always very surprised, as he can
never recognise their voices over the ether,
and it always affords him a great deal of
amusement. In most cases it is a great
disappointment.

" The trouble with broadcasting," con -
tinned Mr. Coward, lighting another cigar-
ette, " is that it possesses absolutely no
atmosphere. The gramophone is a great
improvement on broadcasting, but to my
mind the radio is dead and the loud speaker
yet another means of distorting what is
already. not perfect.

" I prefer the headphones to the loud
speaker; because, after all, if you are in a
room with- some- people you can at least
remove your headphones without offending
voile friends."

Broadcast Plays.
I asked Mr. Coward what he thought of

broadcasting as an allied art to the theatre,
"As a means of publicity, .in some cases

I think it is invaluable. I do not think,
however, that the broadcasting of an
excerpt of a musical play matters; it
certainly does not help the box-office. It
might arouse the curiosity of a few to go and
see -the whole show, and there it ends.

" As for a straight play, it should never
be broadcast. A play, like any running in
a West End theatre, depending on its acting
and its situations, is absolutely useless as
a radio entertainment.

" What I do like, however, are the little
things specially written for the wireless ;
these achieve their object. Most of them
would be hopeless on the stage, but over the
microphone they are ideal. Every line is
studied to get its best effect with the unseen
listener, and every situation strikes home.
That is most necessary."

Mr. Coward does not like the Children's
Hour. Thinking that the majority of
listeners are grown-up, he feels that too
much time and irnportance is devoted to
this feature.

" They afford me huge amusement, how-
ever, for they are so very impossible."

In the opinion of Mr. Noel Coward, broad-
casting as an advancement on the artistic
tendencies, of the theatre or entertainment
does not exist even as a thought. Its
educational value is indisputable, but where
it Scores is that it puts many things well

_ (Continued on -page .452.)
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Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and comronents to the
"P.W." Technical Dept. for test. All tests are carried out with strict imrartiality in the
"P.W." Test loom under the surervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader
is asked to note that this weekly a tick is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiassed

gui e as to what to buy and what to avoid.-EDITOR.

THE "NIFE " HIGH-TENSION ACCUMU-
LATOR.

WE presume that tins battery is so called
because it does, in fact, operate on the
Edison Nickel and Iron principle, Ni

being thechemical symbol for nickel, and Fe
the chemical symbol for iron. Anyway, the
method has many points in its favour, and
we were glad of the opportunity of testing
one of these accumulators, which was sent
us for this purpose by the makers, Messrs.
Batteries, LW:, Redditch, England.

It does not make use of sulphuric or any
other acid, but employs an alkaline solution,
which not only does not attack the plates,
but even tends to preserve them. This
el ectrolyte serves only. as a conductor, and
d o es not enter into combination with the
active materials or cause corrosion of the
terminals or other metal parts. The
" Nife " plates cannot be damaged. by acci-
dental short circuits or charging in the

wrong direction and sulphation is, of course,
quite impossible.

The " Nife " trait, a thirty-volter, con-
sists of twenty-four glass tubes, each tube -
forming one cell and containing two plates.
They, the tubes, are mounted.in holes in a
moulded Dagenite base, and are so arranged
that very long leakage paths are provided in
order to reduce the possibility of inter -cell
current leakage to a minimum. And here we
shOuld suggest that an improvement could
be effected by the use of tubes of thicker
glass, owing to the strain imposed upon their
bases by quite normal mishaps, The lever-
age is considerable, and one or two of the
tubes were cracked in the model sent us. The
tubes are easily replaced, however, and
Batteries, Ltd., supply spares at the low
price of 2d. each.

The electrolyte, which is made up from a
powder supplied in tins at Is. 6d. for a
quantity sufficient for one 30 -volt unit, is

rather unpleasant to handle from an odorous
point of view, but is not the vicious stuff
that acid is, and, is perfectly "discreet "
once distributed among the cells.

On test the 30 -volt Nife " gave a steady
current for a considerable period, and while
it must be mentioned that the voltage.
tended to drop slightly throughout prac-.:
tically the whole of the discharge, there werel
no fluctuations to, give rise to noises or
reception instability. And Messrs. Batteries,
Ltd., are not exaggerating when they claim`
something like twice the `.`life" per charge
for their " Nife " as against a lead acid.
battery of a similar nominal capacity
( r amp. hour actual).

The price of a " Nife " 30 -volt unit, in-
cluding electrolyte, cover and straps, is 30s.

* .*

"LOTUS " PLUGS AND JACKS.
Messrs. Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., of

" Lotus " coil and valve holder fame,
recently sent us samples of their new

(Continued on page 442.)

The Oldham Unit H.T. Accumulator which retails at
the rate of ltd. per volt.

OST INCREDIBLE
- 

" Almost incredible " that was the spontaneous exclamation of a listener at the demonstration last Monday
in our Showrooms, less than a mile from 2 L CI, Station after Station had been tuned in. All round Europe
we went. First Paris . . . . then Rome . . . . Madrid . . . . Berlin, and so on. All at loud-
speaker strength. But not on etrace of 2 L 0, not even when operating within 40 metres of the London

Station. The famous Ormsby Long Range Extra Selective Receiver, using exactly the same circuit
as on our Home Construction Model, achieves these wonderful results. You can build this remark-
able set yourself. There's no difficulty. No fear of failure. Success is certain if you use our patent
Home Construction Model. It's simple . . . . easy . . . . and cheap. We have letters
from enthusiastic customers all over the country, and at Olympia literally hundreds called
to express their appreciation in person. Send for this simple model. Make the

receiver yourself. And choose your programmes from the best in Europe.

Demonstrations every night
from 8 to 10 p.m. at our
London Showrooms.

Catalogue on request.

Trade enquiries invited

-(7 ; ,

tai

Home Construction Cardboard
Model, showing wire connec-
tions with coloured strings,
complete with instructions and
list of components. 3

Postage 5d.

ORMSBY& TD 1, Ormsby Works, Lower Richmond &mixt Shotrooms :
Road, Richmond, Surrey.CO.,., ., 10, New Oxford Street, W.C.1.
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NEW MODEL

THE multiplicity of Radio Valves
now upon the market is almost
bewildering. This makes it the
more incumbent upon careful users
to pick and choose. The only
American -designed Valve " Made
in Britain's Newest Factory " is

14/- CLEAR -It -17101M 18/6
which embodies the latest research work in
the art of Wireless on both Continents.
The Highest Vacuum in the

Known to Science ) HI -VAC Valve
The Sturdiest Construction) meaning

and Strongest Filaments I LONG LIFE
and that well-known

Majestic Volume and
Operatic Purity

Above all

THE IRONCLAD
GUARANTEE

(your safeguard)
The only Valve on the market which offers
INSTANT REPLACEMENT WITH-
OUT COST OR QUESTION if the user
is not wholly satisfied !
Would CLEARTRON dare to make this
unique offer if CLEARTRON Valves did
not perform lop% ?

Send for our 1926'27 New Catalogue.

/ADIO, LIMITED,
CLEARTRON

ONE CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W./.
Works: BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone : Telegrams :
RegeM 2231-2.. Cleartron, Westrard, > creica

2 -VALVE SETS
. -.JP,.

IL I S S F. 1%i
LISSENOLA, 13;6. L.F.

GRAHAM-FARISH
WEST END DEPOT.

Sold on MoneyBack Guarantee
ft' fir

.1.,

"1 CI ,

s 

TRANSFORMER, 8;6. 35 OHM
RHEOSTAT, 2/6, H.F. OR
L.F. CHOKE, 10), FIELDLESS
CO/LS, 10/, GRID LEAKS, F.,
1/-. DITTO VARIABLE, 2/6,

Fixed Condoisers, 1/7. 1:6;
1%00,03 and Grid Leak, 2;-

Seriestak,, all erkael,11: I I e I ;

sets corn ,fete with tollow:ns
ALL PARTS AVAILABLE.

POST EXTRA,
PHILLIPS" TETRODE."
4ElectrodeVa1ve, Double Grid,

accessories s Sill. Post 6(1, each.
Long distance 2 -valve L.P.
and Detector Receiver in
handsome polished cabinet.
Includes set as shown: 1

Power, 106 D.E. valves,tun,60-v..
L .T.,ing Aerial Equipment,
H.T:" & L.T. Leads, 2 pairs

4,000 'phones.

Ss L.F.

yt y
,...,..

CONDENSED.

LATEST MOO, I.
404, READ',

Deter Calibre .Dials, 5/9
Deter Vermo Dials, 4/6
Erko H.T. .Units, 55/ -
Igranic; Tone Control, 6/3Star"' T " CoilS for Rein
artz, B.E.C., 216: 5XX.
3/6; Ormond Neutralizing,
41- (for Base or Panel). -

of ohms or
LOUD SPEAKER. (Marconi
Tax Paid.) Z4:18:8 TheIs' Carr and Pack., 5/,

With knob
and '7/ l i

dial 1 !I RADIO MICRO VALVES.
06, 3-v. 6/11; 25, 2-v.,
6111; Power .3, 816;

HEADPHONES,a114,000
oluns N & K. StandardPattern, 711 pair. N.
& X. Genuine, new light-

Power 1, 9/11. (Powerare 3-4 volts.) Phillips' 4 -
Electrode. 4 -Pin for Gni-
111,,1c". 8.11. Post 6(1. each

weights, 11 6, 13/6. Dr.
Nesper, 10.6 and 12/11.Telef

EVERYTHING in Demand
stocked tor Wireless.unken, adjustable,

genuine 120,' model',
14/11. Brunet, 11 ! 9,12'11, 14.6. 3 models

.0005 of 0003
Aluminium Vanes

Bakerlite Ends
Please note lest Report 1 i

SCREENED COILS
with bone, by Burne-Jones,
Magnum, and Lewcos. AllBRITISH HEAD- Wirebs. Orders in Rotation.

PHONES: Brown'sFeatherweight, 20. .

Brown's A Tyne I Read'30/, B.T.H., 15 - Stet-Western

Brass Vanes " 6(This has 4 in. Dial)
POST 6d. per set.

CALLER'S COLUMN
NOT SENT BY POST.
k N. W.,ling, 20/,

Electric, 20/. All makes
stocked.

OUR NOTED 1 -VALVE
and CRYSTAL SET. 0,
did

rininals with andId.; Nickel, lid. Spade
rags, 6 a Id. Soldering,

THORPE K4 VALVES
(5-pin)9/6.Limitcdnumber.

s polished cabinet, con
plet0 with valves, 'phones.
N.T. and L.T, Units.

3d. doz. E6 Bushes Id.
Screw Wander Plugs; 2d.,3d.. 4d. pair. Plug ant!

FINE BRITISH VALVES!
Smash High Prices I I

PURATONE (RUBOR) .

2 -volt. .06 ... ... 6,11
3-3.5 .06 ... . 6,12"Post 6,1. each.

Aerial Eq ut pment, Daventry
Coil. Extraordinary value

45111. Carriage. 21.
ASTOUNDING 2 Valve Am-
VALUE in L F.; plitler, 25/11,
Amplifiers in or' COMPLETE

handsome i with valves,

Socket, R. or B., 3d.
Staples 4 a Id. Valve Pins,2 a 1d. 4 or 2B.A. Rod,
3d. ft. Earth Tubes -
copper, 213; Climax, 5/-.
Fine 7/22 Aerial, 100 ft.
1/11; Special Heavyweight,
213. Phosphor 49

bs,.....,oNISED WkSa "'IDDISTRIBUTOR

polished box, H.T. and L T.
valve, 1 6/11 . PI/ b1 Units,

Carriage 1!4. Carriage,2/..

Rronzb,
stranda,100ft.,1/s(limited).
Twin Flex,R.& B., 12 yds.,

of the manufacturers of
Edison Sell, Jackson's (J1)
Polar, Igranic, Peerless,
Eureka, Ferranti Amplion
Masnum, Burndept, Lotus,
Duoilier, Marconi, Dorwood,
Sterling, Success, B.T.H.,
McMichael, 'Arisen Utility,
RI, Bowyer -Lowe. Forme,
Brunet, Ormond, Newey,
P. and M., etc., etc.

Ormond Products.
SQUARE LAW LOW -LOSS

.0005. 918; 0003, 6;6
(1/6 each less no vernier
Friction Geared -0005.
15/-; 0003,14,6; 00025,
1316. Straight Line
Frequency Friction
Geared. 0005 20 -:
00035, 1916. S.L F .

1/4, 1/6, 2/-. Miniature
Silk Twin Flex, 6 yds. 6d,
Maroon Lighting Flax, 6
Yds. 9d. Insulators. 2 for
15d. Tinned Copper, 1/16th
MI., ld. 2 ft. D.C.C. Wire,
1 lb. reel, 20g, 911.1 225,10d.; 24g, 11d.; 26g, 1/-;
28g, 1/1. Battery Boxes,
with clips, covered leather.
e rte, 2/11; Meta), 319.
Ebonite, " A," cut

CROKE'S. --l)0311.06 11.E.,
6 6 ; Lissen H.F. Sr L.F..
10.- each. Success L.F. or
II.F., 10/ each. A..I,S,,
15!... 0,1-, unit 20'

0005, 12! 00025, 11 
SQ. LAW' LOW -LOSS
DUAL, -0005. for Eistrts
six. 16/11 each OrmondFriction A i a 1, 101..
Filament Rheostats

-Grade
while you wait. 3/16111
is Id. sq. inch; I in. ii
3 d. sq. in. Stork sizes
cheaper: 7 a 5 1136 a 6, 1/3; 8 x 6, 1/9

WARNING!SEEAlsoK. RAYMOND'S NAME
ON PREMISES THIS WILL
ASSURE YOU GETTING THE

GOODS I ADVERTISE.

Dual. 218; 6 ohms or 4'1
alms, 2/.. Potentio-
meter, 400 ohms. 218.
L.F Shrouded, :ate.
'''''n I. 15:-.

9 x 6, 1/11; 10 x 8, 3/-
12 x 9, 41-eheape
neaelityl for crystal sets.

Sets;la6/11. 7/6 8111, 9/6,
'12/6. Also in enclosed

PLEASE ASK "IS THIS
RAYMOND'S?"

IGRANIC TRIPLE - HONEY -
COMB INDUCTANCE COILS.

,

cabinet. wonderful value,
16111.AMERICANType Oak

H.T. BATTERIES:-
Eveready. 66-v . 1216;
108-v., 21:- L.T. for
D.E. Valves, .716 and 91
Siemens H.T., 60-v-..,
12/6. Hellessen's 60-v.,
14/6. Various 1.5 D..

50, 2;9; 40 2/9; 5' .

" ; 60, 3/-; 75, 3,3;
100, 3/6; 150, 3/9; 200
4i- . 250, 416; 300. 4/9;
400', 5/6; 500, 7/.; 750.
916; 1 250. 14,, 1.500.
'lir, ALL PARTS s'TOCKED.

Cabinets,- with baseboard.
take 12 x 8 ebonite, 10/6;
12 x 9, 11/9; 11 x 8,16/11, 18/11. Any size
in 3 days. Handsome panel
switches, DPDT., 1/6;
SPDT,l/s (Highest quality).

Batteries, 118 to 2/6.
EBONITE. "Grade A,"
cut while you wait, 3/1E
at 3d. per sq. inch; I inal Id.

BARGAIN DEPT
Hage ouantities of window-
soiled and goods which have
been taken in exchange for
sale at ridiculous prices

Lightning Arresters, 1I-.
Wave - length Permanent
Dot d. Red IYanio d
1,-,..ij,, 6 Detector, t 2/"..
tIberiy, 3/8; hr°wnie:3,-; Crystals:

" J.B."-All lines stecked. Bargains not sent by post. Shaw's - Genuine Hertzite,
S.L.F. (Brass), 0005.
11/6; 00035. 10/6. 11,(sr
6d. set. 4° Dial dneluded.

LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW
This variable

sealed,Eld;Netttron Wyray,
1/6; Dayzite, 2/6- SPIen-
did enclosed Crystal De -

DON'T FORGET TO
29,

THIS: .
29, Barrington Road,

Brixton. S.W.S.
301h 'September, 1926.

"3103, I be allowed t..
congratulate you on the
wonderful 2 -valve sot wit kit
you are selling for 5411916

... Condenser le
- simply tear-

venous value,
It cannot De
equalled :0

. , price or anairty.

."" of 411 1Post dd. set, '0003 .

VERNIER if- each extra.

,,cerors'on,
Micrometer,1/6. .

Mae 1/-. 1/,
1/9.3;

service do., 2/9 (with cry -
stal). P. & P. Switches,
1/, Non-microphonle V.H.,
1/3.. Solid Rod Ebo. 1/-.
Baseboard, 8d. 2-way
:eared Coil Holders, 2/11.

3_111. Penton,Lotus. Polar
'1...wey stocked. rack ofcomplete.

"I was fortunate enough
to purchase one of these
sets this week, and after

'very thorough tests it has
proved to be perfect in
every detail, giving very

BURNE-JONES (Hag-
Screened Coils, asHum)

-delivered. Baseboard. N
Condensers, 51-. Twin S.
Law Variablea-Bn

Ent
,

Depot.
22/6."M um" West

panel, W.L.L., 4;11; Kay
Ray,3/11. 20-v.ITT. Ae-
cuitit lator Unit-the top
and all plates are remov-
able, can be replaced or
cleaned. The w o r 1 d's

20fine clear results. and I
shall be only too pleased
to recommend this set to
all sty friends.

" Yours' faithfully,
"''JOHN F. DREW."

ACCUMULATORS. -
2-v. 40, 7/11 ; 2-v 60-,
9/6; 2-v. 80, 12/6; 2-v.
100, - 14/6; 4-v. 40Leads,
13/11; 4-v. 60. 17111;
4-v, 80, 26;6; 6-V. 60.

greatest bargain. per
volts, 8/ a drills for 1-1i.
fixing, 1/3. 'Phone Cords.
1/..1/3. L.S.do.,1/6 1/9
H.T. & L.T. 4 -way,
1/11.° Our old friends.
Crown "Polo " H.T. Bat -

ORDERS BY -POST MUST
BE ACCOMPANIED BY
SUFFICIENT TO PAY

POSTAL CHARGES.

26 ilt; 6-v. 80, 35/6.
ALSO another good make.
1/6 ea I ra on each of above.
Pest 1./..

relies, 60 -volt (not one in
a 1,000 has to be returned).
T will. change any faulty
Price 6/11. Adieo, Ever -

VALVES. - - - Cosmos
S.P.18, Red or tireen,14/-New Blue Spot, 14/,
All Mullard.. Edistvan,
Osrain. Marconi, Cos-

JELIVIPLICeNf
LARGE STOCKS OF
LOUD SPEAKERS.

381-, 481, 681-.
ALL CABINET MODELS

ready, Siemens, Hellesens.
60-v.. 100-v , all 1.5
Batteries here . (Columb
always stocked). Roll

it:p

in your thousandS !
sor. Bright, D.E. and and attachments stocked. CALLERS:MAKE OUTPower 8', 14/-, 18!6.
22/6, ' 24'6. 30'- .R2.

ullard PM 1, 2: 3, 4,5.5
6 stoeked.

Grand Value in NON -MICRO-
PHONIC VALVE HOLDERS.
Board Mounting, 116

YOUR LIST FOR A
SPECIAL QUOTA -

TION.

K.
HOURS
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

RAYMOND
.. 9.15.. 9

..

toto
11

7.45
8.45

tea 1

i2licls2T8EaR,

b,.1.1SRLRERE

STW.0

.2REET,i).
Back of Daly's Theatre

Nearest Tube, Leicester Square.
'Phone , Gerrard 4637.
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APPARATUS TESTED.
t (Continued from page 440.) +

*--4.----------4------- 4-**
" Lotus " Radio Jacks and Plugs and
Switches. A special feature of the jacks
and switches is that they have been de-
signed to occupy a minimum of space
beind the panel and project but if id., as
against 3 or 4 in. in the case of most others
on the market. This; in our opinion, is an
important step forward in design, for the line
of demarcation between a " land -line "
telephone jack and a radio jack has hitherto
been all too faint. Radio apparatus de.
mands much more electrical efficiency than
does that used for the comparatively rough-.
and robust telephone system of army and
even P.O. practice, and visual evidence that
this is recognised by manufacturers pan but
be reassuring to wireless amateurs. That a
considerable variation in dimensions has
been effected would indicate that the com-
ponent has received careful consideration in
design.

Another important feature is that the
contact elements of the " Lotus " Jack are
mounted in such a way that they cannot -be
moved out of their relative positions. Fan-
tail shape soldering tags are fitted which
can be brought to any desired position to
suit the wiring. Solidly made, with hard
springs and pure silver contacts, five types
are available at very reasonable prices. The
No. 4 (filament single control), for instance,
is 2s. 6d.

The " Lotus " Jack Plug is specially de-

signed for use with " Lotus " Jacks, but an
ingenious spring sleeve fitment (which is
supplied with each one) enables it to be
adapted for use with any other type of jack
The Lotus" Jack will take either ordinary
flex wire or telephone tag terminals. It is of
a clean, neat design, is nicely finished, and
is really cheap at 2s.

The Lotus " Jack Switch operates on
the push-pull principle, and our comments
in respect of the " Lotus " Jack are in the
Main applicable to this excellent device. At
the reasonable figure of 38. 6d., the No. 8,
which is a double -pole single -throw, should
fmd its way to the panels of a vast number
of amateurs' sets this season.

Messrs. Garnett, Whiteley's radio pro-
ducts are all good, and these latest additions
to' their increasing range will doubtless
receive a very general welcome.

*

THE R.I. MULTI - RATIO L.F. TRANS-
FORMER.

The price of this popular component was
recently reduced from 27s. 6d. to 25s.
Readers are advised to alter their " Lists of
Parts " for " P. W.'.' sets whenever necessary
in order to record this welcome news.

* * *

"GREEN DRAGON" DIAPHRAGM PAPER.
This material, specially manufactured for

pleated loud speaker diaphragms, is sup-
plied by F. J. Eastoe, of 29, Prince's Parade,
Church End, Finchley, N.3. It requires no
treatment, and is sold in 40 -inch lengths,
measuring 6 in. in width. It is a tough,
green -coloured paper, is easy to handle, and
in all respects perfectly suitable, in our

opinion, for the work for which it is in-
tended. Further, it appears to resist varia-
tions' in atmospheric conditions, and does
not lose its " erispriess ". in considerable
changes of temperature, and these advan-
tages will be appreciated by amateurs who
have constructed loud speaker diaphiagins
with unsuitable materials.

A popular Bumdept receiver, the Ethophone Three.

"Aermonic " Anti-Microphonic Valve Holder.
We recently received a sample of this

component from Messrs. A. F. Bulgin & Co.,
9, 10, and 11, Cursitor Street, London,
E.C.4. It is a neat little device, and is as
well made and as nicely finished as all the
other " Aermonic " components we have
examined.

Designed for baseboard mounting, pro-
vision is made for two fixing screws and
four soft but tough soldering tags are fitted.
It is quite efficient in operation, and is very
reasonably priced at Is. 9d.

CARBORUNDUM STABILISING
DETECTOR UNIT

ENSURES GREATER SENSITIVITY -INCREASED SELECTIVITY -CRYSTAL CLEAR TONES
There is no denying the pure true quality of crystal reception, and it is now possible to

get such reception on any set without the fuss and trouble of a nervous cat's whisker
jumping off the sensitive spot.

The Carborundum Stabilising Detector Unit has revolutionised crystal reception. It is
built around the fixed permanent Carborundum Detector-no cat's whisker-no adjust-
ments-and retains its sensitivity and simply cannot burn out.

The Stabiliser gives you a resistance controlling feature through which the Detector can
be made to match the impedance of any circuit-think what this means on reflex

For the reception of tones of natural quality equip your set with the Carborundum
Stabilising Detector Unit, which is the only really permanent Detector and the .,nly perfect
Detector for crystal and reflex receivers

BRITISH MADE.
PRICES INCLUDING POSTAGE.

No. 32-Carborundum Stabilising Detector Unit complete with No. 30.
Carborundum Detector but without Dry Cell 2/ 5 ,

.Ever -Ready Dry Cell U.W. 5. (price extra) 5d.
No. 30-Carborundum Detector 5/ -

Send for Descriptive Folder W.3 to
THE. CARBORUNDUM COMPANY, LTD.,
TRAFFORD PARK MANCHESTER.

SEE OUR EXHIBIT-STAND No. 12
MANCHESTER EVENING CHRONICLE

NV IRELESX EXHIBITION.
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ils wfre this size

the'lotus' would hold

them securely

No. 244,251
Patent

PRICES:
Two Types:

For outside panel mcrmtinq :
Two-way .. 71.
Three-way .. 10/6

For inside baseboard mount-
ing, with 6 -in. handle :

Two-way 8/ -
Three -way 12,6

Made by the makers of the famous
Lotus Buoyancy Value Holder.

The
Moving Block
Cannot Fall

The vernier movement com-
prises three sets of enclosed
precision machine -cut gears,
and reduces the speed of the
moving block by eight times.

Side plates, coil blocks, and
knobs in artistic bakelite
mouldings. All metal parts
heavily nickel plated. Made
for left as well as right hand.

minus
VERNIER

COIL PERS
GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Rd., LIVERPOOL

NIMfleArVInArWfleNANYVV,1"1

1111111111 11111111111111111111111111

Fit
Guaranteed Components

U1111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Prices :
Vernier Pattern

From 13 -

HERE is the " Utility " Low Loss Condenser. The centre spindle rotates
on ball bearings, all brass parts are nickel plated, pigtail connection
from moving plates. One end plate only is used and all sources of

loss have been reduced to a minimum. There is no better Condenser than
, " Utility"-and all good Dealers stock them.

Insist upon--" Utility " No -Capacity Change Over Switch,
Micro Dial. Jack and Plug. Push -Pull Switch.

WILKINS &WRIGHT Le
KENYON ST. BIRMINGHAM

fled, real P.,Nrrno,1

MODEL
H.T 3.

60- VOLTS
Tapped every

2 -VOLTS

READY
FOR

IMMEDIATE
- USE

fly .4 tpoi,n,At II

Have you compared the advantages
of a C.A.V. H.T. Accumulator as against
dry batteries, for your H.T. supply.

Do you know that your radio recep-
tion can be vastly improved by using
the C.A.V. Improved 1927 Model H.T.
Accumulator, and that your H.T. sup-
ply will then actually cost Ices?

Get your loca dealer to demonstrate
what a difference they make to recep-
tion, and you will wonder why you did
not use one long ago.

NO
CHARGING

NO
FILLING

WITH ACID

DISTILLED WATER SYPHON
SUPPLIED FREE

MODEL H.T.4 -30-VOLTS 30f-- H.T5 -0o-vocrs 90/-

100 GUINEAS FOR A NAME
A distinctive name is required for this accumulator, for
which 100 guineas in cash prizes is being offered. For

fu'l details see neat week's issue of this journal.

WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED
1927 RADIO CATALOGUE.

Telephone :
CHISWICK 3001

(Private Branch Exchange).

Telegrams :
VANTERIA. ACT,

LONDON and&Chirp
WAAPLE WAY,ACTON,LOND ON,W 3.
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AD1OT
All Editorial Communications to be addressed to The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor :
NORM AN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

F.R.G.S.

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors :
ROGERS. P. R. BIRD.

Scientific Adviser
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Staff Consultants :
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P. ; J. F.
CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.; C.E. FIELD, B.Sc.;

E. J. SIMMONDS, M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A.

Foreign Correspondents :
a. M. DELANO, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED
GRADENWITZ, Berlin ; L. W. CORBETT,
New York ; P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W.

PEETERS, HOLLAND.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken
to return MSS. not accepted for publication. A
stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc.. to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Lite, Ltd., 4 Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

As much of the information given in the columns of
this paper concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and speci-
alities described may be the subject of Letters Patent,
and the amateur and the trader would be well adrised to
obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents
before doing so.

Readers' letters dealing with patent questions, if sent
to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers. The envelope should be clearly marked
" Patent Advice."

TECHNICAL QUERIES.
Letters should be addressed to : Technical Query

Dept., " Popular Wireless," The Fleetway House.
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

They should be written on one side of the paper
only, and MUST be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelop,.

Queries should be asked in the f of the numbertd
ettestions: (1), (2), (3). etc., but 'nay be accompanied
by a short letter giving any necessary additional
particulars as briefly as possible.

For every question asked a fee of M. should be
enclosed. A copy of the numbered questions should be
kept, so that the replies may be giren under the
numbers. (It is not possible to reproduce the question
in the answer.)

BLUE PRINTS. A series of 20 Blue Prints can be
obtained from the Query Dept. price 6d. per Blue
Print.

Only a limited number of circuits are covered in
this series. and lull details 01 the circuit arrangements
available in Blue -Print form are published fortnightly
in the advertisement columns of this journal.

All other back -of -panel diagrams are specially
drawn up to suit the requirements of individual
readers at the following rates : Crystal Sets, 6d. ;
One -Valve Sets, ed.; One -Valve and Crystal (Reflex), ls.;
Two -Valve' and Crystal (Reflex), ls. ; Two -Valve Sets,
ls. , Three -Valve Sets, ls. ; Tbree-Valve and Crystal
(Reflex). ls. 6d. ; Four -Valve Sets. Is. Bd. ; Multi -
Valve Sets (straight circuits), Is. 6d. Except SUPER-
HETERODYNE DIAGRAMS, all of which. irrespective
of number of Valves used, are 2s. Bd.

It a panel lay -out or list of point-to-point connec-
tions is required an additional tee of ls. must be
enclosed.

Wiring diagrams of commercial apparatus, such as
sets of any particular manufacture, etc., cannot be
supplied. (Such particulars can only be obtained
from the makers.)

Readers may submit their own diagrams, etc., for
correction or for criticism. The fee is ls. per diagram,
and these should be large, and as clear as possible.

No Questions can be answered by 'phone.
Remittances should be in the form of Postal Orders.

( nest
andAmiswers

WIRELESS AND THE LANDLORD.
" AERIAL LAW (London).-I have re-

ceived a communication from a solicitor
representing my landlord demanding the
immediate removal of my aerial. Can you
advise me as to the position I am in ? These
are the facts The aerial has been attached
to the roof for the last three years, with the
verbal permission of the landlord, and the
other day I happened to go on the roof to
renew the string supporting the aerial, and the

(Continued on pops 446.)

1

O
Send
for
the

Beirndept
Valve

Folder.
Free

on
request.

A WORD ABOUT
RESISTORS & VALVES

MODERN Valves, generally speaking, work best at the filament voltage specified by
the makers. It is therefore possible to fix resistors to control the voltage applied
to the filament, thus economising in initial expense and also space occupied in the

receiver. Burndept Resistors are made in IS values, all being of standard size to fit easily
into the Burndept Screw Resistor Holder.

TO FIND THE CORRECT RESISTOR
to suit a particular valve, divide the required drop in voltage by the amperes taken
by the valve-i.e. accumulator minus valve (volts) divided by valve amperage equals
resistance required (in ohms). Thus to work an L.L. 525 valve (which works at' 5 volts,
taking o-25 amps.) off a 6 volt accumulator.

6-5 (volts) ± 0'25 (amps.)=4 ohms.
To control two valves in parallel by the same resistor divide the result of the calculation by 2.
Burndept Valves when used in connection with Burndept Fixed Resistors give eNtcellent results.

Supplied in 18 different

ohms to 5o ohms,eb 1/8 BURNDEPTvalues from o'5

Screw holders in cartons% "<- c/. Vic/ "°' '"containing 2,
a carton 2i- AGENTS AND BRANCHES EVERYWHERE

Bead Office & Factory :
Blackheath,London,S.E.3.
Telephone: Lee Green
2100. Telegrams :
Burnacoil, Phone,London.
London Office & Show-
rooms: 15, Bedford Street,
Strand,W.C.2. Telephone:
Gerrard 9072. Telegrams:
13 urndep t, Westrand,

London.

RH
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Why all the best
circuits demand

aults
Potent Applied For

LATERAL ACTION CONDENSER

Diagram shows the comparative
area taken up by the " sweep"
of the old type Straight Line
Frequency Condenser and that
occupied by the uniquely con-
structed Ripault Straight Line
Frequency Condenser.

A Revolution
in Condenser Design that
met with instant success

\V HEN we placed upon the market the Ripaults
Lateral Action Condenser, we knew that embodied

in it were several features which would necessarily make
it the foremost choice for up-to-date circuits of the

Star
Why ? 1BecauSe it was revolutionary in construction, not for
the sake of novelty, but for the sake of efficiency. Because experi-
ment has proved to us that  the minute variations of capacity
made possible only by the Lateral Action were an infinite improve-
ment-- especially as regards easier and more selective tuning-
on the old -type " swinging " movement.

The prominent details of Ripaults Lateral Action Condenser are
listed below, and constructors will do well to study them. Our
sales are themselves proof;' that these features-lacking in so
Many Condensers-are considered vitally important by those
Who build sets for themselves.

Available in either Straight -Line -Frequency
or Square Law types. *C005-18,16. '0003-17/6.

9 Points of Design
1, High Grade El.,

igg tzar.
2. ItigidneavaGaage
iiaia Frame placed
air! of the magnetic
field; a cabling eddy

V',4 It 1. Cs.
ider contact.

86

nt in action and 2
making permanent
,11ned 1011 to tf -

4. One.hole Mount-
. ing:

5. Solid Heart' Gauge
Brass Plates aivina
true la feral action.

Minimum space
occupied at back of
panel. 4" Dial Covers
ichule condenser.
Z. Specially shaped
7)riving Cam, h
alfich Straight -Line -
Frequency charac-
teristic is obtained.
8. Special Compen-
sating Springs, enstir-
inp permanently
Smooth moveMent.
Backlash Cennot de-
Vei019.9. 4. Dial, divided

.into 360 dories foe
MOst precise control

easier toning.

8

marnifaetured& Guaranteed by Ripaults Ltd., King's Rd., London, N

FLUID LECLANCHE CELLS
for

L.T. PURPOSES

Complete Cell with Wood Cover.
Dimensions 8?-, ins. high x 6 ins. diameter.

Weight 81 lbs.

This type of fluid cell, which consists of a large earth-
enware Jar, Sack element (-H pole), cylindrical Zinc
(- pole), and a Wood Cover to check evaporation of
the solution, has been designed- to meet the require-
ments of those who prefer a cell Which may easily
and conveniently be recharged at home. The longest
service will be obtained when connected to valves of
the (Yob ampere class, and a battery of these L.T.
Sack cells should give 15 to 18 months' service with a
2 -valve set before the Sack element and Zinc would re-
quire to be renewed. With a 4 -valve set (0.06 ampere
valves) the service would be about 6 to 7 months. In
both cases ;an average use of three hours per day is
assumed.
Each cell has an initial E.M.F. of r volts and a
suitable number of cells should be connected in series
according to requirements.

For use with Valves
rated at 1'8 to 2 volts 2'5 to 3 volts 35 to 4 volts 5'5 to 6 volts

Number of L.T. )
Sack Cells ?-

recommended )
two cells three cells four cells six cells

Maximum rate of discharge
Economical I 7

0.5 ampere
6'25

PRICES (t.

L.T. Sack Celt, complete with one
charge of " Siebrosal "

Spare Earthenware Jar ..
Sack Element
Circular Zinc..

" Siebrosal "

10 0 each
3 0
3 6
1 6
1 6 per lb.

Send for a copy of our Cat. 650, giving full particulars.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO.,LTD.,WOOLWICH,S.E.18.

MEM
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 444.)

land!ord has apparently objected to this,
hence the solicitor's letter: The solicitor
describes it as the unwarrantable trespass
committed by mein going upon the roof and
fixing a wire. I do not doubt:that the landlord
will now deny giving permission for the aerial
to be fixed in the first place, but the fact
remains. Finally. the letter adds that pro-
ceedings will be commenced to compel removal;
etc.

If you are the sole occupier of the 'premises we
should feel disposed to disregard the threat of pro-
ceedings. To speak of trespass on the part of a tenant.
who goes on the roof of the premises he occupies -is
absurd. Strictly speaking, the' landlord may object
to the fixing of an- aerial, withdut his consent, but it
the tenant offers to pay any increase in insurance
premiums which may be,' demanded in consequence
of the affixing of the aerial it is difficult to see what
reasonable objection the landlord could raise.

SIMULTANEOUS BROADCASTING.
A. B. C. (Torquay).-When the B.B.C.

stations are simultaneously broadcasting,
does one receive the sum of the transmissions,
or only the one station, as in a usual separate
programme transmission ?

 Each of the stations, although all are transmitting
the sonic programme, is using its own particular
wave -length, as is the case when it is broadcasting
its own individual programme, so that one only
actually .hears the station to which one's -receiver is
tuned.

TESTING TELEPHONES.
F. R. H. (Shepperton-on-Thames).-What

is the best method of testing a. pair of tele-
phones ?

The best way to tell if a pair of 'phones is in good
comlitiOn. the' 'phones on and place the
end of one of the leads between the teeth. 'Rub a
ley or nail upon the other lead, and the weak gal-
vanic currents set up in the body will cause a scraping

PHILIPS' RECTIFIER
CHARGES RADIO BAT-
TERIES SILENTLY AND
CLEANLY, AUTOMATI-
CALLY REGULATING THE
CURRENT SUPPLY. IT
NEEDS NO ATTENTION,
JUST A PLUG TO BE INSERTED IN
AN ELECTRIC LAMP SOCKET, THE
WIRES TO BE CONNECTED TO THE
BATTERY, AND THE WHOLE OUT-
FIT CAN BE FORGOTTEN. L'", 4 G in,

Price complete olldei'm WNW,
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sound in the earpieces, which will correspond with
the rubbing of the key. Such a eminent is very weak,
and is a better test for continuity than the usual dr-
cell test.

LAYING OUT A SET.-
." SET BUILDER " (Clacton-on-Sea).-What

are the chief points to bear in mind in designing
the lay -out of a 4 -valve wireless set (H.F., Det.
and 2 L.F.) ? As the set will be a conspicuous
article of furniture. I should like it to look as
nice as "possible, consistent with efficiency as
regards the spacing, etc. But the
space at my diSpoSal is small, and
as some of the components will
be cramped I should like to know
which of these will suffer
less from crowding.

The most important con-.
sideration in deciding the.
lay -Out of a set of this kind
is that the 11X. amplifica-
tion section of the re-
ceiver is adequately spaced.
Each particular set has 'to
be arranged in accordance
with the exact width of
panel and depth of base-
board available, but a good
instance of the method to
economise space is shown
by the accompanying
photograph.

This depicts a receiver of
the'type named. and it will
be :seen that in order to
maintain a pleasing sym-
nietty the aerial tuning
condenser and . the Hit',
tuning condenser are

-.placed at opposite ends of
the set to balance the
panel.

Theoretically,  the H.F.
condenser'should be as near
as possible to the H.F.
valve, but the leads can be
fairly long providing that
the spacing is adequate.

It will be :Seen that the
far end of the panel (where
the H.F. 'wiring is mostly
situated) has been left com-

" There seems no end
to their utility, and I have
seldom come across appar-
atus so capable of hard use
without requiring any at-
tention whatever. They are
excellent in every way."
(Signed) A. M. LOW.

paratively clear, whilst at the L.F. end of the panel
every part of the space is utilised.

As two unsereened L.F. transformers are used, one
has been placed in .a plane at right angles to the
other, so as to minimise the danger of L.F. howling.

Although it is possible to group L.F. components
together fairly closely,
care must he taken
with the wiring
that leads are air -
spaced well apart,
parallel wiring being
avoided as far as
possible.

'CLIMAX POTEN-
TIAL DIVIDER.

H.T. FROM D.C.
MAINS " (London).
--I intend making
your D.C. H.T.

(Continued on
page 449.)

A lay -out of a four -
valve set that gives a
plosing appearance
with efficiency of

operation.

PHILIPS' H.T.
SUPPLY UNIT
GIVES AN UNLIMITED
AND STEADY FLOW OF
CURRENT THAT WILL
OPERATE A SET OF
ANY SIZE AT A COST
THAT IS ALMOST
NECLICIBLE. WHILE IN
ACTION IT IS PER-
FECTLY CLEAN AND

SILENT.
Price

lete
""

comp
Both units are suit-
able for alternating

current only.
Advt. : Philips Lamps, Ltd., Phaips House, 145, Charing Cross Rd., London, W.G.2

MI ///
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FOR NATURAL TONE
AND PERFECT COMFORT

26532 A
The British Thomson Houston Co., Ltd,

(
fa44,,kr6Per Pa it

Sold by all good Radio Dealers
BUY BRITISH HEADPHONES

"EKCO" H.T.
UNITS<

SCRAP DRY BATTERIES!
By obtaining H.T. Current from Electric Supply Mains (D.C. &
A.C.) by just attaching Adaptor to Electric light lampholder.

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE

FREE

SAFE!

SILENT!

SOUND!
SIZE 6 X 34"

Model Volta,;e Tappiegl. D.C. Price A.C.
IA One .. - .. S2 2 6 -
2A Two .. .. 12 15 0 88 10 0

3 Thee . . £3 7 6 £7 5 0
VcA t Variable, r Fixed 88 5 0 £7 15 0

V3 2 Variable, I Fixed £5 10 0 £9 0 0
V3A 3 Variable .. £5 2 6 r-
3A

S 'al " Marconi
`;Freaciirit 8 " Model 25 6 0 29 10 0

" BROADCASTER," April, 1928.
On teA, the renits were very

satisfactory indeed lye can recom-
Mend the EKCO it,T. Unit with
every confidence."

TRADE

ENQUIRIES

INVITED

" POPULAR WIRELESS," 29 5, '28.
" The 'EKCO' is the most satis-

factory H.T. Unit we have yc,'t had
brought to our notice, and can be fully
recommended to the attention of all
;coders."

" BRITISH TRADE JOURNAL,- " BIRMINGHAM MAIL," 2; 8,'26.
July, 1928. " With reghrd to' the purity of

"After putting the. instrument to reproduction obtained, 'I was rather
a series of very severe tests, we ,quest surprised to find it so expellent: as I
pronounce it to be the most efficielt have always .been rather doubtfsil of
eliininator we have yct examined.", toting .11.T, supply from the mains."
" PUBLICITY and PUSH." B. & Co., Wireless Dealers, Manehester.

IVz are pleased to inform you that your Unit answers perfectly without the
slightest hum or ripple. Please seUd us all publicity matter, as we intend
to push this."

E
K. COLE, Ltd. WESTCLIFF- ON

(DEPT A), 513, LONDON ROAD,

1 SAXON GUIDE TO WIRELESS
This book enables any beginner to construct Wireless Sets which are
unequalled in price, quality or efficiency, and the cost is only one-fourti
the price charged for a ready-made instrument not half so good. The

exact cost of each set is clearly stated.

FULL INSTRUCTIONS WITH CLEAR WIRING DIAGRAMS
are riven fee makin7 Surer. Efficient Crystal Sets, Dual Amplification
Receivers, Single Valve Sets. One and Two Valve Amplifiers ; Two, Three
and Four -Valve Tuned Anode All -Wave Receivers, and the Very Latest

Type of Five -Valve Resistance Capacity Receiver.
NO SOLDERING. NO SPECIAL TOOLS.
NO KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED.
The chapter on testing wireless components PRICE 1 lel POST
alone worth the price charged. 176 PAGES. ij FREE

SPECIAL OFFS B.
This book will be sent on approval on receipt of your promise to return

same post paid or to remit 1 3 within seven days.

.SAXON RADIO CO. (Dept. 14), Henry St. Works, BLACKPOOL

Doneforget to use

ZITE,
REGDBRITISH MADE,

COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE
[ RED YELLOW BLUE  BLACK WHITE and GREEN]

ifefir,a'escriplzve leaflet. to
The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE Cc' & SMITHS 0
PlayhouseYard. Golden Lane. London.E.C.1.

.4fercyrEecfricgire I,j ,; fir over 40
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for the
new

The New J.B., S.L.F.
Condenser is made on
lines similar to our Low
Loss Type (Pat. No.
241,805). In addition,
its many excellent new
features include Special
Bearings Top and Bottom
which eliminate springs.
Side and end play in the
centre spindle is impos-
sible. The Top Bearing
is of large diameter and
friction -lined, which en-
sures an absolutely smooth
movement. The brass
vanes are supported at
tips to ensure accurate
spacing. End plates are
highly polished and all
fittings are heavily nickel -
plated.

Illustration shows Type " V "
unit incorporating the "Cosmos"

Spring Valve Holder.
Price 10/6

Suitable Valves are :
for 2-voit"Cosmos" S .P .18 Bat 14
for 6 -volt "Cosmos" S.P.55 B at 18 6

(to (61110s)
Resistance

Coupling Unit
Real purity of reproduction
Even the advertisements of the best Transformers plead guilty to
imperfect amplification over the whole musical range. Real purity of
reproduction can only be obtained with resistance capacity coupling. The
Cosmos coupling unit with a suitable valve is as effective as an ordinary
transformer -coupled stage. It avoids all distortion and effects considerable
economies in first and operating cost.
Designed primarily for use with the "Cosmos" S.P. Blue Spot Valves, it can be
used successfully with any valve having an amplification factor of 30 or more
Additional Advantages: -

1. Maximum possible amplification per stage.
2. Economy in filament consumption. Cosmos S.P. Blue Spot Valves consume 0'09 amps
3. Economy in H.T. battery consumption. Less than I 20th of normal.
4. Immunity from breakdown caused by complete or partial failure of the winding

of transformers or chokes.
5. Small space and light weight.

A high-tension battery of 120 volts is adequate with this unit an
" Cosmos " Shortpath Blue Spot Valves.

METRO -VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
"Metre -Vick" H'cuse, 155, Char'ng Cress Rd., London, W.C.2,,',

ASK YOUR DEALER

S. L. F.

Fitted with I' shaft, sold
Dial and is more compact
Condensers. Retail Prices :

complete with 4"
than most S.L.F.

 0005 mfd... .. 11/6
.00035 mfd. .. 10/6
00025 mfd. . .

Particulars of the new J.B. Gang Control Dual Condenser, on application.

j8. POLAND ST-OXFORD Sr
LONDON - W.1

(First Floor) -

Agents for Holland: Radio Beers, Papestraat, 8, Sgavenhage,

.7efephone!-
GERRARD 7414

Hague, Holland

" Money saved is Money earned-
So when your VALVES' get old or burned
Send them to us-and we, to you,
Will send them back MADE GOOD AS NEW.'

Vit-w Restored to function
with original charac-

" teristics.
EFFICIENCY IVIAINTAIM.
RESULTS C UARANTEED !

B.E. 4 -
'

D.E. 2v. '3
7 6 ; D.E. '06 8 -.

Price List .1,, t'on'er 1 tares
Old applictili..

We return the actual Valve you
send us, post Tree, within 3 days.

THE NORTH LONDON VALVE CO., LTD.,
224 Cazenove Road Stoke Newington, N.16.

Liberal Discounts to Wireless Agents

Manufacturers of Auto.
veyws Therntionic Re-
lay.4, and new valves or
all types. Write for Po;
titulars -and list prirc

FORMER

Ask your Dealer for
the BECOL' LOW -
LOSS FORMER -the
Former of the Future.

Specially designed for low 1050.
llas. large air space between
wings. Easy windings. British
made from the famo us

BECOL" genuine ebonite.
Size 3" diameter to outside of
xvings. Prices : 6' lengths 3, -
(postage gd.), 4" lengths 2/ -
(postage 6d.), 3" lengths 1/6
(postage 6d.).

EBONITE CO., Ltd., Hanwell, London, W.7
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 446.)

eliminator described in " P.W." No. 223, but
cannot discover the address of the makers of
the " Climax potential. divider " and chokes.

The components for the unit in question are
obtained front The Climax Radio- Electric. Ltd.
Quill Works, Putney, S.W.5.

SWITCHING OFF H.F. VALVE.
" BEGINNER " (Leeds).-I possess a 2 -valve

H.F. and Det. set which, tuned to the local
station, gives me an excellent volume in the
'phones. I find, however, that turning off the
rheostat to the H.F. valves makes for little
diminution in the volume. Is this correct ?

Yes. Usually the ILI% valve makes very little
difference to the strength of signals from a nearby
station. It is only on the weak signals of a distant
station that the II.F. amplification is really effective.

The reason that the valve can be turned off'without
affecting results is that it has a certain inter -electrode
capacity, and this is by-passing the signals in the
same way as an ordinary condenser would.

MOUNTING COILS CLOSE TOGETHER.
" UN -COUPLED Colts " (Salisbury).-What

is the best method of mounting two tuning
coils on a
baseboard
close toge-
ther so that
the coupling
between the
two is mini-
mised as far
as possible ?

In order that
there 'shall, 'be
as little inter -
linking as pos-
sible between
the two cir-
cuits, the coils
s ti.o_p d ealigned as
shown in the
accompanying
photograph.

It will be
seen that the
plane of the
axisof the rear
coil is at right
angles to that
of the neigh-
bouring coil.

FAULTY 'PHONES.
D. S. (Dulwich Village).-T am using a

2 -valve receiver (Det. and L.F.) to work four
pair of telephones, one of which is in a room
upstairs. Two or three days ago one of the
three pairs of telephones used downstairs
refused to work. Tt has been found that this
particular pair will not give results wherever
they are connected, whilst all the other pairs
are working normally either in their own
position or when replacing the pair that -have
riven out. What, is likely to be the cause of
the trouble ?

The trouble appears to be due to the permanent
magnets in the telephones becoming demagnetised.
This is generally due to the 'phones being connected
in circuit the wrong way round. When this has been
done, the magnetism caused by the current flowing
through the 'phones opposes the permanent magnetism
which is necessary for the operation of the telephones.
In time this destroys the permanent magnetism, and
it becomes necessary to restore this before the tele-
phones can be used.

There are many firms who will undertake to re -
magnetise or re -wind telephones when a fault of this
kind has developed, such as the Farley Magnet Co.
(Oliver Pell Control), Blomtield Road, London,
S.E.1S.

TUNING -IN DISTANT STATIONS.
" NOVICE " (Bedfordshire).-I have pur-

chased a 2 -valve set, which, I am told, con-
sists of an B.F. and a detector valve.

Having no friends interested in wireless in
the immediate neighbourhood I cannot obtain

- (Continued on next patie.)

EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE 19o8

IS THIS WHAT
YOU'RE, LOOKIN G FOR ?

TESTING the new 2 -valve receiver at our
Works at Slough, on a standard P.M.G. aerial,

we tuned in the two Paris stations, London,
Daventry, Bournemouth, Birmingham and New-
castle on the loudspeakr. -This depite bad
screening set up by a large power station not
more than 5o yards from the vicinity of the
laboratory. We were testing on 66 volts only.
You can expect even better from the 3 -valve
Brandeset.

THE BRANDESET IL
The new Brandes a -valve set features is employed. The standard coil is suitable
simplicity of control and ingenious for Dio ntry and no " plug-in " coils need
compactness. Condenser dial, filament be purchased. The
rheostat, reaction: dial and " throw -over " L.T., and grid -
switch for long or short wave tuning com- bias leads are plaited
plete the panel controls. Straight line into one cable from
frequency condenser tuning and grid -bias rear of set.

(Exclusive of Marconz Royalty and Accessories.)

E6 10

THE BRANDESET III.
The new Brandes 3 -valve receiver employs short 'wave tuning. Both receivers
the same ingenious characteristics as the give most excellent loudspeaker repro-
Brandeset II, except that an extra stage of duction on a number
Audio Frequency is employed. It has of stations, and are
straight line frequency condenser tuning, specially designed for 8 10grid -bias, and is adapted to long and this purpose.

(Exclusive of Marconi Royally and Accessories.)

Brandes
From any reputable Dealer.

BRANDES LIMITED 296 REGENT ST. W.'
61
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Jul NEW LOTUS
JACKS it PLUGS

LOTUS JACK
SWITCHES

This push-pull switch
is designed to occupy
I he minimum space,
being only 15 in.
deep. Of the finest
Bakelite. it has nickel
silver springs and
contacts of pure sil-
ver. Soldering con-
tacts can be made to
suit anY wiring.

Prices:
No. 9, as ill us. 41-
Others from ... 2.'9

The name 'LOTUS is

your guarantee of sound
results and solid

satisfaction.
From all Radio Dealers

Eirrus
JACKS-SWITCHESPLUGS

Made by the makers of the
famed ' LOTUS Vernier
Coil Holders and LOTUS'
Buoyancy Valve Holders.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
Lotus Works,

Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 449.)

any information as regards tuning the set,
which appears to be working O.K., hut on
which 1. cannot receive distant stations;
although I receive whistles (which I take to be
their carrier waves).

Can you inform me how I can receive dis-
tant stations ?

I know my 'aerial and earth' are all right as
I have had a crystal set working from 5 X X on
them.

Assuming you know the correct coils to plug-in
and that everything is connected up correctly, you
proceed as follows : First turn on' the filament rheo-
stats. If the valves take 4 volts and a 4 -volt accumu-
lator is used they should be turned right: on, so that
all resistance, is out of circuit. Should you, however,
be using a 0 -volt accumulator, the rheostats must
only be turned on about two-thirds of the way round,
otherwise the filaments of the valves will be over-
run.

Having adjusted the filaments the reaction coil
should then be moved towards the coil to which it
is coupled.

70-.4 the Won/yaucafr%
No. 5.- Cutting Out an M.F. Valve.

ANODE
COIL AND
CONDENSER

TO
t.itmot. BREAK

Try/5
LEAD

TOH.7:#

TO L.T.

How to insert a single -pole double -throw
switch for cutting out an II.F. valve (tuned
anode) is shown above.

The existing lead from plate to grid con-
denser is broken, and the grid end is teined
to the centre of the snitch. Two new leads
are then necessary, as shown by the heavy
black lines.

One connects the lower switch contact to
the grid of the preceding valve, and the other
joins the top contact to the plate of that
valve.

-usually the reaction coil is coupled to the aerial.
but on some sets it is coupled to the anode coil.

The important thing to remember, however, is
that whatever coils are coupled together, they
should never be so close together that the set howls
as this causes interference to nearby sets.

A good method of adjusting the reaction coil is
to bring it gradually nearer the anode or aerial coil
and while doing so keep on tapping the aerial ter-
minal with a wetted finger.

While a series of clicks will lie heard even when
the reaction coil is at 90 degrees with the anode or
aerial coil, these will be suddenly intensified on
bringing the reaction coil closer.

In practice, it will be found satisfactory if the set
starts oscillating silently when the reaction coil is
brought up to within approximately 45 degrees of
the coil it is coupled to, although if it oscillates (heard
by the intensified click) when the reaction coil is
farther away, a smaller reaction coil should be used,
and the SOW process repeated.

Having got the set almost oscillating, the reaction
coil is left in this position. The two variable con-
denser dials are then rotated simultaneously, both
starting at al/out the same number of degrees.

It is always a good plan to start at 00 degrees on
each dial, as then you can tune down so many metres,
and also (by rotating the' condenser toward 180
degrees) tune up an equivalent number.

If the Set gets away from the oscillation -point when
the condensers are set at 140 degrees or more, then
the reaction coil can be brought slightly closer to
the other coil.

When the carrier wave- of the transmitting station
is heard the condensers are rotated until it is at its
maximum volume, and the reaction coupling is
loosened as far as possible.

Should, however, speech or music be distorted, the
reaction should be" loosened " further by moving it
away from the other coil. Signal strength will then
decrease s7igiitly, but it Will be found that the dis-
ortion has disappeared.

1

d1 1-1igh Tension Battery_.

nitt11?i I

THE NEW H. & H.
WET -CELL H.T.The Blicerlaisti.rig Battery.

ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR
ECONOMY, EFFICIENCY, & LONG LIFE.

(If) v., complete in wooden case, 17i6100 v. 26/6
SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE AND

FACTORS.
OBTAINABLE front all wireless stores or direct

from manufacturers:
BRITISH MADE. 225, Green St.,

HARLEY & HARLEY/ Bethnal Green,
London, E.2.

'PHONE REPAIR SERVICE
Headphones Re -wound or Re-inagnetised, 4/6. Loud'
Speaker Re -wound, 4/6. Transformers Re -wound,
5/-. Remiagnetising only 2!.. All work guaranteed.
Postage extra. Write for trade terinti.-H. R. P. Co.
1,Cottrill Rd.,Spurstowe Terr.,Hackney,E.8.

lieseis1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

1 I I i iiis /44 cr" -xi\

1
\ Cali A\ A 401tociar will

6 tota N a
MEANS DOUBLY ontv,,, 

III For use in both H.1.-lessandordinary 
II circuits. B.E., D.E., and 'Os. 7.,

Send card for Radio press reports sand Is skim. Thi.
MI Naive can be used in any set o'S U s 'egad n .... and trill give 50'1, to 1.50, increase in power MI

111 ANELOY PRODUJTS IN
111 Eton Works. East tu t, ' an on r . IN. CALLERS : 3ea, Forest Hill Road, East Dulwich. .
simminuminnimmosunimmorimi

PICKETT'S CABINET
WORKS

For Cabinets to improve
your Set!

To YOUR OWN Panel sizes
in many Artistic . Designs.

Write for Latest Designs.
Pickett Bros. (P.W.)
Works, Bexleyheath,

TRANSFORMERS REWOUND
Transformers, Phones, Loudspeakers, Re-
wound and Repaired to Maximum Efficiency.
All One Price 4/- each. Don't discard if burnt out.
All world guaranteed for IS months. Write for trade terms.
TRANSFORM GO., 115, LINKS RD., TOOTING LONDON, S.W.17

RIFANCO-PHONES & PAR f S.
Cabinets for Wireless or Gramophones,
Motors, Tone -arms, Soundboxea, Horns,
Springs, Needles, Hinges, Knobs, Lid -
stays, Handles, cheaper than anywhere
else. 64 pages, 180 illustrations. Cata-
logue free, telling how to assemble gramo.
phones, sent for 3d. 25 types of Motork
front 9/, care paid: 25 models of
Gramophones testis 27/6, 4,000 ohm
Headphones 8/6, Accordions 8/6, 'Violins
161-. Trade Discount. to Regular Dealers.
REGENT FITTINGS CO., " P.W.,"
120,01d St..London,E.C. Est.20 years.

teoy-ab ziortuort
AS COOD AS NEW!!

(Except Weco, S.P.'s, and low
capacity types). Minimum D.F.
Current 0.15 amps when repaired.

ALL Blilt.tri ry OLLL Ens

146.C&, Minimum charge
Listed at less than 101-

VALCODept.
 as or

Grove. Wimbledon, zit
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. e . no less than five American
Stations . . with one LOUDEN."

Here is a letter from Mr. France, of Rotherham, who tells us he began
experimenting long before broadcasting started. Your enthusiasm for DX
work may not lead you to search the ether until 2 a.m., but if you are
ke:11 upon the reception of strong, clear signals you will find, as Mr. France
has done, that the Louden is the valve to use every time.

" Dear Sirs,
' Some time ago Messrs_ Woodhead Bros., Electricians and Wireless Dealers,

" brought me one of your blue top valves, and asked me if I mould try it, and give
" them a report ; i gave them a good report and backed it up by buying four more.
" .41 2 a.m. the following morning I received music and speech from no less
" than five American Stations, and I have a very nice letter from WGY confirming
"my report, and this uith one of your blue -tapped valves used as a Detector with
" reaction as usual, standard, straight Detector.
" The next day I received the following stations, all British Vain Stations :
" Sheffield, Nottingham, Leeds Relay Stations, and Frankfort. Zurich I had on

for 55 minutes it was especially good, and music could be heard distinctly and
perfectly 30 ft:from the Loud -Speaker. " ALFRED FRANCE (Rotherham).

Louden valves are made by British labour in a British factory with British
capital, and can be depended upon for the finest volume, range and silver
clearness. They can only be offered at such low prices because of our well-
known policy of selling direct to the public and cutting out the middleman's
profit.

Order your Louden Valves by post to -day.

4/6
Bright Emitters.

8/-
Dull Emitters.

8/ -
Dull Emitters.

L.F. Amplifier, F.I. L.F. Amplifier, L.E.R.I. L.F. Amplifier, F.E.R.I.
H.F. Amplifier. F.2.

Detector, F.3.
H.F. Amplifier, L.E.R.2.

Detector. L.E.R.3.
H.F. Amplifier, F.E.R.7,

Detector. F.E.R.3.
5.5 volts 0.4 amps. 2 volts 0.2 amps. 4 volts 0.1 amps.

9/- 11/- 12/
Dull Emitters.

L.F. Amplifier. F.E.R.I.
D.E. Power Valves. D.E. Power Valves.

H.F. Amplifier F.E.R.2. Trans. Amplifiers P.E.R.1. Trans. Amplifiers P.E.R. I.
Detector. F.E.R.3. Resist. Amplifiers P.E.R.2 Resist. Amplifiers P.E.R.2.

6 volts 0.1 amps. 4 volts.0.2 amps. 6 volts. 0.2 amps,

Postage and packing: 1 Valve, 4d. 2 or 3 Valves, 63, 4, 5 or 6 Valves, 9d

FELLOWS,
WRITE FOR

48 -pp.

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE

No. 33 FREE

PARK ROYAL, N.W.10.
Branches:

LONDON 720. `tore Street. Tottenham Court Road, \TLC.
(Museum 9200).

BIRMINGHAM 248, corporation Street. (Central 435).
BRIGHTON 31., Queens Road. (Brighton 899).
CARDIFF: Dominions Arcade, Queen's Street.

(Cardiff 7685).
LEEDS 65, Park Lane.
NOTTINGHAM 30, Bridlesmith Gate.

(Nottingham 5551
TONBR IDGE r, 91farry Hill, (Tontirirkr, 1721.

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE
MONEYL.P.S.

The New

RECUPERATING
AGENT

(The
Best in the World

NELILESIE
DRY BATTERIES
What truer index of quality would you desire ?
The best to -day as they have always been
since the day they were first placed on the
market, 40 years ago.
Sound construction based on ceaseless research
and proved experience, expert workmanship,
the realisation that an increasing market
demands not only an increased output, but
a better product --these are the factors which
govern the Hellesen standard of production
as they also form the reason why, if you buy
a Hellesen Dry Battery to -day, you buy
the best in the world.
Having chosen the best H.T. Dry Battery, a
HELLESEN, ensure the absolute maximum ser-
vice by choosing a type suitable for your set. Ask
your dealer, he will advise you, or write us and we
will be pleased to give you full particulars.
60 volt " WIRIN " 12/6 99 volt " WIRUP " 21/ -

(Postage Extra)
All types, voltages, etc.. in Double and Treble Capacities
Dry Batteries for Low Tension, Hand and Pocket Lamps

From all Radio, Electrical and General Stores, Harrods,
Selfridge's, Barker's, Whiteley s, ere., or direct from

A. H. HUNT, Ltd. (Dept. 12), CROYDON, SURREY
:vrite to. Leaflet No l550
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RAD I 0

C.
.)ANCEN

rirmEN-rs

C° LL
Established 157?

TANGENT

H.T. nATTERY ELOMBHATOR

ELIMINATE RADIO H.T. BATTERIES !

USE THE A.C. MAINS

Absolutely silent in
operation. Ample
anode voltage and
current. All com-
ponent parts can be
supplied separately if
desired. The out-
put is ample for
even a large receiv-
ing set-2omilli-
amps with a variable
detector voltage and
amplifier voltage of
i6o.
Price, complete m metal
case with connecting
plug :

£7 :15 :0

ASK FOR LEAFLET 123A.

London :
25 17:etoria
St., S .11'

RADIO

IDANGENO
.1rMENT

Neweastl-
on-Tyne
TANGENT
House,

o Ittaekett St.

GENT & CO., LTD., Faraday Works, LEICESTER.

IA CHAT ON RECEIVERS.
(Continued from page 406.)

1

new trouble had been introduced which
has to be overcome. The act of neutralising
definitely gives the whole receiver a ba
tenderey to oscillate at very short wave-
lengths.

The "Straight Eight."
I remeniber in building up mY " straight

eight," which is founded on the Rice
neutralised circuits, the whole receiver
persisted in oscillating -at 30 metres, and it
was sonic time-bofore I re3ognised what was
happening and found a cure for the trouble.

We have now, I think, effectually cured
this defect in all cases.

Bit by bit these H.F. operations will
become easier to do, and with easier H.F.
the L.F. distortion troubles will vanish, my
ideal being the method previously men-
tioned --direct working of the power valve
from the rectifier through a resistance
coupliag. for in this case the only possible
dr,tortion gill be that caused by too sharp
ro,,onan,..r in the tatting' circuits or over -
1 )adin of the power valve.

Better Valves.
will not dare to do much prophesying as

to whit direction improvements will take in,
lwrause there is always a possibility of a
/ply method being evoked, but with our
present know -ledge cheap accurate coupled
condensers are one obvious necessity.

Perhaps valves better designed for H.F.
work will be a line taken up. There is, hoW-
ever, a limit to the magnification required,
because if the magnifiCation per valve is too
ninth then less tuning circuits will he wanted
and the result will be lack of selectivity.

NOEL COWARD -
ON THE B.B.C.

(Continued from page 439.)

within' the reach of all who are poor in
finance.

Broadcasting Improving.
In conclusion, Mr. Coward said :
" I think that the news items should be

more carefully chosen and compiled. In
the uneducated distriCts where the working
man might pick up the earphones for just
a few seconds, grave trouble might be caused
were he to hear just a portion of a paragraph
that. might have a 'thoroughly different
meaning -than when heard complete. There-
fore I think that every sentence complete
should have a definite meaning. It takes
a great writer to make a paragraph retain
the same meaning even when mutilated,
but it can be done.

" I do not see anything else very wrong ;
but I would like 'to say that I think that
broadcasting, although I know very little
about the whole thing, seems to me to be
improving month by month. Certainly it
has greatly improved in the last year, and
there is no reason why it should not 'go on
doing so."

Instruments
ONE -METERS

are the finest Multi Range Sets. No. B 52 T
has 7 ranges: 120 v., 6 v. and 300 m/v. ; 6
amps, 120 mla, 12 Wit and 3 ova. 55,, -

THE ULTRA ONE -METER
is an entirely new production of wonderful
precision and delicacy from microamps to 20
amps, millivolts to 2,000 volts: Measures

50 ohms to 50 megohms.
Instrument co/. Multipliers 6f6only ... each ...

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Instrument Dept. P,

218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

REPAIRS SETS. PHONES,
. TRANSFORMERS

lli! /111// Approved by Midi° Association.
ALLWORILGUARANTEEDLOWEST sa LE, stsVICE

Cash on Delivery tf Desired.
JOHN W MILLER, 88, Farringdon St E C 4

'Phone Central I '1$

W I RELESS. -Capable trustworthy men
with spare time who wish to substanti-

ally increase income required where we are
not fully represented. Applicants must
have practical knowledge of installation of Set
and Aerial, be a householder or live with parents,
and be able to give. references; state age and
experience. Address : Dept. 82, General Radio
Company, Limited, Radio House Regent Street,
London, W.1.

-19AERMONIC,,,DOW PAY
MORE

Anti - phonic. Lowesti-,.
capacity. Lowest price-
best value. The newclesign
enables us to sell at less
than other makes and puts
Aermonic " miles in front."
Aermonic Holder - 119
Other makes are not so fine.
If can't obtain ' drop r Ao, loonic

us a line. r ,r 7 it ies Free.

JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS, LTD.
246, West Street, SHEFFIELD.

London Agents : A. F. Bul,in & Co., 10, Cot for
Street, London, E.C.4.

c4n )

£2?
WOULD you like a Multi -Valve Receiver
v for 40;- down ? In our Catalogue 'P"

are details whereby many well-known
Sets are obtainable on easy terms. Ac-
cessories too! Our technical advice is
yours without charge. Write to -day to:

111cw Cinio SALES CO. -
7 7. CITY ROAD. E.C. I

aVessweieseeenWwWw%%"i 1;

2 -COIL STAND
Red No. C.169

Price 5/9

THE LATEST SUCCESS
VELVET VERNIER ACTION
FULLY GUARANTEED. 11,,,

TRIUMPH VALVE -HOLDER
Anti-Microphonic) &

TRIUMPH RHEOSTAT.
AsE YoUR DEALER FOR ILLUSTRATED H

or strut p.c., mentioning " Poplin wirthss," t

A.H.CLACKSON LTD.WHITE HART WORKS,LONDON,H.22
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Prov.
Patent No

240917.

Clarke's
" ATLAS "

FILAMENT CONTROL
Do you know which is the finest' Rheostat ?

Simple though the question is, you CAN'T give
a fair reply unless you know the true " inwardness"
of Clarke's "ATLAS" Filament Control.

You can see at once that it's " different." Its
fine quality porcelain body attracts attention from
I host of others. In point of fact it is unique.
'Wojrking on a principle of special resistance discs
it gives a constant and complete control over the
How of electrons through the valve, and its almost
uncanny precision is a delight. No wires to
scratch, scrape or wear out. No powder to
" pack " or give flickering control. Its 50 ohms
resistance makes it ideal for either bright or dull
emitters. Silently efficient throughout its long
life, it is a deciding factor in resolving that elusive
carrier wave into clear and distinct signals.

For 6/6 you have the finest rheostat value in
the trade.

Clarke's " ATLAS"
FIXED CONDENSERS
Bakelite casings and inserts. Copper
foil and best ruby mica. Nickel -plated
metal fittings. Strong soldering connec-
tion. Absolutely constant values.
Every Condenser is tested under 1,000

Volts pressure.

PRICES :
'0001-'0005 mfd. 1i6 each

2,i'ammwo X99

Radio Specialities

Prov.
Patent No,

13126

Another worry ended !
Clarke's "ATLAS" High Tension

BATTERY ELIMINATOR
makes the old H.T. Battery an unnecessary evil
for all who have electric light in the home.
It solves the problem once and for all. With a
supply of 100 to 250 volts, any voltage from 20
to 150 can be obtained by simply plugging -in to
the nearest electric light socket. Four stages of
Grid Bias are provided for: 4, 8, 12 and 16 volts.
Current consumption negligible.

For DIRECT and ALTERNATING Current.

PRICES:
Direct Current for 200/250 volt mains £4 :10
Alternating Current for 100/125 volt

mains and 200/250 volt mains,
including 2 valves .. . . £8 : 5

Royalty en A.C.Model only, 12,6 per instrument.

FULL WAVE. RECTIFICATION.
Each instrument carries the Atlas guarantee.

H. CLARKE & CO. (Mcr.), LTD., ATLAS WORKS, OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER

VirCONVNYVVYVVVVVVrrfIli

Why pay more for valves when you can obtain
Metal " Radio Valves at the prices quoted. It isn't

as if higher priced valves are better than " Metal."
They are not, for with " Metal" Valves-one of
the oldest makes-you can get results unobtain-
able with most valves. That is why  they are
used by the French Government and in countless
Continental and U.S.A. sets.

PRICES :
Ell. Volts, Amps. Price,

2 0.06 10,6
O'2 8/-
oo6 9,6

Type.
C.L.62
C.L.202

niroo
Power.
C.L.5ci2 c

o' to
12/-

C.I...io4 4 o 15/-
Your dealer stocks them. Write for list showing all types

Sole Distributors:
JOHN RAE, LTD., 60, BLACKFRT ARS RD., LONDON, 5.E.1

AFH

ELIMINATE HUSKINESS
FROM THIS SEASON'S RADIO

BY FITTING

ERRANT
BRITISH MADE, AUDIO FREQUENCY

TRANSFORMERS

TYPE
AF3

25/-

TYPE
AF4

17/6

VISIT STAND No. 52, MANCHESTE1 EXHIBITION
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T T is curious," said Sparks, " how
'inconsistent some people really

are." " Meanin,b ? " I asked, filling
my pipe. " Take Reynolds, for ex-
ample, our book-keeper," he replied.
" The other evening he asked me to go
along ,to his place to see whether I
could give him some advice and help
him to get his new Wireless set working
properly." When I arrived; he fetched
out his set and we sat down together to
see whether we could find out why the
confounded thing wouldn't work pro-
perly. Four Miles from 2L0 we were,
and barely a whisper. We checked up
the wiring several times-that seemed
all right. We examined the valves ;
they seemed to be quite above sus-
picion. We tested the transformer --
nothing wrong there. In fact, we
turned the spot light on every com-
ponent in the set, all to no purpose.
Then suddenly I began to suspect the
panel. " Tell me," I said, " where did
you get this panel ? " "Where I bought
the other parts," he answered, " down
the road at Jenkinson's. Why, what's
the matter with it? " " Well," I replied,
-it doesn't look like real Ebonite." "But
it must be," he insisted, " I watched
jenkinson cut it off the sheet myself."

Ah, my friend," I said, with a
smile, " all is not gold that glitters.
You wouldn't think of buying a ring
for your wife, without looking for the
hall mark. This panel is black; it
looks like Ebonite, but there may not
be a trace of rubber in it at all. Here
is where your trouble lies." And then
I read him a lecture on the fallacy of
buying good components and trying to
save a few shillings on a leaky so-called
Ebonite panel. He admitted- that he
could have bought a *Radipn panel for
only a shilling or two more. A panel
guaranteed, stamped on the corner
with a trade mark which is just as
valuable in its way as the hall mark on
a gold ring.

" So I suppose he has got to re -build.
his set now ? " I asked. " Yes," replied
Sparks, "and I'll wager he'll have
something to say to jefikinsOri about
his ' dud ' ebonite ! "
*Rahn is the trade name for a super quality of
Ebonite, made by the oldest and largest firm of
Ebonite manufacturers in the world. It is a
material specially evolved for wireless use, possess-
ing the highest possible insulation value.
Resiston is the name given to a high grade Ebonite
panel sold at a slightly lower price than Radios,

Panel Size, Radion. Resiston.
7 ins. x in ins. ,.. 5/9 .., 4/81' x 12 -. 6)6
finXI4o .. 6/3

X12 8/- 6/-
)(15 I1/3 8/6se x12 ,, . 7/6xis 12/ -

and in 12 other sizes.

ittinufactunted by American Hard Rubber Co.
lEritain) Ltd... 13a, Fore Street, London, E.Ca

G.A. 6/24.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 436.)

made in any other voltages ranging between 200 and
250. It can also be borne in mind that the use of

Osglims  is colite the safest means of taking current
from mains, because these lamps will not pass enough
current to damage even the telephones or loud
speaker, even if put direct through the lamp without
the intervening valves, etc.

Many thanks for your courtesy in publishing this
for me, which I hope will be of use to your numerous
readers.

Yours faithfully,
W. H. Sfirrn

(Electrical Engineer.)
Kinsale, Friaton-on-Sea.

PREVENTING 'LECLANCHE CELLS  CREEPING.'
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-In view of the number of people now
going he for wet H.T.'s of the Leclanche type, I think
tin tip following may be of use in the prevention of
" creeping " : To each pint of the sal ammoniac
solution add one heaped teaspoonful of granulated
sugar.
la I read of this many years ago in connection with
cells of the above -mentioned type for ordinary bell
ringing, and see no reason why it should not be as
effective in the small cells as in the others. In any
case it does no harm.

Wishing " P.W." the success I feel it deserves es
the best papei of its kind.

Yours sincerely,
L. PRIDDiS.

10, King Alfred Terrace
Winchester.

SOME " P.W." SET RESULTS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-On September 7th 1 was touring the
Continent with the help of my old friend, the 2 -valve
Unidyne, on the look -out for musical items.

On making a list, at the close, of those station,
received at good strength, I found I had a total of
twenty. I then thought I would try the ',' PAN"'
Ultra Crystal Set, as it was a very good evening. 1
found Frankfort, at times, came in almost as loud
as Daventry, and closed down at -11.30. Hamburg
could be heard up to midnight, when his closing words
could be heard very clearly indeed.

Finding still another station riming at 12.10, and
not hearing his call, I went back to the Unidyne and
found he was U. Radio, Madrid.

Last evening, October 4th, when trying another
detector on the 'Ultra, Frankfort could be heard fairly,
Hamburg was faint, as was Radiola, but I was very
surprised to hear our old friend Toulouse calling very
clearly. My aerial consists of single IS and 18 bare
copper twisted together, 80 ft. long. 26 ft. high
badly screened at free end to west, but open to south
and east, and not another within half a mile.

One Thorpe K..4 valve in Unidyne has done over
i,600 Mrs and the other just over 1,000.

Faithfully yours,
E. 0. 84xiev.

P.8.-At moment of writing-7.30-Hamburg
and Frankfort are quite good on crystal, 2 L 0 faint.

Belmont Lodge, Throwley
Faversham. Kent.

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMMES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,

Dear Sir.-The listener has still no organ or
organisation with a voice that can make itself beard
to the B.B.C., and swill be in still worse plight with its
successor as regards programme selection.

The democracy find the money which the State
assert a right to apportion, the monopoly given to
the B B.C. and to be perpetuated, is in effect as un-
democratic as the Government, of Russia and the
large trade unions, and the listener has even less of
a vote that counts.

That not only alternative but differentiated pro.
gramtnes would have been long ago provided had
licensees -any power in calling the tune is certain.

It is hopeless to please all tastes, but educationalists
and entertainment seekers, and high and middle and
low brows, can be separately catered for and inde-
pendently controlled.

National concerts, chamber music, etc. appeal to
some, and the 11.13.0. regard them as " important"
For others the.only importance is to get them over
and done with and get on with broadcasts from hotels
cinemas, etc. -

Sir Hamilton Harty may hate jazz, but what he
and his school regard as " the finest music hr the
world " does not provide others with the exhilaration
or tunes that haunt us as does Mr. Jack Hylton and
his colleagues, and we want a lot more of the class of
Mr. Angell and Mr. Ketelby.

The Sunday programmes, excellent of their biassed
class, are entirely composed from the point of view
what is a minority class, and there is no escape
except to a few multi -valve owners,

The popularity of wireless and it revenue will
surely decline as time goes on unless the divergent
and totally irreconcilable views of the population are
more seriously reckoned with than hitherto.

I am, yours faithfully.
"A VT:D.-AMIN.'

5` Wilbury," 71. Sydenham Road North,
Croydon.

Britain's Best in Radio
LAMPLUGH
GRID LEAK
Variable, .5 to 15 MEG.-OHMS.
One -hole fixing. An efficient and well -
made component, the resistance element
is guaranteed constant and is impervious
to moisture.

S. A. LAMPLUCH, LTD.
King's Road, Tyseley, BIRMINGHAM.

Sole distributors for London
and the Southern Counties :-

The Empire Electric Co , 303, Easton Heal,
London, N.W.

Scottish Depot :
it', Montrose Street, GLASGOW

end for Lists.
RADlo.

LAMPLUGH
This mark is aux. ainarantee

Obtainable from all the leading Wireless Dealers.

raw  V  I  ./ VILA I II %I 16 i
With our Alarm Clock Attachment you can stop and
start your set automatically at any time you wish.
Send NOW for free particulars.. Attachment 2'9,post free. Fully guaranteed. - A. R. ELLIS(Dept. P.W.), 5, Arthur St., Luton, Beds.
.....-....,

EASY PAYMENTS
Finest 2 -calve
amplifier set,
including loudspeaker, 120 11.T., D.E. valves, £7 10s.; or 18'9

down and 11 instalments of 15/,
CASH BARGAINS.

Good Crystal Sets, 8/3 and 9/3. Amplifiers, 17/6and 211-. 'Phones, Telefunken type, 7/9; Fr. T.
Houston. 114.; U.d. Baldwins, 17/9. Valves, Radio
Micro, 5/6; or power, 8/9. Good D.T., 60-v.,5/9; or ,H -v. (laboratory test), 3/9 doz. Accumu.
lators, with 12 months' guarantee, 2-v. 40 ignition,
8/3; 4-v. 40, 15/-; 6-v. 60, 29/-. PolishedCabinets, Ebonite, Variometers, Condensers, CoilHolders, and everything in Wireless, reliable and
cheap. Satisfaction or cash refunded.

MUSIC ROLL EXCHANGE,29, High Street, Clapham, London. S.W.4.........
BUILD YOUR OWN LOUD -SPEAKER

RECEIVING SET FOR £1.
Instruction book, writ ten for novices, with
photos; diagrams, templates. 2/, post free.
PUBLISHER, Liss Printing Works, LISS, HANTS.

" 2 for a Bob" (PostFree)
and you will be satisfied.

The "CLEAR STONE" mineral
combination

Refills for all makes of Permanent Detectors.
Sufficient for two Detectors. Full instructions.
Positively the Loudest Results on Earth.
S. LYONS, 119, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.1,

PRIVATE GREETING CARDS. AGENTS
(either sex; any age) wanted. Largest Manufac-turers in Great Britain offer Magnificent FREE.
SAMPLE BOOK, containing WONDERFUL NOVEL-
TIES - VELVET FIGURES with life -like GLASS
EYES; NOTEPAPERS; DAINTY CALENDARS FOR
PURSE or HANDBAG; BLOTTER; GREETINGCARDS for every taste; and DELIGHTFUL COL-
LECTION OF CALENDARS. PROFITS AND. PRIZES WILL AMAZE you. Write;
ALL -BRITISH CHRISTMAS CARD CODept. 442, BLACKBURN.

ACCUMULATORS
ON EASY PAYMENTS

High -Tension Accumulators built up from 20 -volt
sections 115/. each). Example: 60 -Volt B T 45/.CASH or 12/6 DOWN and 6 monthly paymentsof 6/.. Carriage Paid. Satisfaction or moneyback. Write for Lists to DEPT. 11. COVENTRY

DIRECT SUPPLIES LIMITED,
23, Warwick Row Coventry
Any Wireless Goods sup.
plied on easy earinovta-LE1111[1111E12111112
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RADIAX COILS
exceed in efficiency allordinary types. The
standard Low Loss Coil is,
the most efficient form of
all the plug-in coils, nothing
but wire and air.
No. 25, 1/3 No. 100, 2'16 35, 1/6 150, 3/- 50, 119 200, 316 75, 2/- 250, 41 -

THE DX COIL
'.or distance work,

gives an auto coupled circuit
without altering your set.
Permits a variety of aerial
tuning, circuits, enables
:neutralising opp, anode eh --
Cults:, makes the poor set
F9,; uphran, 1 the gonde setnee,

ds
1. hese coils, which positively
add selectivity and range.
No. 35,31- No. 150, 5'6 50, 3/6 200, 61-

76, 4/- S'c't of 5, 211 -
Free chart of circuits with

each purchase.

THE NEW SERIES OF SUPER LOW LOSS COILS
A type is made for all best circuits. Get the special list.
These are perfectly made and finished, and accurately
calibrated and matched. A guaranteed Radiax proposition.
SPLIT SINGLE COILS
for anode tuning and a
variety of purposes.
1,50/400619 noo(r2oo
300/600 6/9 1200/3000

Three -leg base, 2/3.

TRANSFORMER with splir
p150/rimar

400y or
sec... ondary

16.10
300/600 1016
600/1,200 11!-

1,200/3,000 ... 12/6

S.L.F. CONDENSER.
Real Low Loss, smooth
movement, perfect, finish.
A thoroughly reliable com-
ponent, with dial as shown.

Single 0003 ... 10/6
0005 ... 11/6

Doub/e, for Fist roe Six,
etc., 0005, 17/ -

GEARED COIL HOLDER
Another new Radian line
of wonderful value. Beauti-
fully made and finished.
smooth working, and free
Irons backlash.

Cat. No. 865, 4/ -
SUPER -HETERODYNE KIT

The Super -Het. is probably the best Super Set. Its selectivity and range
are undoubted, and it avoids the difficulties of straight H.F. stages. Our
new Low Loss Components, Oscillators, etc., enable a Super -Het. Set to be
assembled as easily as the simplest straight circuit.
6 -VALVE KIT, comprising filter transformer with condensers, 3 I.F.
transformers with condensers, oscillator transformer and coupler. X3-10-6

How many Valves in your Set ?
LIGHT your Valves from your Lighting Mains-via

an Accumulator and the new Rectalloy L,T.
Charger.

Connect in series-then with the movement of a
switch the Charger will recharge the accumulator when
the set is not in use.
Simplicity itself ! All your L.T. difficulties solved
for j.:2 I5S.

Model C, too -Ito volts A.C. 55/
D, 2o0.:25o volts A.C.

Write for Voider P.S,. describing this and other efficient Rectalloy
71 Chargers which bring to a reality the day when it is possible to

forget your Accumulators !

RECaTAattery
LLO y

i.The idel B charger

RECTA LLOY LTD., 77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

P.S. 613,

H.F. CHOKE
Low self - capacity
type. The successful con-
trol of reaction depends
upon the choke coil used.
To build a first-class
choke is. by no means the
simple task one might
imagine, and much costly
and experimental work
has preceded the produc-
tion of the ''Radiax
choke, which is perfect
for modern neutrodyne
eirgnits.
Tip to 150 metres ... 716
150/4,000 metres ...81-

I GET OUR LIST
of newest Low

I LossComponents

RADIAX LTD. 10, Accessory,

Palmer Place, Holloway, London, N.7

JACKS
4 -POINT

.3'.xi;;3133;`.11f9

S.O.S. BATTERY
TESTER

3 -Bead Type

tells
immediately

full or empty
Only 3 6

RELIABILITY
CONDENSERS

Mansbr dge
Mfds. Type.
25, 1;6 1 MI , 2.'6
5, 1;9 2 nits., 36

WIRELESS
CABINETS

For Panels 7 in, high
Width 8in,Hinged Lid
Oak 12 in, 17/-, 14 in

17_6, 18 in. 18/6,
Mahogany 1/- extra.

DEWAR
SWITCH

12 -Contact
2;6

READ THIS LIST AND SAVE MONEY ON COMPONENTS
RECENT REDUCTIONS.-Sterling .0005 Square Law Condensers with Vernier, 9/6 ; Geared

12'-; Miniloss. 15'-; .00025, 8,6 ; Geared, 10,6; Miniloss, 141-; Marconi Automatic
Detector, 2/6 ; Series Parallel Variometer, 10/6 ; Eddystone Absorbos Feet, set of 4, 2/3 ;
Benjamin S.P. Switch, 1 3 : D.P. Clix Plug & Insulator, 2'd. Adaptor, ; Socket 2d.

LATEST COMPONENTS. -0 -Way Coll Stand, 2 '9 ; Colvern Low Loss Inductance Former.
5 ; ; Formo Straight Line .0005 Condenser, 10/6 ; Success, 18;6 ; Eureka, 15/6 ; Cyldon,
15, 6 ; Lissen 60 V. H.T. New Process Battery, 10,6 ; Valve Vibrating Springs, 6d. set of 4.

CONDENSERS,-Low Loss, Square Law, with knob and dial, .0003, 51- ; .0003, 4;6 ; with
Vernier Blade, 1/4 extra ; Twin .0005, for Elstree Six, unequalled value, 9,6 Cyldon
Twin for ditto, 27/6 ; Ormond, J.B, Utility, Sterling, Polar, Formo, %ramie, G. E.C.
Var. and all capacities. Neutrodyne types, Ormond, 21-; Colvern, 3;6; Gambriel, 5/6.

FIXED CONDENSERS.-Dubilier, Edison Bell, Lissom, Watmel, Mullard, McMichael, at
advertised prices, Special Reliability Fallon-.0003 2 meg. Leak, 113 ; Cases only 44.

BATTERIES.-Reliability, 90 v., 111-: 60 v., 7/6; 36 v 4,6; 15 v., 1;10; Ever Ready
Siemens, Hellesen, 100 v., 211-; 66 v., 12/6: 35 v., 7/6 ; Flashlight Battery Cases for 14
Batts., 3/6 : 4i v. Batts., 4d. ; 60 v, Unequalled. 6.6 ; Wan. Plugs, 14d. ; Clix Type, 2d,

L.F. TRANSFORMERS.-R.I. Multi -Ratio, 27/6: Marconi Ideal, 25/-; Junior, 18,6; Fer-
ranti A.F.3, 251- ; A.F.4, 17,5 ; Forme, 10/6 ; H.T.C. Empire, 7/6; Croix 5 to 1, 4/- ;

Lissen new type, 8 6; Igranic, 161-; Eureka Concert Grand, 25/-; No. 2. 21/ ; Baby
Grand, 15;-; Ormond, 15 - ; Royal, 20'-; Success, All Black, 2L/-; Silvertown, 21/ - ;

G.R.C., 151-; Brandes, 17,6; Eurndept, 16/6; Special Value, 7/6; Modulation, 7/6.
EBONITE,-Any size cut Clayton brand, I in 'd. sq. in. ; 9 in, by 6, 2;2 ; 12 in, by 9,

4/6 15 in, by 9, 5,6 ; 3'16 in. 25 per cent, less. Paragon and Radion, Id, per sq. in.
TERMINALS & ACCESSORIES.-Single W. Office N.P. or Pol. Brass with nut and washer,

lid ; Phone and Castle type, Id. ; Double Mark, 3, 2d. ; 4 -way Phone Connector, 6d. ;

Bole -finding paper, 3d. ; Fluxite, 84, Black Tape. 6d. coil ; 1 in. Empire Tape, 64.
dozen yards ; Insulating tube,3d, yard ; Glazite, 1,2, 10 ft, coil ; Shellac Varnish, ed.;
Mica 2 in. x 1'. in., 44. dozen. Wax Block, 6d. ; Chatterton's Compound. 9d ; Drills, 1/ -

VALVE HOLDERS.-Anti-Phonic Benjamin, 2,9 ; Lotus, 213 ; with terminals, 2:6 ; Burn -
dept. 2,9 ; Harlie, 1;6 ; Reliability. unequalled, 2/ - ; all baseboard types, ord. ditto
Ed. ; N,P. Valve Sockets, flush fitting, Id. ; Superior Panel Type, Ed.; All Ebonite, 104.

HEADPHONES.-B.T.H., ; Brown's "F" Type, 20/- Reliability, 7;6'; Adjustable, 8i-;
Dr. Nesper, 12;11 ; T.M.C., 17, 6 ; Western Electric, 20/- ; all 4,000 ohms ; Sullivan.
120 ohm Double, Ex -Govt New, 4 - ; 120 ohm Single Phone, 2/6 ; Long Phone Cord, 1/- ;

ACCUMULATORS.-Exide, D.T.G., 4,6 ; D.F.G., 8/6 ; W.J., 20 v., H.T. type, 15/- ; Old-
ham H.T. complete, 104. per volt ; Dunn 20 v., 12/ - ; 10 v., 6/- ; Repairing Outfit, 2/6.

AERIALS, --110 ft, in, copper tape, 16 ; 7/22s Bright, 2/3 ; Enamelled, 313 ; Electron.
1,8 ; Superial. 2,6 : Mars, 8 6 : Ashton Spreaders, 12/- per pair 0.V., complete, 2/6.

INSULATORS,-Large Shell, 3d.: Reel or Egg. 1d. ; Climax, 64. ; Ditto, with shock ab-
sorbers, 3, - pr. ; Gal. Pulleys, 9d. ; 100 ft. Gal. Straining Wire, 1/6 ; Straining Bolts, Ed.

EXPERIMENTERS PARCELS: ACCESSORIES OF VARFA i TYPES WORTH 201- POST PO) 5/6
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Carriage Paid.

Under 5/6
3d. per it

for Packing etc

Just select your pivgminme
ELECTONE doestherest,

Choose the items which appeal to you, note the times
at which they commence, and arrange your plugs on
the face of the Electone at the corresponding times
-that's all. No unwanted items, no annoying switch-
ing off and on. Electone due's it all-automatically.
Without Electone your set is incomplete. Incident-
ally it saves nearly 50 per cent. on accumulator and
H.T. battery current, thus really doubling the life of
the valves. Ask your dealer to demonstrate. In case
of difficulty, write direct to f-

ci-ro N
AuTOMATtc 1\1

PROGRAMME D SELECTOR

FREDK. J. GORDON & CO., LTD..,
92, Charlotte Street, LONDON, W.1.

r

Price
27/6

Electone is a handsome
reliable timepiece.

Three Wonderful Crystal Detectors

(roaa-tri7'l---

IF AI

216 each.
Silver Plated

The"KLIP-ON"
(Pat.)

converts your Catswhisker into a Loud, Lasting -
Vibration Proof Detector in two seconds. Many
testimonials from delighted users.

3/6 each complete with Clips and Screws
(Pro:Pat.) THE BEST PERMANENT

DETECTOR. The only Detector on the market which has safety device preventing
the possibility of injury to crystals, and which also allows the whole of the crystal to
6e searched. The only Detector on the market which has adjustment from lightest
contact to required pi essure ensuring the finest results. This is obtained by means
of a special Friction Clutch. Fits clips on existing sets. From Wireless Dealers or
post free from PARTRIDGES Ltd., 140, Northwood Street, Birmingham.

10' artrid 
RADIALITIES

qf each
'complete
THE

"LITTLE
GIANT."

Takes a minimum panel space but
gives maximum results. A really
wonderful Permanent Detector
supplied complete with Screws,
Nuts and Template.
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THE TREBLE DUTY
TERMINAL

in 32 differently lettered tops can now be
supplied this we know cannot be obtained
from any other source of manufacture.
A bold policy on our part-to meet the
exacting requirements of Amateur enthu-
siasts, who require neatness combined
with the best results.
This Treble Duty Terminal is a unit in
the Eelex System of Standardised Plugs
and Sockets.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
EELEX HOUSE, 118, Bunhill Row,

London,

rsAvE YOUR VALVES'
PRICE

complete

`I
UNT$It

SAFETY FUSE
COSTS PENCE
A. R. HUNT. LTD.,

New

Bulbs

6d. each

"SAVEIT"
WANDER PLUG
SAVES POUNDS

(DePt.12),Croyclon,Surrel

HEADPHONES REPAIRED-
fie -wound & re -magnetised 5/- per pair. Loud Speakers
repaired 5/-. Transformers re -wound 5/- each. All

work guaranteed and tested before delivery.
Write for Trade Prices. 'Phone Clerk 1795.MASON & CO., 44, East Road, City Road, N.1.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 412.)

It is sometimes desirable to use an
ammeter or milliameter as a volt meter,
and vice versa : for example, you may have
a milliameter available and may wish
to use this for reading the voltage of an H.T.
battery. This is quite an easy thing to
do provided you have available a suitable
resistance which may be introduced in
series with the instrument. An average
value for the internal resistance of a
milliameter might be perhaps 500 ohms,
and if the internal resistance of the instru-
ment be known it is quite easy to determine
the value of the external series resistance,
which will make it suitable for use in the
way mentioned. Supposing the internal
resistance of the instrument is 500 ohms,
and we wish to measure the voltage of a
battery which has a maximum value of
100 volts, the instrument being assumed
to have a maximum reading of 25 milliamps.

EVidently, in order that the application
of a 100 - volt battery shall produce a
current of 25 milliamps. it is necessary that
the total resistance in circuit (neglecting the
resistance of the battery) must be 4,000
ohms. Therefore, the extra internal resist-
ance of the instrument must be 3,500 ohms.
A 100 -volt battery will thus produce a
reading of 25 degrees on the instrument
when the resistance mentioned is in .series
and consequently if the actual degrees on
the instrument be multiplied by four they
may be taken to indicate the voltage of the
battery. It should be noted that this
only applies when the current drawn from
the battery is so small as not to pull down
the voltage. The current of 25 milliamps.
from an ordinary H.T. battery will probably
pull down the voltage fairly quickly, but in
any case this will be evident by a gradual
falling of the reading on the instrument.

WHEN replying to advertisements
please mention " Popular

Wireless and Wireless Review to ensure
prompt attention. THANKS '

4 - ELECTRODE VALVES
We are the suppliers of the genuine
U.O. and Thorpe valves, as specially
tested and recommended by the

Unidyn? " inventors and " Popular
Wireless ' V.0.5. and Thorpe
K.4 (both 4 -electrode 5 -pin 1 0/6
valves). each, post free

Ord, direr? te,rn-
LUDGATE RADIO CO.,

56, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4

The Highest
Magazine
Value in

the World
The

PREMIER
Magazine

The
ALL -STORY

Magazine

The
RED

Magazine

The
MERRY
Magazine

AU Only
D.

EACH

Ask for them at
your Newsagent or

Bookstall

Superior to any Transformer
both in Volume and Tone

AUTO -
CHOKE

c o 91 ete
with con-
denser and
fixed resist-
ance. Bright
parts heavi-
ly nickelled.

PRICE

On account of Its patent core
and specially balanced windings
it may safely ht. claimed for the

lisraux.mmx. ::-
AUTO cx-i0OFEIM
that it gites an amplification
even greater than that of any
transformer, yet with all the
natural purity of tone associa.
ted with Choke coupling. Write
for N.P.L. Curve 103/1 and
Booklet describing the Auto -
Choke.
The WATMEL WIRELESS
COMPANY LTD.. 332a,
Goswell Road, London,

E.C.1.
Telephone: Clerhenwell 7990.

Lanes., Yorks. and Cheehtre
fiepreeentatire:Mr..I. B. Levee,
23, Hartley Street, Levens.

hulme, Manchester.
Telephone: 475 Heaton Moor.

" POPULAR WIRELESS "
Advertisement Rates

WHOLE PAGE £40 QUARTER PAGE £10
HALF PAGE . . £20 EIGHTH PAGE £5
Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30/.
Minimum Space accepted . . . , .half inch 15/.
NO SERIES DISCOUNTS. ALL
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUBJECT

TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN
HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

ALL Communications respecting
advertising must be made to

JOHN H. LILE LTD. 4 Ludgate Circus London E.C.4.
'Phone: City 7261
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There is No Alternative.

At the reduced price of 25/-, there is no
other L.F. Transformer which can give you
the same consistent perfection of audio -
frequency amplification as the R.I. Multi -Ratio
Transformer

Because-
as you will fully appreciate, the available range of seven different
ratios practically guarantees perfect audio frequency ampli-
fication in all circumstances. Only one ratio can he the beit,
of course, but with seven to choose from you are free from the
obvious limitations of the ordinary single -ratio transformer.

In the same way, the range of impedance values is such that
you can always find the one that bears the correct relationship
to the impedance of the valve, no matter what type of valve you
may be using.

This process of elimination is perfectly simple when you are
able to carry it out with the one instrument, but applied to a
number of different transformers it proves a very unsatisfactory
and costly business. Here, however, you have the advantage
of the choice of seven different ratios in a single instrument
instead of buying one transformer you buy seven, at the price
of one. You can, therefore, be absolutely certain of an ampli-
fication factor suited to any stage in any circuit.

One more point is worth noting, the self -capacity of the R.I.
Multi Ratio Transformer is only 18 micro-microfarads.

NOW 25/ -

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO
Advt. R.I. Ltd., 12, Hyde St., New Oxford St., London, W.C.1
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Ask Your Dealer
These Questions

IS THE FILAMENT UN/AR': EAKABLE
except by the very roughe3t handanz, - - - YES

I

Since the life of the val .e you purchase is only as 'ong as the life of its filament,
you want to be protected against loss due to accide:.ts.

DOES THE FILAMENT OPERATE AT
AN EXTREMELY LOW TEMPERATURE: ?
so that its life is vastly increased - - - - - YES !
The extent of a fi:ament's electrical life is governed by the operating temperature.
You rue assured of long us iul l fe from your valves when the filament tempera-
ture is so low that no s'gn of glow can be discerned.
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YES! .....

inYcu want to be r lieved of the burden of accumulator recharging as m, ch as ant
p. ssible without imp. iris g the elticlency of ycur receiver. With a consumption a
of c nly or.e-tenth cmpere :-s few as 3 re chargIngs of you accumulate r wit carry P.1

you through the whole winter. ' Per 4-relt accumulator GC
or 3 dry (silt

DOES THIS VALVE USE THE SAME 1 THE P.M. 3 (General
H. T. CURRENT as ordinary valves for HE P.M. 4

Purpose) (0'1 amp. 1:4-) TPowe
the same operation - - - - - - - - : YES I ampr) . 18/6 1<7

Greatly increased emission does not indicate increased WT., consumption. The For G. roll accumulator P....H.T. current is the same, but the volume is vastly Itrcreased enabling you to Or or 4 dry tells 0
have a large reserve of power. THE P.M. 5 (General at

Purpose) 0'1:amp. 19 8 c
THE P.M. 6. (Power)  ...

O'1 amp. 15.'8 cu
e..

For 2 -snit accuulcm clmr

tc.,

THE P.M.1 H.F. Tin

0.1 amp. 14/.
THE P.M, 1 L.F.

0'1 amp. 14/. i
i.;THE P.M. 2 (Power)

0'15 amp. 184 -

Mill 1 1ard These prices do not apply in Irish

British Made
in a

...:,-....
1.._

,...a.
Fiee State. c..

,

.....

British Factory ,.:.pTHE ' MA S TER. -VALVE
ti:i4

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., SALHAM, LONDON, S.W.1 2 Tr

IS THE EMISSION SURFAC7, OF THE
FILAM ENT GENEROUS and i.ip to 5
times that of an ordinary fi!ament - - - YES !
The mare copious th em'ssion from the filament of a valve the better the results
and the greater the c Otto! rdrge, ton ticulany when that emission is secured from
an economical inTut.

DOES THE FILAMENT CONSUME
ONLY ONE TENTH AMPERE giving.?
greater life to each accumulator charg2 - -

The only valves that can satisfy all these questions are MULLARD
P.M. VALVES with the wonderful Mallard P.M. Filament.

Get them from your radio dealer.
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